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I am pleased to transmit herewith the Seventh Annual Report of the 
Economic Policy Council and the Office of Economic Policy. 

During these first months as Governor of New Jersey I have had occasion 
to call upon the Council and services of this agency in assessing the difficult 
questions of economic policy for the state. These activities constitute a 
major function of the Council and staff although they are only briefly 
described in this Report. 

Most of the Report is concerned with background studies of the 
economic aspects of several public issues that will engage the attention of the 
Legislature and the executive offices of New Jersey during the coming 
months. The section on school finance has particular value as background 
for the Special Session of the Legislature that I have called to devise ways of 
financing a "thorough and efficient" system of education. 

Respectfully, 

Editor's Postscript: Though the printing of this report postdates the special 
session, the section on school finance was presented to the Legislature on June 26. 
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HONORABLE BRENDAN T. BYRNE 

Governor, State of New Jersey 

DEAR GOVERNOR BYRNE: 

June 13, 1974. 

The Economic Policy Council has the honor to transmit to you its 
Seventh Annual Report in accordance with Chapter 129 of the New Jersey 
Laws of 1966. 

This year, as in the past, the Report reprints the Council's statement 
on the economic outlook for New Jersey, originally released in December, 
1973. The increasing difficulty and complexity of problems of the national 
economy in relation to the state are considered at greater length this year, 
and the statement is supplemented by an overall review of the New Jersey 
economy in 1973. The first of a planned series of annual reviews of 
particular industries is also included, this one dealing with the New Jersey 
agricultural industry in 1973. 

This year's Report contains the results of studies on the economic aspects 
of problems that have particular importance in New Jersey at this time. 
Chapter III reports the investigation of alternative methods of financing 
"thorough and efficient" public education in the state. Chapter IV considers 
the economic implications of state subsidies to railroads, and Chapter V 
presents a study of the effects of economic policy in Pennsylvania on employ
ment in New Jersey. An additional chapter describes preliminary efforts 
directed by the Office of Economic Policy to construct a statistical profile of 
the state as a basis for planning and evaluating policy. In the final chapter 



the continuing progr~Jns of the Council and the Office of Economic Policy 
are outlined. ~. 

We take this opportunity to acknowledge the supporting efforts we have 
received this year from individuals and agencies in the state government. 
The close cooperation of the Department of Labor and Industry has con
tinued to make important contributions to the work of the Council and 
the Office of Economic Policy. Dr. Arthur O'Neal, Director of Planning 
and Research in the Department, deserves special recognition, and Henry 
Watson and the Office of Business Economics have been extremely helpful 
in the collection of statistical information. We also wish to thank the expert 
staff of the New Jersey State Library for their continuous help in supplying 
all sorts of source material. 

The members of the Economic Policy Council are joined by the staff 
of the Office in expressing appreciation of the continuing interest m our 
work by your administration. 

Respectfully submitted, 

LESTER V. CHANDLER, Chairman 

WILLIAM J. BAUMOL 

-/()~{'.~ 
WILLIAM C. FREUND 
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I 

THE ACTIVITIES OF THE 
ECONOMIC POLICY COUNCIL 

DURING THE PAST YEAR* 

The Council and its staff were involved in a 
broad range of activities during 1973 as New 
Jersey, like the nation, faced a number of eco
nomic problems. 

A continuing problem was the high level of 
unemployment in New Jersey, which began to 
worsen towards the end of the year. Continuing 
efforts were made to deal with this problem.t 
Joint discussions with the Department of Labor 
and Industry led to a packet of recommenda
tions being presented to the former Governor 
Cahill. These recommendations for promoting 
the economic development of the State included: 

( 1) Repeal of the sales tax on business ma
chinery and equipment; 

(2) An industrial revenue bond program to 
help finance industrial expansion and at
tract industry (signed into law on August 7, 
1974); 

(3) An authority bonding program to help fi
nance investments in pollution control 
equipment. (This recommendation, em
bodied in Assembly Bill No. A-1188, was 
signed into law on January 9, 1974.); 

(4) The establishment of an Economic Develop
ment Clearing House in the Governor's 

Office, to expedite economic development 
projects at all levels, across departmental 
and governmental lines; 

(5) More effective liaison with the business 
community to improve overall economic 
planning and deal with "problem" indus
tries in New Jersey; 

(6) More attention to the "services economy" 
of the State; especially-redesign of many 
industrial inducement, manpower, research 
and information programs to deal with ser
vices as well as manufacturing industries. 

As it began to appear that the energy crisis 
might have substantial short and long-run ef
fects on the State's economy, the Council also 
became involved with the Governor's Emergency 
Energy Committee in trying to find efficient and 
equitable methods of adjusting to the fuel short
age. 

The Council gave considerable attention to 
the economic and financial implications of the 
New Jersey Supreme Court decision requiring 
the State to provide a "thorough and efficient 
education" for all pupils in the public s.chools 
(see Chapter III). This decision necessitates 
large changes in the tax system of the State and 

• Prepared by Lester V. Chandler, Chairman, Economic Policy Council 
t Previous efforts were summarized in Chapter VII of our 6th ANNUAL REPORT: "Unemployment in New Jersey: The Role 

of the Manufacturing Sector" 
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its municipalities, and the choices made among 
the available financing alternatives will inevita
bly have economic repercussions extending far 
beyond the school system. They will not only 
affect the cost and quality of education; they will 
also affect the growth of economic activity in the 
State as a whole, the location of economic activ
ity and housing in the various areas within the 
State, and the distribution of burdens and gains 
from the tax changes. 

Among the other issues considered by the 
Council were State ceilings on mortgage rates, 
railroad subsidies and the economic component 
of overall State planning. The Council recom
mended to the Governor that the 8 3 "usury 
law" ceiling on mortgage rates be relaxed in 
order to increase the supply of mortgage funds, 
which had declined precipitously (in part due 
to other ca uses). This change, em bodied in 
Assembly Bill No. A-2596, was signed into law 
on November 29, 1973. 

The Council and its staff also considered the 
implications of burgeoning outlays for State sub
sidies to railroads and legal shifts in the basis for 
their allocation. This led to recommendations 
for major changes in the way subsidies are dis
tributed (Chapter IV). 
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On September 5, 1973, Governor Cahill ap
pointed a State Planning Task Force to "prepare 
and maintain a comprehensive State physical 
development plan" and to "play an essential role 
in assuring the orderly development of the State 
and its resources." Council staff provided Trea
sury Department liaison with the Task Force 
and made recommendations concerning the or
ganization of State planning, especially the need 
for more attention to certain long-run issues of 
State finance and economic development. 

During the year, Council staff began to carry 
out actively its mandate for promoting statistical 
coordination among State agencies. Meetings of 
the (ad hoc) Statistical Coordinating Committee 
were resumed and a statistical profile of the State 
was completed (Chapter VI). 

We prepared, as we do each year, our Eco
nomic Outlook report for the State of New J er
sey, which is included in this Annual Report 
(Chapter II). 

Though the transition between administra
tions is now completed, economic problems con
tinue to beset us; this year perhaps more than 
ever. We look forward to assisting the new ad
ministration formulate economic policies to pro
mote the welfare of New Jersey and its citizens. 



II 
REVIEW OF THE NEW JERSEY 

ECONOMY AND FORECASTS FOR 1974* 

THE NEW JERSEY ECONOMY IN 1973 

The year 197 3 was one of expansion for the 
New Jersey economy. Income and employment 
advanced to new highs, retailers en joyed un
precedented sales volumes, and a carryover of 
home-building started or planned in 1972 helped 
sustain a strong pace of construction. Garden 
State farmers, for the most part, experienced a 
good year as incomes were boosted by favorable 
production and sharply higher commodity 
prices.t 

At the same time there is much grist for the 
pessimist's mill in the economic data for 1973. 
Because of continued inflation, much of New 
Jersey's gain in income and sales turned out to 
be illusory. "Real" growth fell short of that 
needed to reduce unemployment, mainly be
cause the State's manufacturing sector did not 
share in the strong national expansion. Con
sumers turned increasingly cautious as the year 
progressed and a sharp drop in new housing 
starts could spell trouble for the construction 
industry during the months ahead. Emerging 
shortages of energy at year's end and e~pecta
tions of rising unemployment round out the 
gloomier dimensions of the State's economy as 
it faces 1974. 

Expansion Rate Big But Misleading 

The dollar volumes of New Jersey's gross State 
product, personal income, and retail sales regis
tered bigger gains in 197 3 than projected a year 
ago by the Economic Policy Council. When 
all data are in, personal income should total 
about $42.8 billion for the full year, an increase 
of 11Y23 over 1972. Gross State product will 
be up by about the same rate, reaching $52 bil
lion compared with $46 billion in 1972. Sim
ilarly, sales by New Jersey fetail outlets appear 
headed for an annual total of $18 billion, up 
113 from 1972. In contrast, last year's increases 
were 83 for output and income and just 73 
for retail sales. 

Growth rates of this magnitude would be 
something to boast about were it not for the fact 
that inflation accounted for more than half of 
the expansion. After allowing for sharply higher 
prices, the State's growth of total "real" output 
will measure closer to 5 3 or 5 Y2 3 in 197 3, 
somewhat less than expected a year ago. Much 
of this growth was accomplished through im
proved technology and more effective utilization 
of labor. Demand for labor, as reflected in em
ployment, increased by only about 23. This 

•"The New Jersey Economy in 1973" was prepared by Dr. Arthur J. O'Neal, Director, Division of Planning &: Research
Department of Labor & Industry, State of New Jersey. 
"The New Jersey Economy in 1974" was prepared by William C. Freund, Member of the New Jersey Economic Policy 
Council; Vice President and Chief Economist of the New York Stock Exchange. 

t For details, see Appendix. 
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was enough to keep pace with labor force growth, 
but not enough to reduce unemployment. 

Most New Jobs in Trade and Services 

Nonfarm wage and salary employment in New 
Jersey should average a record 2,725,000 in 1973, 
about 59,000 more than in 1972. This excludes 
roughly 300,000 farm, domestic, and self-em
ployed workers, three groups that showed little 
change in magnitude over the year. Five out of 
every six jobs added in 197 3 were in industries 
providing services to the State's growing popu
lation, such as retail stores, hospitals, financial 
institutions, schools, and State and local govern
ment. These industries are reliable generators 
of new jobs year in and year out. Unfortunately 
the same cannot be said for manufacturing. 

Manufacturing Continues to Lag 

Recovery in the manufacturing sector had 
been counted on to produce the jobs needed 
during 1973 to relieve New Jersey's serious un
employment problem. The State's industrial 
expansion did not live up to these expectations. 
After starting to increase late in 1972, factory 
employment leveled off and showed no further 
improvement in 1973. The average for the full 
year was estimated at about 819,000, up only 
4,000 from the 1972 recession low and still 81,000 
below the prerecession level. This has been a 
dismal performance in comparison with the na
tion as a whole, where a vigorous industrial 
boom over the past two years has substantially 
restored manufacturing employment to its 1969 
peak. 

The situation has not been equally bad for all 
industries. Manufacturers of autos, furniture, 
paper products, textiles, and petroleum cur
rently employ as many (or more) workers as in 
1969, and there has been considerable recovery 
in chemicals and nonelectrical machinery. Un
fortunately these relatively favorable trends have 
been overshadowed by severe slumps in other 
key industries, which in some cases predate the 
recession. Employment continued to decline 
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during 1973 in the rubber, food processing, and 
toy manufacturing industries. The electrical 
machinery, primary metals, aircraft, fabricated 
metals, and garment industries stopped reducing 
their employment rolls in 1973 but have yet to 
show any significant recovery from their sharp 
employment cutbacks of the 1969-1972 period. 

A year ago it was still possible to be optimistic 
about the prospects for the State's manufactur
ing sector. The average workweek was fully 
recovered and trends of manufacturing job va
cancies and labor turnover provided indications 
of rising labor demand. A belated recovery still 
seemed a real possibility, with New Jersey catch
ing up with the nation to some extent as indus
trial plants in other parts of the country ap
proached full capacity utilization. Now the 
outlook is less promising. The recovery phase 
of the national business cycle is finished and the 
geographical redistribution of jobs appears to 
have solidified. With the nation's growth rate 
slowing, and the energy crisis now threatening 
to cause an actual industrial downturn, New 
Jersey faces the prospect of further deterioration 
of factory employment in 1974. 

Homebuilding Boom Peaks Out 

Unlike manufacturing, New Jersey's construc
tion industry more than lived up to expectations 
in 1973. Contractors in the State employed an 
average of 126,000 workers during the year, 
6,000 more than in 1972 and the most on record. 
A huge backlog of residential projects started 
or added to the drawing boards in 1972 and early 
1973 helped sustain the industry in the face of 
dwindling new homebuilding commitments as 
the year progressed. Employment was also 
buoyed by an ample flow of contracts for indus
trial and other nonresidential building as· well 
as such heavy construction projects as roads, 
utilities, and other public works. 

Deterioration of the housing market has been 
in evidence since last spring, however, as mort
gage money became progressively tighter. A 
drop of nearly 503 between March and October 
in the amount of mortgage lending by New J er-



sey's savings and loan associations helped cause 
home sales to fall off sharply and made it in
creasingly difficult to finance new construction. 
One result has been a marked decline in planned 
homebuilding. As of October, the number of 
dwelling units for which building permits were 
issued during the year to date was 113 lower 
than during the comparable period in 1972, 
despite an extraordinary volume of permits is
sued during this year's first quarter. Residential 
construction contract awards have shown a cor
responding sharp decline. 

Declining new housing starts during 197 3 will 
cause a drag on the construction industry in 1974 
since the backlog of projects is rapidly diminish
ing. This should be partially offset by increased 
nonresidential building. New industrial build
ing plans approved by the New Jersey Depart
ment of Labor and Industry increased during 
197 3 and nonresidential construction contract 
awards were on a rising trend through much of 
the year following a poor first quarter. This 
normally would lead to a favorable prognosis 
for capital construction during the period ahead. 
This is not a normal time, however. Energy 
shortages will disrupt some types of construction 
activity. If, moreover, a general ec~nomic slump 
alters business expectations, unemployment 
among construction workers could rise substan
tially iri 1974. 

Unemployment Stays on 7 % Plateau 

As a result of inadequate economic expansion, 
and particularly the continued slump in manu
facturing, New Jersey's unemployment situation 
showed no improvement in 1973. An estimated 
228,300 workers were unemployed in November, 
after seasonal adjustment. This represented 
6.93 of the work force. a statistic that is getting 
to sound like a broken record. The State's job
less rate has hovered around the 73 mark for 
more than two years, after rising from a pre
recession low of 4Y2 3. In contrast, the national 
unemployment rate has dropped by about one 
and a half percentage points since early 1971. 
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Labor market prospects for 197 4 provide little 
encouragement. Higher unemployment across 
the nation is projected by nearly all economists. 
They expected this even before the energy crisis 
became a crucial factor. A so-called ''growth 
recession" -a rate of expansion too slow to pre
vent rising unemployment-was widely pre
dicted several months ago on the basis of slack
ening consumer demand and declining housing 
starts. Energy shortages and inadequate supplies 
of petroleum-based commodities used as raw 
materials by manufacturers now threaten to 
make the situation worse. Under these condi
tions, rising unemployment in New Jersey seems 
almost a certainty for the months immediately 
ahead. This is an unhappy prospect for a State 
not yet recovered from the last recession. 

THE NEW JERSEY ECONOMY IN 1974 

The National Economic Outlook 

Economic developments on the National level 
inevitably affect the economy of New Jersey. 
Therefore, it is appropriate to review the busi
ness outlook for the nation as a whole as an in
troduction to our analysis1 of prospective eco
nomic developments in the State. 

The economic outlook for 1974 is, to say the 
least, clouded. Nonetheless, a consensus of eco
nomic opinion is forming that real economic 
growth will experience a mild decline in the 
first half of the year, followed by a sluggish and 
unexciting pickup during the second. Whether 
'"-''e experience two consecutive quarters of a de
clining Gross National Product (GNP)-the con
ventional definition of recession-is relatively 
unimportant. The fact is that real output has 
stopped rising and is heading the other way. 

A recent survey, covering 21 economic fore
casts, shows the President's Council of Economic 
Advisors square in the middle of economic opin
ion. Real growth in ~NP is expected to average 
a pitiful 1% for the full year 1974. Overall 
prices, as measured by the GNP price deflators, 
are slated to surge by 73. Private forecasters 



expect real growth to be less in the first half than 
in the second, with price inflation more severe 
in the early part and abating somewhat later in 
the year. Consequently, we are now entering a 
period of inflationary slowdown-a diabolical 
combination infrequently encountered in U. S. 
economic history. 

The hope is that, as economic activity recedes, 
and as the pressures of shortages in many indus
tries ease, price inflation-at least in the area of 
basic commodities-will begin to moderate. 
Some economists have even begun to believe 
that an actual decline in some commodity prices 
may occur in this year's second half. 

The weakness of the economy, at present, is 
concentrated primarily in auto sales and hous
ing. With the energy shortage, as well as the 
anticipatory buying of cars in 1973 to beat price 
increases, the level of car sales is widely expected 
to drop from last year's 12 million to under 10 
million units. The January decline in car sales, 
when projected on an annual basis, has already 
carried production to this level. 

Housing starts have fallen by nearly 503 since 
their peak production in January of last year. 
With the continuing high cost of mortgage 
credit, and the shortage of savings in thrift in
stitutions, housing is likely to scrape along the 
bottom for several more months. In any case, 
the actual construction of new homes usually 
lags the better availability of mortgage credit by 
four to six months. Thus, a widely anticipated 
upturn in housing will be delayed until later 
in the second half of the year. 

Business capital spending for new plant and 
equipment remains the conspicuously bright 
spot in the nation's economy. With continuing 
capacity shortages, not only in petroleum prod
ucts, a 10-123 increase in spending looms ahead. 

A major reason for pessimism among the pub
lic is the international effect of escalating oil 
prices. In the U. S. alone, oil prices are expected 
to push up price indexes almost 23. Although 
there is some possibility of a spreading interna
tional cancer of inflation and depression result
ing from the oil crisis, it is by no means a prob-
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ability. International accounts will undergo 
some wrenching changes, as the Arab countries 
may receive $40-$50 billion in additional reve
nues. To avoid competitive currency devalua
tions and to rechannel dollars, so as to prevent 
a disastrous turn in any one country's balance 
of payments, will require the kind of interna
tional cooperation now beginning to emerge. 
Reserves of dollar balances held abroad will help 
the adjustment process. 

The U.S. is in better balance-of-payments 
shape than most countries because the Arabs will 
undoubtedly invest a good part of their rising 
dollar hoard here. Although higher costs for 
imported oil may result in a U.S. trade deficit 
(the additional cost for this country has been 
estimated at $10-$12 billion), net capital inflows 
promise to be substantial enough to keep our 
overall balance of payments in surplus. The 
U.S. has begun to negotiate with Europe and 
Japan to "recycle" investment dollars to assist 
international balance in other countries. 

Short-term interest rates are generally ex
pected to move downward; indeed, rates on Fed
eral funds have already fallen some 150 basis 
points since last summer. A prime loan rate 
around 83 by summer would not be an un
reasonable expectation, particularly if the Fed
eral Reserve eases monetary policy as the unem
ployment rate climbs toward 63. 

Long-term interest rates are likely to stay close 
to present levels, at least until such time as ex
pectations of lessened inflationary pressures take 
hold. 

Corporate profits are generally projected to 
decline between 13 and 103 in 1974, with the 
Council of Economic Advisors at -23 and the 
consensus forecast at -5 3. 

Economic forecasts prepared today, including 
ours, are subject to unusually high risks and 
should be reviewed frequently. Most national 
economic forecasts for 1974, this included, are 
predicted on the Arab boycott ending by sum
mer. This assumption has been fulfilled. Our 
best estimate is- that the fuel shortage will in
tensify the economic slowdown already under-



way, that we will be on the periphery of reces
sion, but that a prolonged and serious economic· 
decline is not ahead. 

The Outlook for New Jersey 

This scenario for the national business picture 
will be reflected even more intensely at the State 
level. 

New Jersey is doing its utmost to minimize 
the impact of fuel shortages on industry. But it 
cannot avert a recession altogether. 

The State's economic situation will be more 
painful because the State is starting the year 
with a relatively high rate of unemployment. 
Nationally, the unemployment rate has dropped 
during the past two years from an average of 63 
in 1971 to an average of 4.93 in the full year 
1973. The State's unemployment rate, however, 
has remained on a 73 plateau for the past two 
years. Consequently, a recession at this stage, 
following on the heels of an incomplete recovery, 
will aggravate the unemployment problem in 
New Jersey. Moreover, it should be noted that 
New Jersey's heavy industrialization and depend
ence on manufacturing will produce more severe 
repercussions as a result of the fuel shortage. 
Thus, we expect that cutbacks in fuel supplies 
will retard an already inadequate growth rate in 
New Jersey and contribute to a rising jobless 
rate. 

Construction activity, which has been quite 
active in 1973, will continue strong in the in
dustrial sector but will suffer from the sharp 
reduction in housing activity which has already 
taken place. The total volume of residential 
construction contract awardsi for the first ten 
months of 1973 was down 123 from the com
parable period in 1972.* Awards for October 
were 573 below the: previous October. The 
energy crisis will further aggravate the housing 
slump. Gas companies are already prohibited 
from taking on new accounts (connecting new 
homes) and it is not inconceivable that electric 

• Seasonally adjusted basis 

companies may have to follow suit in the near 
future. 

The improvement in the nation's foreign 
trade balance in 1973 benefited the State. How
ever, as discussed above, no further improve
ment now appears in sight for 1974. 

Employment and spending in the services sec
tor will, we believe, reflect the consistently rising 
proportion of services in the State's total employ
ment and personal income. We expect non
goods-producing activities to generate almost 
453 of personal income and 663 of total non
agricultural employment by the end of 1974. 
The fastest growing components of this sector 
are services and government, which now repre
sent over 303 of employment in New Jersey. 
During · the last economic downturn, overall 
growth of services was not sufficient to take up 
the slack in the goods-producing sector and pre
vent a significant rise in the State's unemploy
ment rate. We do not expect that it will this 
time either, unless government employment 
were deliberately expanded to ameliorate the 
downturn (an unlikely prospect). The demand 
for many commercially produced services is "in
come-elastic" and therefore somewhat sensitive 
to fluctuations in overall economic activity. Even 
fast-growing business services, which had previ
ously shown little cyclical sensitivity, suffered a 
downturn due to the last recession. 

Economic forecasters generally project real 
economic growth and then add in a factor for 
inflation. As we see prospects for the gross State 
product, we anticipate no increase whatever in 
real economic growth. Thus, the 197 4 expan
sion of the State's gross product will come en
tirely from the side of inflation, which we expect 
to account for a rise of eight percent. With a 
growing labor force and no expansion in real 
product, the unemployment rate may be ex
pected to increase substantially. The State's 
excess of unemployment vis-a-vis the U.S., which 
increased over the last business cycle, is likely to 
increase further over the coming year.t 

t We avoid forecasting an actual level for the state's unemployment rate because major revisions in the way the state's 
unemployment rate is estimated are being made to conform with new federal procedures. These changes are not expected to 
alter the trend of New Jersey's unemployment even though levels will differ from those reported under the current reporting 
system. 
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Gross State product is expected to measure 
$57.3 billion iIJ. 1974. Total personal income in 
the State will reach $46 billion next year, up 
from $42.8 billion in 1973. On a per capita 
basis, personal income should reach close to 
$6,200. Average income per household is pro
jected at some $19,500. But most if not all of 
these gains will reflect inflation rather than true 

growth. Thus, the economy in 1974 will chal
lenge State government to take steps to mitigate 
the impact on its citizens and to stimulate a more 
vigorous longer-run growth. The only bright 
spot in the picture is the prospect that the adjust
ment will produce only a mild recession and not 
anything more serious. Certainly we foresee no 
depression ahead. 

APPENDIX 

Agriculture-1973 

Much of the 197 3 weather was favorable for 
crop production and most farm commodities met 
good demand at nearby and distant markets. 
Small grains for 1973 harvest received generous 
amounts of rainfall during early development 
and above-normal temperatures prevailed dur
ing most of the winter. Only very limited snow
fall occurred. For most areas it was the least 
amount of snowfall for any winter in more than 
half a century. 

Early spring rainfall was moderate but fre
quent and some spring plantings were delayed. 
Temperatures were seasonally mild. However, 
during mid-April, temperatures reached eight to 

ten degrees above normal, spurring the develop
ment of spring crops ahead of normal. Growth 
of planted crops was rapid during spring, but 
periods of rain halted field work and disrupted 
some spring plantings. Crops during April 
emerged ahead of normal. First har.vest of as
paragus during early April, blooming of peaches 
during mid-April, and blooming of apples and 
blueberries during late April bore evidence of 
the advance season. By month's end small grains 
and pastures were making rapid growth and 
about 903 of the potato plantings has been 
made. Temperatures during late May averaged 
well below normal. Cloudy, rainy periods dur
ing the month reduced the effectiveness of fruit 
spray programs. Harvest of lettuce was heavy 
during May and met with unusually good de
mand accompanied by record high prices. 
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Early June temperatures of eight to ten de
grees a hove normal advanced the growth of all 
crops rapidly. Though crops continued to make 
rapid growth, periods of rain curtailed hay-mak
ing, combining of barley, and field work. Growth 
on well-drained soils was excellent. A consider
able acreage of late soybeans was planted follow
ing the early harvest of barley and wheat. Fre
quent rainfall resulted in an above-normal 
incidence of disease for some crops and growers 
had much difficulty keeping up with timely 
spray applications. Above normal temperatures 
during most of July preceded by earlier wet 
weather resulted in some hay cuttings becoming 
overmature. A significant acreage of "set" onions 
was lost because of heavy rains. 

August was very dry in many acreas of the 
State and extreme periods of heat prevailed. 
Corn silage harvest got under way and corn for 
grain developed rapidly. Peach harvest was 
heavy; the hot weather in some instances ripened 
the crop too rapidly for growers to harvest their 
entire production. Apple picking was on the 
increase. The potato harvest was disappointing 
because of below-normal stands and yields, but 
price and demand continued strong and the har
vest, as in 1972, advanced well ahead of normal. 

The dry period with above-normal tempera
tures persisted through mid-September and ad
vanced the early fall development of crops. Dur
ing late September fall apple harvest was active. 
A considerable amount moved to processors be
cause scab damage caused some quantities to be 



diverted from fresh sales. Some fruit was smaller 
than normal because of the dry August. Above
normal temperatures extended into late fall and 
the growing season continued for many crops. 

Late October rain was most welcome as soils 
were becoming very dry. Most of the month was 
favorable for fall harvest and by month's end 
about 503 of the corn, soybeans, and sweet po
tatoes had been harvested and the cranberry 
harvest was nearly completed. Apple harvest 
was about 853 complete and wheat planting 
was over 753 complete. Though weather ex
tremes were frequent, the departures generally 
were not as harmful to crops as those experi
enced during the tropical storms and hurricanes 
of some recent years. 

Dairy stock and poultry numbers continued 
to decline. Increased costs of production have 
prompted some producers to shift from dairying 
into beef production and into more acreage of 
grain crops for the cash grain markets. 

Prices received for most farm commodities 
have reached record high levels. Accompanying 
record high prices paid for items purchased for 
farm production and farm family living are not 
expected to fully offset gains in prices received, 
thus resulting in improved net income on many 

- --
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farms. Domestic and foreign demand continues 
favorable for farm products. Concern over the 
price or supply of some production items for 
1974 needs is being expressed. Labor supply 
during most of the production year was adequate 
though semiskilled and skilled laborers were 
often in short supply for short periods. 

Estimated cash receipts from farm marketings 
in 1973 for the period January through Septem
ber totaled $225 million or 303 above 1972. 
Both improved prices and generally favorable 
production have been responsible. Improved 
prices for most commodities beginning in mid-
1972 have continued sharply above a year ago, 
setting record highs for many commodities. The 
ratio of the Index of New Jersey Prices Received 
by Farmers to the U.S. Index of Prices Paid by 
Farmers was at 76 for October 1973. This was 
173 above a year ago and the highest for the 
month since 1960. 

On balance, the improved weather, price and 
production in 1973 should more than offset sig
nificant increases in prices paid items and result 
in net income above recent years. The down
ward trend in net income experienced on Gar
den State farms since 1965 should thus be re
versed. 



III 
SCHOOL FINANCE IN NEW JERSEY: 

PAST PATTERNS AND PRESENT 
POSSIBILITIES* 

Introduction 

On April 3, 1973, the New Jersey Supreme 
Court, Judge Joseph Weintraub presiding, de
clared that the state's system of financing pri
mary and secondary education is unconstitu
tional. The Court's decision, like that of the 
lower (Batter) court, t embraced fundamental 
issues of economic policy: of the relation be
tween allocation and distribution, monetary 
costs and real outputs, subsidies and incentives, 
efficiency and equity, and the degree and type 
of state intervention to affect some or all of these 
relationships. These issues are no less well-de
fined for being phrased in legal rather than 
economic or statistical language; in fact, any 
economist concerned with school finance issues 
would do well to ponder their phrasing in the 
New Jersey and related decisions. The value of 
economic analysis for policy will hinge largely 
on how well one has been able to make an ap
propriate translation from a legal to a quanti
tative framework. This is especially so since the 
failure to recommend appropriate policies may 
well invite further court suits. 

The Overlap of Legal and Economic Relations 

Both the Court's decision and the controversy 
over its implementation are grounded in an 1875 
amendment to the N .J. State Constitution (now 
Article VIII of the 194 7 Constitution): 

"The Legislature shall provide for the 
maintenance and support of a thorough 
and efficient system of free public schools 
for the instruction of all the children in 
this state between the ages of five and 
eighteen years." 

The decision left the issue of implementation 
wide open, saying in effect: We: don't know 
what "thorough and efficient" is, but develop a 
system of school finance to effect it. The plain
tiffs in the case claimed that the amendment 
implies equality among pupils which "cannot be 
achieved by a system of taxation which depends 
on the local tax base" (page 35t). The court 
seemed to agree, saying: "We do not doubt that 
an equal educational opportunity for children 
was precisely in mind" (and) "if local govern
ment fails, the state government must compel 
it to act" (page 40). 

• Prepared by the Office of Economic Policy, notably George Nagle, Peter Bearse and Seamus Cunningham. 
t Superior Court, Law Division, Hudson County, reported in 118 N.J. Superior 223 and 119 N.J. Superior 40. 
t Page citations refer to the first mimeographed version, not the final printed version. 
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The difference in wording raises fundamental 
questions: Are "equality" and "equality of op
portunity" equivalent? If not, what degree of 
equality is sufficient to bring about equality of 
opportunity? The court's definition of educa
tional opportunity was made quite clear: "that 
.... which is needed in the contemporary set
ting to equip a child for his role as a citizen and 
as a competitor in the labor market" (page 43). 
The latter is, in part, an economic definition of 
opportunity. The court's definition also indi
cates that any definition of equality of oppor
tunity is relative, not absolute. The "thorough 
and efficient" (hereafter "T & E") standard must 
be "contemporary." Surprisingly, however, the 
court's definition falls short of being contempo
rary. It has more a 19th than a 20th century 
ring to it. 

The issue of school finance reform is precisely 
a question of the extent to which some pupils 
and not others are treated as distinct individuals 
-via small classes, special programs, individual 
counseling, etc. "Citizen," "competitior," 
"worker," are categories defined by the society 
at large to which individuals are expected to 
conform, more or less. The usual pattern of 
schooling has been that the degree of conformity 
or opportunity represented by these concepts 
has varied rather consistently with pupils' social
economic background.1 Thus, unless attempts 
to define "T & E" ask "\Vhat kind of citizen?" 
and, "vVhat kind of competitor?" the emerging 
definition will neither be contemporary nor suf
ficient. This issue was raised directly by the 
plaintiff's and Judge Batter's reliance on the 
"equal protection" argument that education is 
indeed a "fundamental right" because of its 
critical relationship to the exercise of citizen
ship. The equivalent issue was also raised in an 
earlier (1895) court decision, which permitted 
local decisions above and beyond the mandated 
(state) education only "with a view of securing 
the common rights of all before tendering pe
culiar advantages to any." 

Following the 1895 decision, we can rephrase 
the basic question of school finance reform as: 
Will political resources (e.g., the prevalent no
tion of "citizenship") and financial resources 
(tax revenues and their allocation) be sufficient 
to insure that all pupils rather than merely some 
pupils will receive a rich combination of teach
ers' time and other educational inputs? An 
economist might tentatively answer this question 
as follows: To the extent that people's expecta
tions as to what is desirable run ahead of what 
real resources can provide, the latter will never 
be sufficient; there will always appear to be a 
relative scarcity. At current costs, it would not 
appear that either the state or the nation can 
"afford" to provide an education which is tailor
made for each iq.flividual pupil over the entire 
course of his educational career.* Yet, "T & E" 
can be viewed as a moving frontier such that the 
quality of education accorded each pupil can in
crease approximately in tandem with the in
crease of the real wealth and technical progress 
of the state as a whole. Reform of school finance 
can then be viewed as a problem of achieving 
the maximum degree of equity (equality), con
sistent with promotion of educational innova
tion and long-run efficiency in the use of re
sources. According to some views on the process 
of innovation, this is consistent with maximizing 
the rate of innovation. 

Let us review the specific economic questions 
which have arisen in the legal controversy over 
school finance. Some follow directly from the 
previous discussion. For instance, what is an 
appropriate definition of "efficiency" in the edu
cational sphere? Of equality or equality of 
opportunity?2 Of real wealth? The question 
that perhaps has received the most attention to 
date is the definition of "thorough and efficient" 
education. The Supreme Court concluded that 
expenditures per pupil is "plainly relevant" and 
that there is apparently "no other viable criter
ion." From an economist's point of view, the 
use of a cost figure as a basis for subsidy (state 

• Surprisingly, the gap between expectations and reality is quite prevalent. Answers to the questionnaire distributed by the 
Department of Education for its "Thorough and Efficient" workshop indicate that many respondents believe that the state 
should now proceed to define "T & E" in terms of the needs of each individual student. In other words, there would be as 
many "T & E" programs as there are students. 
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aid) distribution is highly undesirable. It raises 
the same question that has puzzled the courts: 
To what extent do monetary figures measure 
the "real" quality or productivity of the school 
system? 

The degree of state support is another 
important question raised by the Supreme Court 
decision. Much has been made of the simple 
fact that, until recently, the state's share of total 
current education expenditures was 21 %, or less. 
This is less than half of the average state aid 
contribution among other U.S. states. There is 
an assumption. seldom stated explicitly, that all 
New Jersey has to do is to raise the proportion 
of state support in ordet to substantially equal
ize expenditures and meet the Court's mandate. 
There are two reasons why one should be skep
tical about this assumption. First, by way of 
example, the state of Texas' overall share 
of educational expenditures was about 50% 
at the time of the initial litigation of 
Rodriguez vs. San Antonio Independent School 
District.* A three judge district court held the 
Texas system of school finance unconstitutional. 
In fact, the court found that the observed dis
parities in Texas, not unlike those in New 
Jersey, could not even be justified on the basis 
of the weak "rational basis" test.t Hawaii is 
the only state where education is fully funded 
by the state and there are no local districts. Even 
this "has not completely eliminated a positive 
correlation between expenditures and family 
income."t The second reason derives from eco
nomic theory. If a district receives an increase 
in state aid, it may actually change its level of 
expenditure by an amount less than, equal to or 
greater than the increased amount of aid, 
depending on a number of factors. These fac
tors include: other public expenditure require
ments, district wealth, the form in which state 
aid is offered,~ capital expenditure reqmre-

• 337 F. Supplement 280 (W.D. Tex. 1971) 

ments, and a variety of factors which influence 
families' "willingness" to sacrifice for education. 
It is not inconceivable that the effect of state 
aid could be counter to expectation-to increase 
disparities among districts. Thus, the question 
of state aid raises the difficult and complex ques
tions of how districts behave. Unless we try to 
answer this question, our expectations about the 
effect of increasing the state's role may prove to 
be mistaken. 

The question of state aid goes hand in hand 
with the one of a monetary standard for "T & E". 
Whatever degree of expenditure-equalization 
state aid must bring about, is it sufficient to 
view the state's role only in terms of supplying 
funds? It is easy simply to answer "No", but 
this begs a difficult and fundamental question: 
What degree and type of public intervention is 
necessary to achieve equality of opportunity 
defined as "the absence of large, sustained geo
graphical, racial or social-economic differences 
in education."3 This question breaks down into 
two main parts: monetary and non-monetary 
state policy instruments. 

AJso at issue before the Courts were other 
public finance questions. Plaintiffs before 
Batter presented evidence that "poorer districts 
spend a smaller proportion of their total reve
nues for school purposes." In other words, they 
contended that some public needs were more 
pressing in poorer districts than others and the 
cost of trying to meet these needs left relatively 
less to spend on education. No further com
ment was made by the N .]. Supreme Court, 
which thereby implied further study of the issue 
would be desirable. Another variation on this 
theme is the claim that central cities especially 
have to bear a "municipal overburden"-the 
costs of certain services which may be used but 
not supported by suburbanites.§ This has some-

t Rather than the stronger criterion, that the disparities were necessary to achieve a compelling state interest. 
t Hight, Joseph E., (1974), "Full State Funding and the Distribution of Educational Resources in Hawaii", XXVII NATIONAL 

TAX JOURNAL, pp. 1-8 (March). 
~Equalizing or non-equalizing; categorical or non-categorical. In New Jersey, 60% of state aid is non-equalizing and 18.53 is 

categorical. 
§In 1968, the City of Newark proposed a simple revision of the state's school aid formula which would have taken this and other 

central city or poverty area cost factors into account. (Newark, Office of Economic Development, RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
RESOLVE NEWARK'S TAX CRISIS, pp. 50-66). Needless to say, this recommendation was ignored. 
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times led to the charge of suburban "exploita
tion" of the central city. The evidence on this 
is mixed. The costs of poverty and deprivation, 
however, are well-documented and could have 
provided a strong initial presumption in favor 
of the plaintiffs' contention if it had been 
phrased in terms of pupils and families rather 
than school districts. In any event, it is clear 
that an important economic question was intro
duced but not answered. 

A related issue is the degree to which the 
location of commercial and industrial ratables 
produces non-equalizing effects on school 
finance. Some evidence illustrating the latter 
was presented before Batter. Since the exodus 
of industry from central cities is not unrelated 
to poverty and other central city costs, the issue 
can only be decided by looking at data for a 
period of years. 

Rather sparse evidence was forthcoming on 
the crux of the school finance controversy: the 
sensitivity of "real" educational outputs to dif
ferences in expenditure levels. These "outputs" 
include: pupil performance, teacher quality, 
and educational innovation. There are major 
shortcomings to the available evidence on this 
issue: 

( 1) The set of relationships among key vari
ables are only partially specified and 
several important measures are either 
missing entirely or represented by crude 
or questionable indicators. 4 

(2) The evidence on "outputs" provides only 
slight indication as to what public author
ities can do to improve education. In fact, 
there is no basis for stating whether 
changes in the school finance system will 
have any beneficial effects on what hap
pens in schools and classrooms. 

(3) Data on "outputs" are often highly aggre
gated by district or groups of schools. For 

•e.g., how do black students fare in the Princeton school system? 

instance, in the New Jersey case, it is not 
known whether disparities within districts 
are more or less significant than those 
demonstrated to exist between districts.* 
In the Texas case, a similar lack of a suffi
ciently disaggregated analysis permitted 
the U.S. Supreme Court to claim the 
"absence of any evidence that the financ
ing system discriminates against any 
definable category of 'poor' people. . . ." 

The reform of school finance mandated by the 
Courts requires a very careful and detailed 
analysis of the interrelationships between educa
tional outputs and financial inputs. Thus it is 
remarkable that since the Batter decision no 
serious attempt has been made to provide an 
analytical basis for formulation of new policies. 

This report is limited by the types of data 
which have been readily available.t It discusses 
the overlapping legal-economic issues set forth 
above. Most of the statistical measures are sim
ilar or identical to those presented before the 
Batter Court. Its main contribution to the de
bate is simply: 

(a) A longer-run point of view: How the New 
Jersey school finance system has evolved 
over a decade (1962-1972)t; and, 

(b) A more careful analysis of how various 
measures relate to one another and con
tribute to inequalities in expenditure 
levels among districts. 

Our conclusions are necessarily limited. They 
are worded and qualified with sufficient care, we 
hope, so that both the limitations and potential 
of economic policy analysis in education is clari
fied for the reader. 

The Contribution of Economic Theory 

Even without turning to statistics, by relying 
on economic reasoning one canJ draw some 

t Thus, as of this writing, the 22nd ANNUAL REPORT of the Commissioner of Education, containing data for the 1972/73 
school year, had nor been made available. Also, none of the data in the ANNUAL REPORTS is machine readable. Assess
ments data (pupil test scores) is not to be released by the Department of Education until May 28. The only other computerized 
data-file, known as the Fall Survey, was tied up by bureaucratic red tape and was also unavailable for this study. 

t Unless otherwise indicated, year dates are fiscal-year (school year) ending dates. 
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tentative conclusions and clarify certain ques
tions. For instance, it is possible to say some
thing about the definition of district or house
hold wealth which is an appropriate basis for 
subsidy or other equalization programs. The 
measure of equalized assessed property valua
tions per pupil is a crude and insufficient indi
cator of the wealth factors which condition the 
educational process. Wealth factors may mea
sure one or two things: families' ability to pay 
for education or to provide an initial advantage 
for their children. Any measure of property 
value is a crude measure of ability to pay, for 
several reasons. Property is an asset. It may have 
a greater or lesser degree of liquidity, but it is 
not income.* Property may be owned outright 
or encumbered in certain ways (mortgages, 
leases, liens, etc.). Different families with equiv
alent assessed property values may be paying 
very different amounts for mortgages. Likewise, 
property values are even less reliable as indica
tors of families' ability to provide initial or non
monetary educational advantages for their 
children. Economists have shown that most 
features of an educational process cannot be ex
plained without taking into consideration the 
actual or expected "human capital" which peo
ple accumulate in the form of education, train
ing or experience. This is another form of 
wealth. Educational or occupational attainment 
of parents affects the level of ability that children 
bring into the classroom from home and also 
their children's expectations and self-percep
tions. Thus, ordinary economic reasoning sug
gests that the use of other indicators of family 
or district wealth should be considered in school 
finance programs. 

The second major implication from an eco
nomic perspective is that educational "produc
tion" (outputs, performance, quality) cannot be 
dealt with separately from the problem of dis
tribution (equalization, equity). These two 
aspects are sometimes viewed as either inde
pendent or conflicting. They appear as such, 
for instance, whenever a claim is made that 
equalization of expenditures per pupil is tanta-

mount to "leveling down" and would lead to 
mediocre education. The assumption that they 
are independent, however, is the more usual one 
and a greater source of misunderstanding. The 
assumption appears wherever moneys are allo
cated for education with little or no attention 
to the kind of educational process or results that 
the moneys are supporting. As such, the inde
pendence assumption is little more than a decla
ration of economic ignorance. Yet this assump
tion has governed the provision of state aid to 
education in New Jersey. Though it can be 
phrased in many ways, the following statement 
from the 7th Report of the Commission on State 
Tax Policy is illustrative: 

"As a financial instrument, a state aid pro
gram must not become a vehicle of edu
cational policy." 

The interdependence of production and dis
tribution is most significant for the long-run 
efficiency of a system; and since primary and 
secondary education is a form of investment and 
has long-lasting effects, the longer run perspec
tive should take precedence over the short-run 
whenever concepts of the "output" or "effi
ciency" of the educational system are under dis
cussion. A simple illustration will suffice. One 
objection to equalization among districts is that 
the potential for innovation will decline. On 
the other, hand, if only a minority of districts 
are blessed with certain resources, one may argue 
that the· probability of educational innovations 
arising and becoming widely adopted is thereby 
lessened. In any case, there appears to be no 
connection between state school finance schemes 
and the process of innovation. Some experimen
tal programs or lighthouse districts have been 
proposed. Some are actually going forward, 
mostly under federal sponsorship. But, one 
should ask: Is there any systematic way that the 
school finance program can provide incentives 
for the development and spread of innovations? 
This is the dynamic side of the "T & E" man
date; namely, what effect can different alloca
tions of financial resources have on real resources 
and results in educaticm? 

•The simple correlation between equalized assessed property valuations and median family income is only 0.21 for a sample of 
school districts as of 1971 /72. 
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There are several more specific deductions 
derivable from an economic framework. For 
example, a RAND Corporation model 5 derives 
the following implications: 

(1) Lump-sum grants to districts always sub
stitute partly for local taxes, and the effect 
of a grant's increase will be greater than 
an equivalent increase in average family 
incomes. (Note: lump-sum grants are 
analogous to the non-equalizing portion of 
our current state-aid program.) 

(2) Effects of community characteristics other 
than income: Assuming that the prefer
ences of communities for education are 
independent, any measure of a community 
characteristic (e.g., occupational status) 
would simply have a direct, proportional 
effect on expenditure per pupil. 

(3) Rapid growth in district enrollment is 
likely to have a negative effect on expendi
tures per pupil because more funds must 
be direct to capital outlays for expanded 
facilities. 

(4) Generally, one can expect that higher 
amounts of business property in a district 
imply higher expenditures per pupil, but 
the degree to which this is true is depen
dent on the percentage of business prop
erty which is owned by non-residents. 

(5) Categorical grants: An increase in this 
form of state aid will cause overall 
expenditures per pupil to increase if cate
gorical and non-categorical aids comple
ment each other. 

(6) Equalization formulas: We can distin
guish three cases in which equalization 
formulas will either fail to adjust ade
quately for expenditure disparities or will 
make the disparities worse: 

• Barro, S.M., op cit., (Footnote 5) 

a. When residential property value per 
pupil varies among districts because of 
locational or other factors .... 

b. When districts have equal amounts of 
assessed property value per pupil but 
different mixes of residential and busi
ness property .... 

c. When districts are equal m property 
value per pupil but not m property 
value per household .... 

"In sum, there are enough intervening vari
ables in the tax-base expenditure relationship to 
make equalization according to property value 
a highly imperfect instrument for achieving 
(educational or) fiscal equality."* It should be 
noted, however, that conventional economic 
models, of which the RAND model is a good 
example, are suitable for exploring the short-run 
but not the long-run implications of modifica
tions in state-aid programs. 

Finally, though the discussion thus far has 
only been concerned with educational equaliza
tion, there is one other important goal of school 
finance reform; that is equalization of tax bur
dens for the "common state purpose of educa
tion." A well-known economic theorem says that 
one needs a number of instruments to reach 
policy objectives which are equal to the number 
of objectives.t Thus, at some point we will 
consider what other changes may be required to 
deal with property tax reform and other objec
tives related to reform of school finance. 

Learning from Past Experience: 

Previous Attempts to Reform School Finance 
in New Jersey 

Over the past 30 years, there have been four 
attempts to revamp school finance in New Jersey. 
The most recent ( 1968) effort resulted in the 
"Bateman Incentive Equalization Plan" which 
has not been fully funded! and, in any case, was 

t This is a static criterion. A more stringent and dynamic one derives from the field of systems analysis; namely, that a control 
system needs to possess "requisite variety" at least equal to that of the system it is applied to.6 

t For FY 1974-75, $150 million has been appropriated under the Plan, but data are not yet available to evaluate the impact 
of this additional money. The Department of Education says that 2/3 of the money is being used to equalize resources among 
districts and that "many of the poorest will receive roughly 50-803 more aid in 1974-75." 
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deemed unacceptable by the New Jersey Court 
decisions. Other major efforts were made in 
1946, 1954, and 1966. There is something to 
be learned from these. The most obvious aspect 
is the recurring nature of the school finance 
problem and the spasmodic attempts to resolve 
it. Each time there arose essentially the same 
questions and the same failure to find an en
during solution. 

Until recently, most state aid for school op
erating expenditures was "formula-aid" provided 
by the "Foundation Program." The Program 
guaranteed a minimum level of expenditure per 
pupil, called the "Foundation." State aid would 
supplement, up to the Foundation level, the 
amount that a local district could raise by apply
ing a minimum tax rate to its own ratables. The 
latter was termed the "local fair share." These 
features of the program can be expressed in a 
simple formula: SAPP= F - f (EQV ALPP) or 
SAPP= M, (whichever is larger), where SAPP 
and EQV ALPP stand for 'state-aid per pupil' 
and 'equalized property valuations per pupil', 
respectively. F, f, and M are the "Foundation 
Program level," "Minimum Local Tax Effort" 
(mills per $100 property valuation) and "Mini
mum Aid," respectively. The Foundation level 
(F) was supposed to represent the expenditure 
necessary to provide a minimal but sufficient 
educational offering to prepare a pupil for citi
zenship and the labor market. Past debates over 
what the level should be were much like those 
now going on concerning the definition of 
"thorough and efficient." 

In practice, the Foundation levels were strictly 
minimal and a far cry from any notion of "T & 
E." There were two reasons for this: (1) When
ever formula, revision was considered, the up
ward trend of costs per pupil would be men
tioned but, nevertheless, a level proposed which 
was significantly below the current average level 
of expenditure per pupil as figured from the 
latest data (usually two years old); (2) By the 
time the change was enacted, the proposal level 

was far too low and out of date because costs per 
pupil had continued to rise in the interim. 

For example, in 1954 the Commission on State 
Tax Policy recommended an increase in the 
Foundation level from $94 to $200 per pupil. 
When this went into effect for the 1954-55 school 
year the median and mean levels of day-school 
expenditure per pupil were, $262.80 and $301.00, 
respectively. In 1963 the Commission recom
mended that the Foundation level be raised to 
$350, though at the time the average was $444 
and increasing over 4% per year. In 1966 Gov
ernor Hughes' Task Force on Education recom
mended that New Jersey shift its method of 
school aid calculations from a foundation for
mula to a "shared cost" formula (equivalent to 
the formula now being proposed-see the final 
section of this report). Instead, the legislature 
adopted the 1963 Commission recommendations 
and tossed in another $50 per pupil to up the 
foundation level to $400. When the revised 
foundation formula went into effect beginning 
in 1967, the average cost per pupil was $617 and 
rising over 9% per year. 

It would have been very simple to build a 
cost-adjustment factor into the formula. In fact, 
this was proposed during the 1954 debate over 
formula revision but the proposal was ignored.t 
With the Batter decision, it surfaced again in 
another form-the 1972 proposal of the New 
Jersey Tax Policy Committee that "The Com
missioner of Education shall annually determine 
and promulgate .... a current expense cost 
per pupil sufficient to support a uniform high 
quality standard of .... education."! 

At no time has there been any analysis of the 
possible relationships between financial capabil
ity, expenditure levels and educational quality 
which might have provided a more rational basis 
for revision of the state aid program than the 
niggardly "guesstimates" of an appropriate Foun
dation level. The repeated failure of policy 
analysis and legislative decision set the stage for 

t Related in conversation by James Arnold, Chief, Tax Research and Statistics, New Jersey Department of Taxation. 
t New Jersey Tax Policy Committee. REPORT. Volume III, page 44. 
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legal suits and judicial intervention. In all fair
ness, it should be pointed out that the analytical 
treatment of educational finance problems by 
economists and others is of fairly recent vintage. 
Also, past commissions or task forces on school 
finance thoroughly examined the available sta
tistics and recognized many of the fundamental 
problems of school finance. Likewise, they made 
several recommendations which, if they had been 
heeded, might have saved us from the current 
predicament. For instance, the 1954 Commis
sion said "save harmless" provisions should not 
he included. Thus it is the legislative process 
which is responsible for most of the past failures 
in this area. 

The history of state aid* is reflected in a 
growth trend which, over the past decade, has 
been irregular and generally has not grown in 
proportion to total clay school expenditure. On 
a per pupil basis the growth in state aid has, on 
the average, la,~ged behind expenditures, 9.23 
to l 2.o<.11<) pc~· year (Figure 3.1 ). Compared to 
other states, New Jersey has assumed a very low 
percentage of total educational expenditures. 
After passage of the Dumont Law in 1954, the 
state shared 183 of the cost of education for 
local districts. By 1965, increased school costs 
reduced the state share to 13.43. With the 
doubling of the Foundation level to $400 per 
pupil in 1966, state aid funded 22.73 of current 
school costs. Since that year, the state percent
age has declined steadily-20.83 in 1968, 18.03 
in 1970, and 15.83 in 1971. Acceptance of the 
Bateman Commission recommendations in Oc
tober 1970 led to a slight increase in the state 
share of school aid, to 18.23, for the 1971-72 
fiscal year. The principal revision centered about 
an Incentive-Equalization formula that recog
nized inter-school-district differences in educa
tional programs. The distribution of aid' under 
the Bateman formula for 1971-72 is shown below 
in Figure 3.2 for a sample of fifty New Jersey 
school districts.+ Despite the attempt to equalize 
educational opportunity, the majority of districts 

qualify for aid within a rather narrow range. 
Only in districts with a very small property base 
per pupil does state aid assume a significant share 
of current expenditures. On the other hand, 
wealthy districts, such as Princeton Regional, 
received a share of aid only slightly less than the 
average share. The resulting distribution on 
Figure 3.2 suggests that the partially funded 
Bateman formula was not very progressive. But 
in light of the Supreme Court decision, any ques
tions concerning the Bateman program are moot. 

How has the history of state aid affected the 
degree of equalization or inequality among dis
tricts in terms of expenditures per pupil? Figure 
3.3 shows the share of school revenues and 
expenditures contributed by different levels of 
government. Given the small and relatively 
constant share contributed by the federal gov
ernment, the burden on local authorities is 
directly inverse to the share contributed by the 
state. The latter consistently declines exc;~pt in 
those years when significantly larger state aid 
appropriations are provided under revised aid 
formulas. For example, the peak in 1967 is 
due to the distribution of rtew sales tax revenues 
according to a Foundation program revised in 
that year. This had a noticeable equalizing 
effect on the distribution of expenditure levels 
among districts. This effect is attributable both 
to the increased overall total of state aid and to 
alterations in the formula. Let us look before 
and after to see what happened. First, the 
change in formula aid: 

1966 formula-

SAPP = $200-0.050(EQVALPP) 
or $50 per pupil 

1968 formula-

SAPP = $400-0.105(EQVALPP) 
or $7 5 per pupil 

(The notation is the same as before.) The truly 
equalizing part of the formula is the tax rate 
which, multiplied by equalized valuations, yields 

• In this context, state aid is defined as minimum, incentive-equalization or formula aid. 
t See Appendix A for a description of the characteristics of the school districts in the sample. 
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FIGURE 3.1 

CURRENT EXPENDITURE AND STATE AID PER PUPIL, 
NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1963-72 
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SOURCE: Annual Report of the Commission of Education, Di vision of Administration and Finance, Department of Education, 
New Jersey, selected years 

FIGURE 3.2 

DISTRIBUTION OF STATE AID AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURE, 

SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, NEW JERSEY 1971-72 
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FIGURE 3.3 

CONTRIBUTION TO EDUCATION REVENUES BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT• 

State Aid Federal Aid Local Aid 
Day Day Day 

Year School Total School Total School Total 

1962 .......... 15.3 13.4 1.6 1.2 83.1 85.4 
1963 . . . . . . . 14.6 13.3 1.9 1.6 83.5 85.l 
1964 ........ 14.1 12.8 1.6 1.4 84.3 85.8 
1965 .......... 13.4 12.6 1.7 1.4 84.8 86.0 
1966 .......... 12.7 11.6 1.8 5.11 85.4 83.3 
1967 .......... 22.7 18.4 1.9 4.9 75.5 76.6 
1968 ....... 20.8 18.1 1.8 4.8 77.4 77.1 
1969 18.8 16.9 1.5 3.9 79.7 79.2 
1970 18.0 17.7 1.5 4.4 80.6 77.9 
1971 15.8 16.7 1.3 4.5 82.9 78.7 
1972 18.2 16.4 1.3 4.7 80.6 78.9 
1973 .......... 19.l 17.7 1.0 4.3 79.9 78.0 

•As a percent of the indicated revenues, "Day School" revenues exclude revenues assigned to transportation, debt service and 
capital outlays. 

the local "fair share." The larger the rate, 
(which more than doubled from 1966 to 1968) 
the more rapidly state aid declines with the 
increase in district wealth. The doubling of the 
Foundation level must also have had an equaliz
ing influence. The $200 level was ridiculously 
low in relation to prevailing educational stan
dards at the time, and the burden of exceeding 
that level would be greater for property-poor 
districts. Also, above the Foundation level there 
is no equalization for any district, so the degree 
of equalization induced by the program falls as 
the fixed Foundation falls further behind the 
increasing costs of education. The equalizing 
effects are further reduced by provision of mini
mum aid ($50 to $75) provided regardless of 
district wealth or need. 

There are several ways of measuring the 
equalizing effect of the 1967 change or any 
other change in the state aid program. One 
is to look at the dependence of expenditures 
per pupil on local property wealth per pupil 
before and after the change. Derived statistical 
relationships do indicate some equalizing effect 
but a relatively insignificant one. 7 This is in 
spite of the fact that state aid per pupil came to 
be graduated much more inversely with respect 
to property wealth per pupil. s The weak equal-
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izing effect is corroborated by two other calcula
tions: (1) An inequality index shows a small 
reduction in the inequality of expenditures per 
pupil among districts (Figure 3.4); 1966-1968 
and (2) The distribution of expenditures per 
pupil exhibits great stability between the years, 
in spite of the fact that the distribution of state 
aid per pupil changed significantly and the 
change (increase) was greatest for those districts 
which in 1966 had the lowest levels of expendi
ture and property wealth per pupil. 9 

Comparisons among other years are consistent 
with those for 1966-68. Between 1962 and 1972 
the state's share of day school revenues increased 
from 15.33 to 18.23 and our inequality index 
decreased from 0.094 to 0.090. Given a certain 
degree of crudeness in the index itself, this is 
hardly a significant increase in equalization. 
When the same calculation is made for a repre
sentative sample of 50 districts, we get a contrary 
result; the index increases from 0.075 to 0.078. 
Between 1968 and 1972 the state's share declined 
and, as expected, the degree of inequality in
creased (Figure 3.4). But then how do we ex
plain another contrary result between 1962 and 
1966 when the state's share and the degree of 
inequality both declined? The conclusion im-



FIGURE 3.4 

INDICES OF INEQUALITY5 IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES 
PER PUPIL AMONG NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

Large Small Percent Percent 
Year Samplel Sample2 State Aid3 State Aid4 

1962 0.09422 0.07541 15.3 13.4 
1966 0.08729 12.7 11.6 
1968 0.08287 20.8 18.l 
1972 0.08959 0.07750 18.2 16.4 

NOTES: (1) 227 districts; (2) 50 districts; (3) 3 of day school expenditures; (4) 3 of total expenditures; (5) The indices are Gini 
indices which measure the departure from a distribution where expenditures per pupil are equal among all districts. 

plied by these observations is that increases in 
state aid and, in particular, a program based on 
the Foundation level of the New Jersey formula, 
are at best weak equalizers. This result is not 
unexpected since past aid plans "ignor(ed) the 
effects of many, indeed most, of the factors that 
determine the quality of education."10 The al
ternative formulas that are being proposed (e.g., 
cost-sharing; power equalizing) are vulnerable to 
this same criticism and their potential for signifi
cant equalization needs to be carefully weighed. 
(These points are treated at some length in tlie 
final section of this chapter.) Local property 
wealth is the only factor included in past (and 
proposed) state aid plans which is more or less 
correlated with educational outputs or quality 
(as shown in the next section). Even so, the way 
in which this factor operated in past formulas 
explains the weak equalizing tendencies we ob
served above. For instance, there was a built-in 
tendency for the state's share to decline. Con
sider: the state's share= SAPP /B = F /B - f 
(EQV ALPP /B), where B ='local district's budg
eted expenditure per pupil.' Thus with F (the 
Foundation level) fixed and B rising, the state's 
share would steadily decline in all districts ex
cept in the (very rare) case where a district's local 
property tax base per pupil was declining at a 
certain rate. 

Another serious shortcoming is the use of the 
absolute value of local property wealth in the 
formulas rather than some indicator of its posi
tion in the overall distribution of such wealth 
throughout the state. This can be illustrated by 
comparison with another formula which has 
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been proposed as a replacement for the founda
tion type; namely, "power-equalizing." This 
would distribute aid by reference to the ratables 
per pupil in a "Key district." This is a district 
which can finance the Foundation level (or, 
equivalently, the monetary equivalent of "T & 

E") with a minimum tax rate. Its property 
wealth becomes the standard "power" which the 
state equalizes or guarantees to all districts. Since 
the foundation program specifies a Foundation 
level and .a minimum tax rate, we can easily 
estimate the Key district wealth standard which 
would make the program formula equivalent 
to a power-equalizing formula. The result is 
$40,000 for 1966, but $38,100 for 1968. Thus, 
the (implicit) level of guaranteed wealth per 
pupil declined(!) when it should have been in
creasing in order to maintain the equalizing 
power of the formula. 

There is tremendous variability among 
districts, not only in ratables per pupil, but 
in the rates of growth of ratables. In the 
absence of countervailing state action, this 
variability works against any equalizing effect. 
The distribution of equalized valuations per 
pupil is many times more unequal than that of 
expenditures per pupil from local sources. More
over, this relative inequality increased signifi
cantly between 1966 and 1968 and the dis
tribution was practically unchanged between 
the years.11 This: may explain the relatively 
weak equalizing effect of state aid we observed 
earlier. In other words, increased injections or 
redistribution of state aid has not been able to 
compensate for the fact that property values 



grow more rapidly in certain districts than 
others, permitting them to increase their ex
penditures more than others. 

There is a final lesson to be learned from the 
past; namely, that any increase in equalization 
is not accomplished without new money in the 
state's education budget. The past is littered 
with gimmicks such as "save harmless" and 
"minimum aid" which have weakened even the 
weakest of equalization formulas. The political 
forces against equality are tremendous. The 
price of a little equalization has been a payoff 
to richer districts in the form of provisions 
which let everybody, regardless of need, draw 
something from the public treasury. The latest 
version of this is a high guaranteed valuation 
($106,000) without any provision which requires 
wealthier districts to return "excess" property 
tax revenues to a public fund for redistribution. 
It is this fundamentally political, not economic, 
constraint which requires new tax revenues for 
school finance reform and makes: simple redis
tribution schemes without new revenues 
infeasible. It is entirely possible that the Court's 
mandate could be met without an income tax 
or any other new taxes. Sixty percent of $350 
million of current expense state aid is non
equalizing* and could be put into a fund for 
redistribution on a strictly equalizing basis. 
Other funds for redistribution could be 
obtained by either a statewide property tax or a 
power-equalizing scheme with a provision to 
recapture excess local yields. These steps, how
ever, imply substantial redistribution among 
districts which in the past has been political 
anathema. New state taxes, besides permitting 
a continuation of the past "something for every
body" policy, also have the virtue of veiling 
whatever degree of redistribution is accom
plished. 

Overall School Finance Trends in New Jersey 

During the ten-year period, 1963-1972, en
rollment in New Jersey's public school system 

increased from 1.16 million pupils to 1.49 mil
lion pupils (Figure 3.5). The average growth 
rate in enrollments, 2.83, per year, does not 
seem particularly high but until recently it has 
been increasing at a faster rate than the overall 
population of the state (1.73 per year). The 
result has been an increasingly larger share of 
the state's population attending public schools. 
This increases the overall bill for school support 
but the bill is not at issue; rather, it is the cost 
per pupil of providing a high quality education. 
Total Day School Expenditures12 in 1963 cost 
the public $514.8 million, a value equivalent to 
2.233 of Gross State Product13 (GSP) for 1963 
or

1 
24.73 of Government GSP; while in 1972 

this figure has grown 181.63 to $1.45 billion, 
equivalent to 4.13 of 1972 GSP, or 53.63 of 
Government GSP. The resulting average 
annual growth rate of 12.23 is far above normal 
cost-of-living increases. It should be noted that 
the growth rate of enrollments has declined in 
recent years. Assuming present fertility patterns 
are to continue, total enrollments have been 
projected to decline 103 by the end of the 
decade.14 This should not be construed to 
mean there will be a commensurate decline in 
total school costs or per unit school costs. In 
fact, there are some indications the opposite will 
be true as school districts will have to support 
expanded physical plants and debt service 
despite the level of enrollments. 

A comparison on a per pupil basis will provide 
a more meaningful indication of the rise in 
school costs. Ten years ago the state-wide cost per 
pupil averaged $444. During the 1971-72 school 
year costs had climbed to $975, tantamount to an 
overall increase of 119.63 (Figure 3.6). By the 
school year 1975-76 the Department of Educa
tion estimates that the average cost per pupil 
will have risen another 61.53-to $·1,580. The 
growth in cost per pupil must be kept in per
spective; factors such as cost-of-living increases, 
the cost in providing qualified teachers, and 
increased educational opportunity have put 
upward pressures on the cost of education. The 

* 1974-75 budget figures provided by the Department of Education. A large non-equalizing component seems to have been a 
perennial characteristic of state aid in New Jersey; e.g., in 1953-54 about 75o/o of all state aid was non-equalizing. 
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FIGURE 3.5 

TREND IN STUDENT ENROLLMENTS, 
NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1963-72 
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SOURCE: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, Division of Administration and 
Finance, Department of Education, New Jersey, selected years 

FIGURE 3.6 

TREND IN DAY SCHOOL COSTS PER PUPIL, 
NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1963-72 
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SOURCE: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, Division of Administration and 
Finance, Department of Education, New Jersey, selected years 
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FIGURE 3.7 

DISTRIBUTION OF CURRENT EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL 
NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1971-72 
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SOURCE: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, Division of Administration and 
Finance, Department of Education, New Jersey, selected years 

focal point of the Supreme Court decision is 
the wide range in per pupil expenditure across 
the state. For example, the average expenditure 
per pupil in 1972, $975, does little to illustrate 
why one district spent as little as $469 per pupil 
while another spent in excess of $1,580 per 
pupil.* The distribution of expenditure per 
pupil in Figure 3.7 hardly represents equal 
educational opportunity despite the existence 
of regional cost differences, school size, or large 
sums of state equalization aid. 

Local effort is the backbone of school finance 
in New Jersey. During the 1971-72 school year, 
individual districts financed 80.63 of Total Day 
School expenditures, the remainder being 
divided between state aid, 18.13, and federal 
aid, I.33. Virtually the entire local share is 
raised by levying a real property tax. Thus, it 
is the total wealth of the community's real prop
erty that constrains expenditures on public edu
cation. The growth in community wealth has 

• Kittatinny Regional and Englewood City, respectively. 

been impressive, but if corresponding popula
tion growth has occurred, either through natural 
increase or in-migration, the local district may 
be hard-pressed to upgrade or maintain the 
quality of its educational program. The growth 
in property wealth per pupil (or equalized 
valuet per pupil) is illustrated in Figure 3.8. 
During the same ten-year period that witnessed 
a doubling in expenditure per pupil, equalized 
value per pupil increased only 52.43, or at a 
rate of 4.853 per annum. To close the revenue 
gap between school expenditures and the prop
erty tax base, the local tax rate for school pur
pose has faced upward pressure at the rate 
of 3.83 per year (see Figure 3.9). The school 
budget need not take all the blame for rising 
taxes, but if equalized value does not grow in 
proportion to school expenditures, there are 
few alternatives (under the current system) to 
raising the property tax rate. 

t Equalized value represents the true (market) value of real property. It is the assessed value adjusted by the ratio of market 
sale prices of real estate to assessed values. 
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FIGURE 3.8 

TREND IN EQUALIZED PROPERTY VALUE PER PUPIL, 
NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1963-72 
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SOURCE: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, Division of Administration and 
Finance, Department of Education, New Jersey, selected years 

FIGURE 3.9 

TREND IN SCHOOL TAX RATES, 
NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1963-72 
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SOURCE: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, Division of Administration and 
Finance, Department of Education, New Jersey, selected years 
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Again, it should be mentioned that the state
wide averages are not good indicators of the 
inequality of school finance. Average equalized 
value per pupil does not reflect the wide range 
in school district wealth. Pemberton Township, 
for instance, backs each pupil with $11,163 of 
real property while Ocean City has $163,500 per 
pupil. If each district chose to support a level 

.of expenditure at the statewide average, $975 
per pupil, Pemberton would have to levy a tax 
at $8.73 (per $100 of Equalized Value) while 
Ocean City would get by at $0.60 per $100 of 
Equalized Value. Thus inequality in school 
expenditures is intimately linked to disparities 
in tax rates among communities, and school 
finance reform must resolve both of these prob
lems simultaneously. 

Determinants of School Expenditures 

Already it is clear that there is no one factor 
generating inequality in school finance. What is 
needed is a model that would identify the 
sources of variation in the level of expenditure 
per pupil. A major determinant of school dis
trict expenditure is equalized value per pupil. 
This variable is the key to the tradeoff faced 
by each school district between expenditure per 
pupil and the property tax rate. There are two 
other factors that influence expenditures per 
pupil: the level of state and federal aid and the 
amount of non-current expenditures. The vari
able we use to measure aid is the ratio of total 
expenditures by a school district to the school 
tax revenue generated in the district, since the 
difference between the two is, in most cases, state 
and federal aid.* Non-current expenditure is 
expressed as the ratio of current (day school) 
expenditure to total school expenditure. Dif
ferences among school districts in the current
to-total expenditure ratio largely represent vary
ing rates of construction and debt service. 

The primary reason for stating the determin
ants of school expenditures in ratio form is that 
their product equals expenditure per pupil: 

Current Expenditure 
Number of Pupils 

Total Equalized Value 
Number of Pupils 

x School Tax Revenue 
Total Equalized Value X 

Total School Expenditure Current School Expenditure 
School Tax Revenue X Total School Expenditure 

Using this specification, variations in expendi
ture per pupil can now be traced to variation 
in the four ratios: (1) equalized value per pupil, 
(2) school tax rate, (3) school district expendi
tures per school tax revenue, and (4) the ratio 
of current to total school expenditure. 

Analysis of school district expenditures using 
these variables would be revealing; however, 
such important influences as the proportion of 
students in the district and the mix between 
residential and business property wealth have 
not been included in the model. The specifica
tion can be improved by breaking down equal
ized value per pupil into three other determin
ants; mean residential housing value, relative 
size of the school age population, and proportion 
of business property within the district. Mean 
housing value is a major determinant of equal
ized value, since residential property accounts 
for a large share of the total tax base in most 
school districts. The size of the school age pop
ulation, measured inversely as the number of 
households per pupil, is important since even 
a property-rich district may find itself hard
pressed to fund its schools if the school age popu
lation is relatively large. Finally, the mix of 
property wealth is included simply because the 
presence of business property on the tax rolls 
raises equalized value without a corresponding 
rise in the number of pupils. The determinants 
of equalized value per pupil are as follows: 

Total Equalized Value Total Residential Value 
Number of Pupils Number of Households X 

Number of Households Total Equalized Value 
Number of Pupils X Total Residential Value 

As before, the determinants are expressed as 
ratios so that equalized value per pupil is identi
cal to their product. 

To avoid the time-consuming task of gather
ing data for over 560 New Jersey school districts, 

:otli~-;{o-;;-s of local aid for school purposes are implicitly added into this ratio. 
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a sample of 50 representative districts was se

lected. In recognition of the cost differences for 

educating pupils in different grades, all non
vocational districts were consolidated into dis
tricts that represented a full range of grades 
(K-12).15 The redefined school districts were 

then ranked by current expenditure per pupil, 
and the sample randomly selected from the re

sulting distribution. 

Appendix A lists the sample school districts 

along with their levels of current expenditure 
and its determinants. Similar to the state-wide 
dis~ribution, current expenditure per pupil 
varies considerably among sample districts, from 

$593 to $1,460, while the school tax rate varies 

be:ween .613 and 4.163. The range in equal
ized value per pupil is considerably wider. One 

measure of variation would be a ratio of the 

largest to the smallest, but since this makes use 
of only two observations, it is relatively inaccu
rate. A better measure of the degree of varia
tion within a group is the coefficient of varia
tion, 1 6 values of which are listed at the bottom 
of Appendix A. It is readily apparent from the 
table that the dispersion of equalized value per 
pupil (.51) is much greater than the dispersion 

of current expenditure per pupil. The impli

cation is that variations in property wealth per 
pupil are at least partly counterbalanced by 
variations in local school tax rates, state aid, and 
other determinants of current expenditure per 
pupil. A review of the correlations among these 
determinants will help clarify the point: 

As expected, equalized value per pupil is posi
tively correlated with expenditure per pupil 
( +.599), but inversely related to the school tax 
rate (-.769). The key to interpreting this 
pattern lies in the wide range of property 
wealth per pupil. The scatter plot in Figure 
3.11, expenditure per pupil vs. equalized value 
per pupil, illustrates somewhat higher expendi
tures as property wealth increases. Figure 3 .12 
shows that school districts with low equalized 
valuation are virtually compelled to levy a high 
tax rate in order to finance even low levels of 
expenditure per pupil, while districts with high 
property values can atford high expenditure per 
pupil without sacrificing a low tax rate. If the 
determinants of current expenditure per pupil 
are negatively correlated with each other, such as 
equalized value and the tax rate, the dispersion 
of current expenditure per pupil will be low 
relative to the dispersion of the determinants. 
On the other hand, if two or more determinants 
are positively related, they will reinforce each 
other and promote high dispersion in per pupil 
expenditure. 

The complete correlation matrix of expendi
ture per pupil vs. its determinants is shown in 
Figure 3.13. By examining the first row, it is 
possible to ascertain the characteristics of a high 
(or low) expenditure district. As noted earlier, 
high expenditure districts tend to have high 
equalized value per pupil ( +.559) and a low 
school tax rate (-.215). The low correlation 
(-.059) between expenditure per pupil and the 
ratio of total expenditure to property tax reve
nue implies an insignificant equalizing effect 
from state and federal aid.* 

FIGURE 3.10 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS: SCHOOL EXPENDITURES 
PER PUPIL AND SELECTED DETERMINANTS 

Sample School Districts-New Jersey, 1971-72 

Expenditure Per Pupil Equalized Value Per Pupil School Tax Rate 

1.000 .599 
1.000 

- .215 
- .769 

1.000 

• This should not be construed to mean that state and federal aid have an unequalizing or random effect when measured in 
absolute terms. Typically, payment of a fixed sum per pupil constitutes a smaller percentage of the total school budget in a 
district with high expenditure per pupil than one with low expenditure per pupil. 
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FIGURE 3.11 

CURRENT EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL AND 
EQUALIZED PROPERTY WEALTH PER PUPIL, 

SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, NEW JERSEY 1972 
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SOURCE: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, Division of Administration and 
Finance, Department of Education, and the Annual Report of the Department of 
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FIGURE 3.12 

EQUALIZED VALUE PER PUPIL AND THE SCHOOL TAX RATE, 
SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, NEW JERSEY, 1972 
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SOURCES: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, Division of Administration and 
Finance, Department of Education, 1971-72; and Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the 
Division of Local Finance, Department of Community Affairs, 1971. 
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FIGURE 3.13 

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CURRENT EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL 
AND SELECTED DETERMINANTS, SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 

NEW JERSEY, 1971-72 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
$*Per Equalized Value School Total$ Per Current$ Mean House Households Equalized Value Per 
Pupil Per Pupil Tax Rate Tax Revenue Per Total$ Value Per Pupil Residential Value 

1.000 .599 - .215 .059 .273 .546 .040 .105 (1) 
1.000 - .769 - .115 .189 .712 .234 .020 (2) 

1.000 - .031 .101 .474 .259 .092 (3) 
1.000 .441 .044 .135 .040 (4) 

1.000 .122 .Oll .050 (5) 
1.000 .341 .460 (6) 

1.000 .366 (7) 
1.000 (8) 

* $ = Expenditure 
NOTE: Any number larger than 0.329 is significant at the 13 (993 confidence) level, regardless of its sign. Similarly, any 

number larger than 0.235 is significant at the 53 level. 

The proportion of current expenditure to 
total expenditure is shown to increase for high 
expenditure districts, but its significance is some
what obscured by its negative relationship with 
state and federal aid (-.441 ), which reflects the 
availability of outside funds for capital improve
ments. Another observation shows that high 
expenditure districts have a high mean residen
tial value ( +.546) but do not have significantly 
larger shares of non-residential property* 
(-.105). 

The objective is now to identify which deter
minants contribute the most to the observed 
variation in expenditure per pupil. The rela
tionship between the latter and its determinants 
was specified using the technique of multiple 
regression.t By definition, equalized value and 
expenditure per pupil were defined as the 
product of their determinants. By taking loga
rithms of both sides of the equations, the specifi
cations can be restated as simple linear relation
ships for statistical purposes. The statistical 
estimation of these relationships is presented 
in Figure 3.14. 

In order to assess the contribution of each 
determinant to the variation of equalized 

valuations and expenditures per pupil, the 
regression coefficients were standardized 1 7 and 
ranked by their share of the total variance. In 
the expenditure equation, equalized \talue per 
pupil accounts for almost half, 42.83, of the 
variation in cost per pupil. However, adequacy 
of equalized value as a measure of 'ability to 
pay' is clearly affected by other economic factors 
such as families' income or other forms of 
wealth, the demand for other governmental 
services within the school district, and the reve
nue requirements to finance non-school public 
services. For example, two districts with similar 
per pupil property values obviously do not have 
comparable abilities to finance public education 
if one is saddled with a heavy welfare burden 
while the oth~r is not. A review of these factors 
will follow, bm within the confines of the model 
average housing value explains over half (52.83) 
of the variation in equalized value per pupil. 
Somewhat surprising is that the share of com
mercial and business property within a school 
district explains only 203 of the variation in 
property wealth per pupil. This is due to the 
influence of community income on patterns of 
land-use. Districts with high levels of income 
tend to have high residential value whereas dis-

*Included in this category is Class 1 (Vacant), Class 3 (Farm) and Class 4a, b (Commercial, Industrial) 
t Those familiar with statistical techniques can consult the Appendix. Those unfamiliar may wish to skip this part and go 

directly to the conclusion of this section. 
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tricts with a large share of commercial and in
dustrial property are often typified by low resi
dential value. Thus, it is possible the sample 
under-represents school districts with large 
shares of commercial-industrial property. The 
number of households per pupil explains the 
remaining variation in equalized value, 27.23. 

The school tax rate explains an additional 
303 of the variation in expenditure per pupil. 
However, certain reservations arise when con
sidering the tax rate as a proxy for 'willingness 
to pay' for public schools. One cannot interpret 
a low tax rate as unconcern toward education 
in view of other factors such as the proportion 
of children in private or parochial schools. 

Somewhat surprising is that the two determin
ants relating directly to school expenditure; 
namely, state and federal aid and the rates of 
non-current expenditure, collectively account 
for about one-fourth of the variation in expendi
ture per pupil. Since the proxy for state and 

federal aid contributes little to variation in cost 
per pupil, a more detailed analysis is needed be
fore we can determine if aid does, in fact, equal
ize to the extent that it reduces the impact of 
local wealth differentials on educational oppor
tunity. 

The share of variance explained by non-cur
rent expenditures, i.e., capital outlay, is quite 
low, 113. But since non-current expenditures 
are closely related to population growth, the 
sample districts need to be partitioned and an
alyzed by urban, suburban, and rural classifica
tions before one can assess the impact of capital 
outlays. 

Our approach so far has been to decompose 
school finance variables into their main com
ponents as simply as possible. But for policy 
purposes a more analytical determination of the 
influences on expenditures per pupil is required. 
The problem is complicated by the fact that the 
amount of aid and the form in which it is pro-

FIGURE 3.14 

LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION EXPLAINING EQUALIZED VALUE PER 
PUPIL AND CURRENT EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL 
SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, NEW JERSEY, 1971-72 

Dependent 
Variables 

Independent 
Variables 

(ratios) 

Equalized Value per pupil 

Total Residential Value 
Number of Households 

Number of Households 
N um her of Pupils 

Total Equalized Value 
Residential Value 

Current Expenditure per pupil 

Total Equalized Value 
Number of Pupils 

School Tax Revenue 
Total Equalized Value 

Total School Expenditure 
School Tax Revenue 

Current Expenditure 
Total School Expenditure 

Partial Regression 
Coefficient 

.9976 

.9952 

.9986 

.5792 

.5252 

.4213 

.4933 

29 

Percent of 
t Value Beta Variance 

412.00 1.212 52.50 

249.20 .629 27.24 

163.40 .468 20.26 

10.33 1.548 42.85 

7.51 1.096 30.35 

5.29 .558 15.45 

4.54 .410 11.35 



vided will affect expenditure and tax decisions 
by local authorities. We need to be able to gauge 
the effects of aid, not only on school expendi
tures, but also on other related economic and 
social values that fall within the sphere of public 
education. One approach would be to construct 
a model of school expenditures which could be 
used to simulate the effects of alternative state 
aid programs."" Unfortunately, this approach 
has been precluded due to limitations of both 
time and data.t The following analysis attempts 
to go beyond the simple arithmetic breakdown 
used above, but it is primarily a statistical anal
ysis oE the determinants of school expenditure 
in a recent year ( 1971-72) rather than a predic
tive, behavioral or policy model. 

State equalization aid as a percent of current 
expenditure was included as an obvious policy 
variable. The teacher/pupil ratio was assumed 
to be a measure of educational quality; a vari
able also subject to policy decisions. The per
cent of school expenditure for teachers' salaries 
is a major component of the current operating 
budget and when used in con junction with the 
teacher /pupil ratio provides a further measpre 
of educational quality. The percentage change 
in enrollment was introduced as a proxy to 
capture the cost effects of growth versus no
growth school districts (or, indirectly, district 
fragmentation versus consolidation). 

Variables related to community wealth 
include equalized value per pupil and the per
cent of commercial-industrial property (% 
Indus) within the district. The share of the 
community tax bill for education measures 
financial burden but this value is also subject 
to local tastes and preferences. The latter 
are captured by two variables; median family 
income, and the percent of males with greater 
than twelve years of education (% HiEDUC.) 
It is assumed that a wealthy family headed by 
a well educated taxpayer will desire and afford 
a high quality education for his children. The 
percent of families living in the same house, 

1965-70, was used as a gauge of community 
stability and assumed to be positively related to 
expenditure per pupil. Finally, density was 
assumed to be a surrogate for a syndrome of 
factors contributing to higher costs in urban 
areas. 

The technique of factor analysis was employed 
to determine whether some underlying pattern 
of relationship exists, such that the data may 
be reduced to a small ~et of "factors", that would 
account for the observed inter-relations in the 
data.20 Specifically, factor analysis was used to 
construct independent indices which would 
account for the variation in expenditures per 
pupil. Data were collected for the same fifty 
school districts in Appendix (A), and the vari
ables were factored into three rather distinct 
(independent) clusters (Figure 3.15). 

Factor 1, hereafter referred to as "Urbaniza
tion", grouped variables relating to the mix of 
the property base, density, community stability, 
median income, and adult educational attain
ment. The signs of the variables statistically 
related to factor 1 would lead one to assume 
an inverse relationship between "Urbanization", 
and current expenditure per pupil. Factor 2 is 
represented by equalized value per pupil and 
the teacher/pupil ratio, both of which contrib
ute positively to higher expenditures per pupil. 
The percent of state aid and the share of teacher 
salaries contribute negatively to factor 2 which 
should reinforce the factor's positive relation
ship to expenditure per pupil. Factor 2 can be 
labelled "school finance." Factor 3 contains four 
variables: median family income, percent 
change in enrollments, adult educational attain
ment and the teacher/pupil ratio. It can there
fore be called the "educational quality" factor. 
All variables except percent change in enroll
ments carry significant positive weights. The 
negative weight for the latter makes sense if we 
assume that a school district with stable or 
declining enrollment is able to spend more dol
lars per pupil. 

*A good example of this type of model, constructed using Massachusetts data, is provided by Stem (19). 
t A system can be simulated if one has a good understanding of the behavior of its individual elements but the latter cannot 

be simulated using only assumptions about the overall characteristics of the system. Thus, careful and detailed empirical work 
is a prerequisite for a useful policy simulator. 
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FIGURE 3.15 

FACTOR LOADINGS BY MAJOR SOURCE VARIABLES, 
SAMPLE SCH09L DISTRICTS, NEW JERSEY 1971-72 

Factor 1 
("Urbanization") 

Factor 2 
("School Finance") 

Factor 3 
("Educational Quality") 

Variables (r)• Variables (r) Variables (r) 

3 Industrial +.763 
3 School Tax -.741 
3 Higher Education -.654 
Density + .650 
Median Family Income -.636 
3 Same House +.438 

Equal. Value Per Pupil +.802 
3 State Aid -.769 
3 Teachers Salaries -.583 
Teacher/Pupil Ratio +.526 

Median Family Income +.620 
3 Enrollment -.581 
3 Higher Education +.576 
Teacher/Pupil Ratio +.418 

•Where (r) =partial correlation coefficient 

FIGURE 3.16 

DETERMINANTS OF CURRENT EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL, 
SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, NEW JERSEY 1971-72 

Factor 

1 "Urbanization" ............. . 
2 "School Finance" ........... . 
3 "Educational Quality" ....... . 

Intercept= 984.07 
F = 58.15 
Adjusted Multiple (R) = .882 
R2= .778 

Coefficient 

-19.04 
125.24 
74.90 

Factor scores were calculated for the sample 
school districts. The. three factors fit the data 
well, explaining almost 803 of the variation 
in expenditure per pupil. As expected, "Urbani
zation" is negatively related to expenditure but 
surprisingly accounts for only 8.43 of total 
variance, while factor 3, educational quality, 
accounts for 353 of the variance in cost per 
pupil. This indicates that the property base 
"mix" is not as important in determining expen
diture per pupil as is total wealth per pupil 
and the willingness of the district to spend 
more for a quality education. 

The school finance factor is the most 
important of the three. It explains over half 
(56.23) of the variation in current expenditure. 
As stated previously, there is no substitute under 
the current system for equalized value per pupil. 
More wealth behind each pupil means more 
dollars per pupil. However, state aid is inversely 

t 

-1.70* 
11.47° 
7.16° 

Beta 

-.115 
.774 
.487 

• Significance Level at 53 
• • Significance Level ac 13 

3 of Variance 

.084 

.562 

.354 

related to both factor 3 and equalized value per 
pupil, indicating that a proportionate increase 
in aid in any form can work to reduce the 
influence of local wealth. 

A Closer Look at the Financial 
Base for Education 

The use of a pooled sample to estimate ex
penditures per pupil has highlighted the sources 
of variation in the level of educational funding; 
however, the state is not a population of homog
eneous school districts. An effort must be made 
to identify and categorize essential differences 
among districts. The simplest procedure is to 
partition the sample districts into urban, subur
ban, and rural classifications based on popula
tion densities and growth rates.• The determin
ants of expenditure per pupil are shown in 
Figure 3.17, as averagest for each classification. 

•The method of classification is illustrated in our 6th ANNUAL REPORT, page !12. See the Appendix to this chapter for the 
list of districts included in our sample. 
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FIGURE 3.17 

MEAN EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL * AND ITS DETERMINANTS 
BY DISTRICT URBANIZATION, SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1971-72 

School 
Districts Expenditure Equalized Value School Tax School Expenditure Day School Expenditure 
(~ Pupil Pupil Rate School Tax Revenue Total School Expenditure 

Urban (16) ....... 937.9 36,591.2 2.13 1.54 .776 
Suburban (21) .. 10,491.2 41,976.2 2.31 1.53 .779 
Rural (13) .. 884.8 34,374.7 1.98 1.74 .741 

Overall (50) 968.5 38,139.3 2.16 1.587 .768 

* Since the relationship between expenditure per pupil and equalized value per pupil and their respective determinants are 
expressed in terms of logarithms, geometric rather than arithmetic means are employed. 

The differences among districts are readily 
apparent. Suburban districts spend 193 more 
per pupil than rural districts and 12% more 
than urban school districts. The share of non
current expenditure is slightly higher in rural 
districts, but there is little overall difference 
among urban, suburban, and rural groups. State 
and federal aid comprises a somewhat higher 
proportion of current expenditure in rural dis
tricts. Equalized value per pupil and the school 
tax rate show the most striking deviations. Sub
urban districts underwrite school finance with 
a significantly larger property base per pupil 
than urban or rural districts and, on the average, 
they also have higher tax rates for school pur
poses. Both observations are contrary to those 
in other studies. Obviously, many suburban 
areas are applying a large tax effort for educa
tion and some older cities could be doing more. 
Averages conceal a lot of variation, especially 
in the set of 16 cities, which includes Newark 
and Camden, whose school tax rates are much 
higher than most suburbs.21 

It appears, moreover, that the city /suburban 
differential may be increasing. The rate of 
increase in operating expenditures per pupil 
over the decade has, on the average, been about 
one percent higher in suburban than city dis
tricts. There is a positive correlation between 
districts' base-year level of expenditure per pupil 
and subsequent rate of increase in that level. 
Thus one can expect increasing disparities 
among districts. In terms of total expenditures 
per pupil (capital outlays included), we find the 
rate of increase for suburban districts is 2-33 
slower than city or rural. This is probably due 
to more substantial building requirements in 
the latter two areas rather than their catching 
up in the quality of education. 

As expected, the principal source of suburban 
affluence is residential property, but suburbs 
also contain a significant share of commercial 
and industry property (273 compared to 343 
in rural school districts and 42% in urban dis
tricts). The ratio of pupils-to-households is high 

FIGURE 3.18 

AVERAGED EQUALIZED VALUE PER PUPIL AND ITS DETERMINANTS 
BY DISTRICT URBANIZATION, SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1971-72 

Equalized Value Mean Residential Pupils Residential Value 
Pupil Value Household Total Equalized Value 

Urban .............. 36,591.2 11,490.9 .543 .579 
Suburban ........... 41,976.2 25,074.3 .816 .728 
Rural ............... 34,374.7 19,424.8 .847 .664 

Overall ............. 38,139.3 18,278.8 .709 .657 
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for suburban districts because a disproportion
ately large number of families with school age 
children tend to locate in suburban areas. 

In rural districts, the low equalized value per 
pupil may appear odd in view of the relatively 
large share of non-residential property (3113) 
but most of this property is farmland which is 
often assessed at less than fair market value.* 
Rural areas also have the largest number of 
pupils per household. 

The variation of the rate of change of the 
property tax base among types of districts is 
quite marked. The rate of increase of property 
valuations per pupil is most rapid in rural areas; 
followed in order by fast-growing suburbs, slow
growing suburbs, small cities and central cities. 
In Newark and Jersey City there has been no 
increase in valuations per pupil over the last 
several years. Partly due to this lack of increase, 
the property tax levy for schools has increased 
at a significantly faster rate in central cities than 
all other areas. Clearly, the school finance prob
lem has quite a different complexion if we view 
it as a problem ofi equalizing tax effort rather 
than tax base. Continued tendencies toward 
disparities in property tax rates for a common 
state purpose can be expected under power
equalizing type formulas. An opinion as to 
whether these disparities might be contestable 
in court should be solicited. 

The tax base in urban areas is split between 
an extremely low mean housing value ($11,500), 
and a large but declining commercial-industrial 
component. There is no doubt the flight of 
businesses out of urban areas creates intense 
competition between educational expenditures 
and other municipal services. Because urban 

areas are more likely to have young couples, 
single individuals, and elderly people as resi
dents, there are relatively few pupils per house
hold. Also, urban areas have a relatively large 
proportion of school populations enrolled in pri
vate and parochial schoolst (e.g., in Bayonne 
City 40.8% of all school age children attended 
non-public schools in 1971-72). This would tend 
to reduce the burden on urban taxpayers in 
some cities. Similarly, decreasing financial 
solvency of nonpublic schools can, in some dis
tricts, pose a considerable threat to the public 
school system m the form of increased 
enrollments. 

The level of school expenditures is not iso
lated from other items in the municipal budget 
but rather should be viewed as a share of the 
whole. The school tax rate for the sample 
districts is a reasonable approximation of a 
normally distributed variable (Figure 3.19). 
However, when school expenditures are re
stated as a percentage of the total municipal 
budget, a highly skewed distribution results 
(Figure 3.20). The reason is that select munici
palities are able to spend a large share of their 
revenue on education. For instance, suburban 
and rural municipalities were found to spend 
an average of 65. 7% and 62.5% of their budget 
on education compared to only 42.4% for those 
classified as urban. Any measure of reform in
tended to equalize current expenditure per 
pupil without aggravating fiscal inequities can
not focus exclusively on the property wealth of 
the individual school district. An attempt must 
also be made to relieve some of the other budget
ary demands on cities. The burden of non
school expenditures is significantly higher in 
central cities compared to suburbs. The former 
spend about $2,180 per pupil for other purposes; 

* The New Jersey Farmland Assessment Act of 1964 allows agricultural land to be assessed at its agricultural value, not on the 
value of nearby residential or commercial property. The effects of this act are particularly acute in 'urbanizing' fringe areas 
where agricultural use-assessment is often a low percentage of (true) market value. 

t AVERAGE PERCENT OF SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN ENROLLED IN NON-PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SAMPLE SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS, NEW JERSEY, 1970 

Urban 23.13 
Suburban 14.73 
Rural 8.83 

SOURCE: 4th County Summary Tapes, 1970 Census, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce 
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FIGURE 3.19 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL TAX RATES, 
SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, NEW JERSEY, 1971-72 

FREQUENCY 2 3 6 7 12 11 6 0 2 1 

12 6 
11 6 /). 

10 b. ti. 
9 b. /). 

8 /). /). 

7 6 b. 6 
6 b. /). 6 b. fl 
5 6 /). /). 6 fl 
4 /). /). /). 6 f1 
3 b. /). /). 6 6 !::. 
2 6 6 b. /). b. 6 ll /). 

1 • /). .. 6 • b. .. /). .. b. .. 6 .. !::. .. • 6 .. /). . 
.50 .90 1.30 1.70 2 .10 2.50 2.90 3.30 3.70 4 .10 4.50 

SOURCE: Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the Division of Local Finance, Department of Community Affairs, N.J., 1971 
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FIGURE 3.20 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL TAX RATES AS A 
PERCENT OF THE TOTAL MUNICIPAL TAX RATE, 

SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, NEW JERSEY, 1971 
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SOURCE: Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the Division of Local Finance, Department of Community Affairs, N.J., 1971 
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the latter $910 (fast growing suburbs) to $1,290 
(slow growing suburbs). The rates of increase in 
non-school expenditures provide a sharp con
trast, being much higher for other than central 
city districts. The burden of non-school 
expenditures is becoming more than just a 
central city problem, though the latter has 
gotten nearly exclusive attention to date. 

The simplest and least disruptive reform 
would be to broaden the geographic base of the 
property tax, as proposed in Vermont, Maine, 
and Michigan. In principal, a uniform tax on 
real property would ameliorate the present in
equities in school tax rates and spending levels 
that stem from disparities in local wealth. In 
practice, inequities in the tax burden upon in
dividual districts would persist due to shortcom
ings in the assessment process and differences in 
the composition of tax base among districts. 
There is a distinct tendency for parcels of the 
same class of land use to be assessed at values 
differing widely from the typical assessment for 
that class. The New Jersey Tax Policy Com-

. mittee reported assessments to be deficient for 
over 603 of the farmland and 483 of the com
mercial-industrial land sold between 1966 and 
1970. Only for residential uses did property 
assessments fall within acceptable limits. 

There is also the problem that properties sell
ing at a higher price tend to be assessed at a 
lower percentage of their sales price than lower 
priced properties. The Tax Policy Committee 
found: "In general, assessment was found to be 
regressive for the state .... This is true for all 
classes of property but particularly for property 
class 100 (vacant). Three-fourths of New Jersey 
municipalities displayed regressive assessment of 
vacant land .... Residential property is classified 
583 regressive-commercial and industrial 
assessments by municipalities is classified 613 
regressive." Thus, school districts composed of 
large shares of commercial and industrial prop
erty (urban areas) and those composed of vacant 
or farmland (rural areas) are more likely to 

suffer inequities under a property tax, whether 
it be levied at the local, regional, or state level. 

Assuming the inherent disputes in property 
assessments have been resolved, we must ask: 
What level of a state-wide property tax would 
fund a "T & E" education and to what extent 
would the burden on local school districts be 
redistributed? The procedure for answering this 
question is simple. All composite (K-12) school 
districts in the sample were ranked, low-to-high, 
by expenditure per pupil. By assigning certain 
percentiles as acceptable minimums for "T & 
E" education, the gross and net cost required to 
bring each district spending less per pupil up to 
the acceptable level was calculated and summed 
into a state total.* 

The costs and implied statewide school prop
erty tax rates for selected percentages are sum
marized in Figure 3.21. If the state defines a 
"T & E" education at the 1971-72 mean expendi
ture per pupil, $974, the estimated gross cost of 
a full state funding program would exceed $1.3 
billion. The increase in state expenditure over 
and above state aid would be about $1.0 billion. 
This would require a statewide levy at the rate 
of $2.14 per $100 of equalized value. Similarly, 
if the state defines "T & E" as the highest 
observed cost per pupil, this implies an increase 
in state aid of almost $2 billion (which would 
exceed the entire state budget for Fiscal Year 
1971-72) and could be financed by a statewide 
property tax of $3.59. 

Given the increases in state aid under 
various expenditure levels, one can now identify 
the redistributive effects of the implied tax rates 
(Figure 3.22). At the mean level of expenditure, 
the implied state tax rate, $2.16, would cause a 
tax increase for almost half of the municipalities 
in the state. School expenditures at the 1003 
level would result in some increase in taxes for 
virtually every locality in the state and 203 of 
the municipalities would face an increase of at 
least $2.00. 

* Where Gross Cost = (current expenditure per pupil X number of pupils (current enrollment) -federal aid) 
and Net Cost = Gross Cost -current state aid 

Also note that gross cost does not imply any redistribution of revenue from districts spending more than the specified 
percentile. 
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FIGURE 3.21 

ESTIMATED COSTS OF SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM, 
NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1971-72 

Estimated 
Net Increase 

Estimated Gross (I) in State Implied 
Current Cost of Full State Expenditure Statewide 

Exptnditure Funding Program for Education Property 
Percentile(2) Typical District Per Pupil($) (Millions) (Millions) Tax Rate 

50 North Plainfield 970.53 1337.28 995.70 2.14 
Mean Delaware Valley Regional 974.54 1350.03 1008.45 2.16 
66.66 Livingston Township 1032.66 1427.14 1085.56 2.28 
75 Ewing Township 1066.03 1478.48 1136.90 2.36 
80 Park Ridge Borough 1100.29 1529.14 1187.56 2.44 
90 Hanover Park Regional 1210.26 1691.73 1350.15 2.70 
95 South Orange-Maplewood 1332.15 1871.94 1530.36 2.99 
100 Englewood City 1584.88 2245.61 1904.03 3.59 

1 These are the monies required to fund a "T &: E" education at the levels represented by the corresponding figures in 
Column 3. These figures do not include "local leeway" expenditures which are assumed to be financed from local taxes. 
Capital outlays and federal aid are also excluded. 

2 Percentiles are calculated from the ranked average day-school cost per pupil, excluding transportation, for 246 composite 
school districts with a full range of grades (K-12). The distribution represents 813 of all operating non-vocational districts 
and 1,373,180 pupils, or 92.33 of total state average enrollment for the school year 1971-72. 

FIGURE 3.22 

LOCAL IMPACT OF STATEWIDE SCHOOL 
PROPERTY TAXES: 

Impact of 
Alternative 
Statewide 
Property 

Tax Rates 

2.14 
2.16 
2.28 
2.36 
2.44 
2.70 
2.99 
3.59 

Number of Municipalities Whose School Tax 
Rate Would Be Increased By At Least• 

$.10 $.25 $.50 $1.00 $2.00 

233 
247 
304 
338 
381 
458 
513 
557 

193 
200 
234 
270 
310 
416 
486 
555 

129 
132 
161 
185 
2ll 
321 
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540 

57 
60 
73 
83 
96 

146 
227 
456 

4 
7 
9 
9 

12 
21 
48 

120 

While the ranked percentile approach as a 
state aid distribution scheme is crude, the dollar 
estimates are fair estimates of the cost of school 
finance reform and the redistributive effects 
are shown to be quite severe, even at modest 
expenditure levels. Despite the redistribution 
of tax burdens the regressive nature of the 
property tax will probably not be lessened 
among residents of a local district, but rather 
regressivity between residents of the same in
come class in different districts will be reduced. 
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This analysis can be carried one more step to 
illustrate how a statewide property tax could 
cause one district to benefit at the expense of 
another district. For instance, given its number 
of pupils and tax base Newark City would have 
to contribute 2.53 of the gross state fund for 
educational purposes, while it would receive 
5.63 of the fund in return. On the other hand, 
industrial Bayonne City would pay 6.43 of the 
total and receive only 0.673 in return. 
Although urban districts would face the largest 
redistribution of wealth, similar examples can 
be cited for suburban and rural districts. Thus, 
in the absence of local leeway provisions, a 
uniform statewide property tax will force a 
magnanimous redistribution of wealth which 
could have far reaching repercussions on 
economic development and land use patterns. 

Expenditures for Teachers and 
Teachers Salaries 

Any discussion of variations in cost per pupil 
should focus on variations in teachers' salaries, 
since this expenditure accounts for approxi
mately 60% of total current expenditure. 
Teachers are the most important link between 



the financial and the educational aspects of 
"T & E". Unfortunately, any analysis of teacher 
salaries must rely on rather unsatisfactory 
statistics. A preliminary look at available 
statistics on full-time and part-timet teachers 
indicates that nothing is lost by using data for 
full-time teachers alone. Part-time teachers 
account for less than 103 of all teachers. 

It is obvious that per pupil expenditures on 
teachers' salaries must be higher if average 
teacher salaries are higher, or lower if class sizes 
are larger.22 But this does not tell us whether 
one or the other or both of the latter factors are 
prevalent in higher expenditure districts. 
Statistical analysis indicates that both are signifi
cant. 2 s In other words, those districts which 
spend more on teacher salaries (per pupil) do so 
because they tend to have relatively fewer pupils 
per teacher (smaller average class sizes) and 
higher average teacher salaries, not merely one 
or the other. There is also a growing disparity 
in the monies per pupil which different 
districts spend for teacher salaries since the 
rates of increase in teacher salaries is higher in 
those districts where the spending for teacher 
salaries is already at a high level. 

What are the factors which influence vana
tions in the average salary per teacher and 
pupils/teacher ratio? Our analysis included 
several indicators of wealth: median family in
come, average family income and equalized 
value per pupil. With slight variation all 
showed basically the same relationship between 
the wealth of the district, the average salary per 
teacher and pupil/teacher ratios (see Figure 
3.23). As the wealth of the district rises, there is 
a pronounced tendency for the average salary of 
teachers to rise and the pupil/teacher ratio to 
fall. Another determinant of average salary per 
teacher is average teacher qualification, defined 
as the percent of teachers in the district who 
hold a Masters Degree or better. 

Since we found no significant correlation 
(0.065) between teacher experience and average 
family income, it would be pointless to pursue 
this avenue in an attempt to find an explana
tion of why wealthier districts spend more on 
teachers' salaries expenditure per pupil. We 
should expect to find about the same proportion 
of experienced teachers in the poorer districts 
as in the wealthier districts. However, we did 
find a significant positive correlation (0. 7838) 

FIGURE 3.23 

TEACHER SALARIES 
MATRIX OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS• 

Teachers' 
Salaries Equalized Average 

Cost Per Expenditure Average P't:ils Per Teacher Teacher Value Family 
Pupil Per Pupil Salary eacher Qualifications Experience Per Pupil Income 

Cost Per Pupil ........ 1.0000 .9452 .7006 -.5892 .7876 .1493 .6092 .6228 
Teachers' Salaries Expen· 1.0000 .7372 -.6519 .7700 .1575 .5646 .6338 

diture Per Pupil ..... 
Average Salary ........ 1.0000 -.3506 .6991 .3555 .5086 .4950 
Pupils Per Teacher .... 1.0000 -.3289 .0336 -.3694 -.3457 
Teacher Qualifications . 1.0000 .1691 .4832 .7838 
Teacher Experience ... 1.0000 .1110 .0650 
Equalized Value Per 1.0000 .3727 

Pupil .............. 
Average Family Income 1.0000 

* Pearson Product Moment Correlations. Any number larger than 0.329 is significant at the 13 (993 confidence) level, 
regardless of its sign. Similarly, any number larger than 0.235 is significant at the 53 level. 

t Teachers who devote less than full-time to instruction; also includes short-term teachers (at least four months but less than 
full term) and substitute teachers (less than four months or one not assigned to a regular class). 

SOURCES: Twenty-first Annual Report of the, Commissioner of Education; New Jersey Teacher Salaries 1971-72: New Jersey 
Education Association; Full-time Staff Information: Branch of Statistics, Department of Education; and 1970 Census of Popu
lation, 4th County Summary Tapes 
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between teacher qualification and average 
family income. This may help explain why 
wealthier districts spend more on teachers' 
salaries per pupil, if we make the reasonable a 
priori assumption that all districts follow 
similar guide-lines in setting teachers' salary 
levels. 

Figure 3.24 shows our sample distributions of 
percent of pupils, pupil/teacher ratios, and the 
percent of total teachers with a Masters Degree 
or better according to average family income 
ranges of school districts in the sample. The 
trends displayed by the table are quite obvious. 
As the average family income falls, the pupil/ 
teacher ratio rises, and the percent of total 
teachers with a Masters Degree or better falls. 
In our sample of 49 districts, those districts with 
an average family income of $25,000 or over had 
a pupil/teacher ratio of 17.84 and had 3.023 of 
all teachers with qualifications of a Masters 
Degree or better to teach 1.463 of the total 
sample of pupils. At the other end of the 
spectrum, those districts with an average family 
income of $8,000 or less had a 2.353 of the total 
sample pupils, had a pupil/teacher ratio of 
21.81 and had only 1.033 of those teachers wi"th 
qualifications of a Masters Degree or better. 
There is a slight but contradictory drop in the 
pupil/teacher ratio when we compare districts 

with an average family income of $9,000 or more 
to those with $8,000 or more. This is explained 
by Newark with its very large pupil enrollment 
of 77,615 having an unusually low pupil/ 
teacher ratio of 19.1 relative to its average 
family income of only $8,637. Thus the basic 
tendency still remains; that as the average in
come falls, so do the proportion of highly 
qualified teachers and the teacher/pupil ratio. 
This pattern could be due to a number of 
causes. Educational Boards of wealthier 
districts, operating within teachers' salary guide
lines, can hire a greater number of younger and 
more highly qualified teachers and have fewer 
pupils per teacher. Secondly, the better qualified 
teachers may simply be showing a preference by 
seeking employment in the wealthier districts. 
This seems a logical reaction since the more 
highly qualified teachers, for the most part, will 
come from middle class neighborhoods and will 
try to find employment near their homes. "This 
preference may (also) reflect the teacher's racial 
or class attitudes; he may fear or dislike poverty
stricken ghetto neighborhoods. He may be 
aware that his training has been geared towards 
a well-equipped classroom of upper-working 
class and middle class children and believe that 
he can perform with maximum effectiveness 
only in such a school."24 

FIGURE 3.24 

DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHING INDICATORS BY 
AVERAGE FAMILY INCOME OF DISTRICTS, 1972 

Average Family Income 

$25,000- ................................... . 
$20,000-25,000 ............................. . 
$15,000-20,000 ............................. . 
$12,500-15,000 ............................. . 
$10,000-12,500 ............................. . 
$9,000-10,000 .............................. . 
$8,000-9,000 ............................... . 
$7 ,000-8,000 ............................... . 

Percent 
Of Pupils 

1.46 
3.15 

11.40 
18.04 
31.96 

7.77 
23,87 
2.35 

Pupils Per 
Teacher 

17.84 
18.68 
18.84 
19.72 
20.59 
20.74 
20.54 
21.81 

Percent of Teachers 
With Minimum Qualifications 

of a Masters Degree 

3.02 
5.81 

16.95 
16.95 
28.77 

6.10 
20.75 

1.65 

SOURCES: Twenty-first Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education; New Jersey Teacher Salaries 1971-72: New Jersey 
Education Association: Full-time Staff Information: Branch of Statistics, Department of Education; and 1970 Census of 
Population, 4th County Summary Tapes 
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FIGURE 3.25 

DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS BY TYPE OF DISTRICT, 
SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1971-72 

Teachers' Salaries Average Years Percent of Teachers 
Expenditure Pupils Per Average Salary Experience With Minimum Qualifications 

Per Pupil Teacher Per Teacher In Teaching of a Masters Degree 

Urban $569.16 20.12 $10,754 10.9 26.56 
Suburban 588.94 19.60 10,703 8.6 31.60 
Rural .. 525.91 19.96 IO, 119 8.7 25.58 

SOURCES: Twenty-first Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education; New Jersey Teacher Salaries 1971-72; New Jersey 
Education Association; and Full-time Staff Information: Branch of Statistics, Department of Education. 

When we examine expenditures per pupil on 
teachers' salaries for the urban, suburban and 
rural districts of the sample in Figure 3.25, we 
see that suburban districts have the highest 
average for these expenditures $588.94 followed 
by urban districts with $,1l69. l 6 and rural dis
tricts with only $525.91. These differer:ces arise 
because of similar differences in the underlying 
determinants; that is, the pupil-teacher ratio 
and the average teachers' salary. The rural dis
tricts were able to maintain a low cost, mainly 
because of the low average salary per teacher. 
$10, 119. In comparing urban and suburban 
districts, it is clear that although teachers in 
suburban districts had a slightly lower average 
salary, these districts ended up spending more 
on teachers' salaries per pupil because they had 
fewer pupils per teacher than the urban 
districts. 

Since salaries are settled according to guide
lines which specify starting salaries and specific 
incremental increases according to the teacher's 
experience and qualification, an explanation for 
variations in average teacher's salary will be 
found in these two factors alone. In the scatter
grams of qualification and experience some 
trends are immediately obvious. 

Figure 3.26 shows qualification, measured as 
the percent of teachers who have obtained a 
Masters Degree or better, plotted versus average 
teacher's salary. The observations belonging to 
urban, suburban and rural districts are clearly 
marked. Suburban districts have the higher 
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percentage (31.603) of highly qualified teachers 
compared to urban and rural districts which 
have 26.563 and 25.583 respectively. More 
noticeable are the differing relationships be
tween qualification and average salary. The 
average teacher's salary rises much slower in 
response to a given increment in qualification 
within suburban districts, in comparison to rural 
and especially to urban districts. These differ
ences are somewhat clarified by Figure 3.27 
which shows the average number of years of 
teaching experience plotted versus average 
teacher's salary. The figure shows a concentra
tion of urban teachers among the more experi
enced; and for low experience ranges the.re is a 
tendency for suburban teachers to receive 
higher salaries than either their urban or rural 
counterparts. 

Figures 3.26 and 3.27 taken together help to 
explain why the salaries of suburban teachers 
rise more slowly in response to increases in 
qualification, in comparison to urban and rural 
teachers. That is, the incremental salary in
creases gained by suburban teachers due to their 
higher qualifications is offset by their lack of 
experience. Differences in enrollment trends 
provide one possible explanation for the concen
tration of more experienced teachers in urban 
districts. Pupil enrollments are declining in 
central city districts and expanding in suburban 
districts. The expected result of this is that 
suburban districts will have need to expand 
their instruction staff by hiring younger teach
ers, while central city districts, with their 



• 
FIGURE 3.26 

DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHER QUALIFICATION 
BY TYPE OF DISTRICT AND AVERAGE SALARY, 

SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1971-72 
Percent of Teacl:iers 
with Qualification 
of Mastez;; DegreA 

or Better 
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FIGURE 3.27 

DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHER EXPERIENCE 
BY TYPE OF DISTRICT AND AVERAGE SALARY, 

SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1971-72 
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declining pupil enrollments, will reduce their 
number of teachers by attrition and by hiring 
relatively few new teachers. The latter have 
little experience but may be more highly quali
fied in terms of educational attainment. 

So far, we have employed the assumption that 
all teachers' salaries are settled according to 
established guidelines which specify certain 
increments to the base according to the indi
vidual teacher's experience and qualifications. 
This is difficult to prove or disprove for New 
Jersey because of the lack of available evidence. 
Some studies for other areas, however, offer 
some useful insights on the processes by which 
teachers' salaries are determined. 

The basic salary model used by most authors 
is one which argues that teachers' salaries depend 
upon such variables as teacher qualifications 
and experience, district size, median family 
income, occupational class of the working popu
lation, racial composition, and the existence of 
collective bargaining. Such a model was con
structed by Hall and Carrol.25 Their statistical 
results indicate that salaries increase by approxi
mately $.07 for each one dollar increase in 
median family income, by $6.00 for each one 
point increase in percentage of workers em
ployed in white collar occupations, by $.09 for 
each additional student per district, by $11.60 
for each one point increase in the percentage of 
teachers who are male, and by $170.00 for each 
year in teaching experience. A salary decrease 
of $9.40 was associated with each one point 
increase in state aid per pupil as a percentage 
of per pupil expenditures. Like Kasper,26 they 
found that collective bargaining had a relatively 
insignificant effect on teachers' salaries; i.e., 
$167 .00 or less than 23 in the year studied. 
However, they point out that in such a model 
we may be overlooking the importance of the 
impact of teacher organizations, because as the 
unions themselves argue, salaries are not the 
only issue of interest. Union representatives 

insist that they are bargaining for smaller 
classes in the face of opposition from school 
boards. If this is so, they are not having much 
success. The authors found that collective bar
gaining contracts are associated with an 
increased multiple of 1.3 in the pupil/teacher 
ratio. It is difficult to know whether teachers 
are demanding higher salaries in compensation 
for teaching larger classes or if the school boards 
are getting the concession of teachers accepting 
larger classes in return for higher salaries. 

Lipsky and Drotning27 constructed a teacher's 
salary determination model much like the one 
outlined above, except they employed a variable 
which allows for regional differences. Basically, 
this allows monopsony* in the market for public 
school teachers to enter into the salary deter
mination model. It has been noticed that school 
teachers are more mobile in places where school 
districts are more concentrated and there is a 
more competitive labor market offering more 
opportunities to teachers outside teach!ng. 
Lipsky and Drotning also noted that former 
studies might be seriously understating the effect 
of collective bargaining if "spillover" effects are 
not taken into consideration. This "spillover" 
effect is the tendency of those districts without 
teacher organizations to pull their salary levels 
up to the salary levels of teachers in districts 
with teacher organizations. 

Gerwin,2s in his simulation study of salary 
determination, suggests that large urban school 
districts form contours within each of which the 
"Bamin"t salary decision of any one system 
affects the other. Districts of similar economic 
and geographic characteristics will form them
selves into contours. Within these contours the 
central city will take the lead in negotiated sal
ary settlements, and all other districts within the 
contour will relate their decision to that of the 
central city. Thus, in some areas, the central 
city has taken the lead in granting teachers the 
large raises which they have received in recent 

* A situation where there are few buyers and many sellers; the opposite of monopoly. Here, buyers = school districts; 
sellers = teachers looking for jobs (selling themselves). 

-f The starting salary for teachers with a Bachelors Degree. 
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years. :J: As more districts make their decisions, 
the feasible range of settlements for those re
maining changes from a hazy guideline to an 
unavoidable boundary. 

Richard Pregnetter29 in his study on fact-find
ing and teacher salary disputes found that salary 
comparison was the most significant concern 
dominating salary issues. "The implication for 
the future is that local whipsawing will tend to 
compress salary differences if the use of fact-find
ing continues to increase. The combined effect 
of the virtual elimination of the local salary dif
ferentiation within areas and the frequent over
lap which occurs when some schools are viewed 
as parts of adjoining areas, could result in com
pression on an even larger scale within the 
state." 

A study of school districts in Massachusetts=rn 
indicated results consistent with our own. Aver
age teacher salary was found to be higher in 
towns with a higher median family income and 
a lower percentage of non-white pupils. In fact, 
"the evidence indicates that, in order to attract 
teachers of equivalent qualifications, school sys
tems with more non-whites must pay a "signifi
cant compensating differential." The differen
tial is "equivalent to a six percent tax on the 
public education expenditures of the central 
city." Since it is statistically impossible to sepa
rate the effects of central city and race, it may 
be an overall central city phenomenon, with 
teachers being compensated for enduring what 
they perceive to be a whole set of unattractive 
"central city" features. The study did not in
clude the extent of teacher unionization, which 
may also be a factor. 

These results do not imply that average 
teacher salary is higher in central cities. It was 
found that "desirable teacher characteristics (i.e., 
undergraduate grade average, quality of under
graduate institution) ... were positively re
lated ... to desirable community characteris
tics (i.e., high income, low welfare payments)." 

Also, "most of the variance in mean salary paid 
by towns results from towns hiring at different 
ends of the salary schedule .... " This means 
that central city schools would have to pay 
higher salaries in order to attract teachers with 
the same qualifications as those in wealthier 
suburban schools. They are still likely to expend 
less per pupil on teachers' salaries, however, be
cause relatively more of their teachers have lower 
qualifications. "The source of their disadvan
tage seems to be simply lower purchasing power 
and not the extra burden of facing higher 
teacher prices." 

The final question to be considered is whether 
higher teacher salaries represent payment for 
attributes of teachers which are actually im
portant to the educational process. While not 
entirely conclusive, there is some evidence that 
the teacher characteristics which contribute most 
to pupil achievement are not the ones most re
warded by teacher salaries. Hanushek 31 found 
that, for a sample of second and third grades 
from a large school system in California, teach
ers' verbal ability and recentness of education 
were the most important factors. But teacher 
salary schedules are usually based on experience 
and educational attainment. Using data from 
the Coleman survey, however, Levin 32 found a 
significant relationship, in a metropolitan area 
sample, between a teacher's salary and his score 
on a standardized verbal test. 

The importance of various teacher character
istics may not be the same for all types of pupils. 
Hanushek, for instance, found that teachers did 
not seem to "count" for minority pupils. A cor
ollary observation was: "the more time spent 
on disciplinary matters, the lower the achieve
ment level of the class." Among white pupils, 
teacher inputs were much more significant de
terminants of the achievement of those whose 
parents had manual rather than non-manual 
occupations. Also, teacher experience was influ
ential for the latter socio-economic group, pre-

•This observation may appear contradictory to our own finding that the average teacher salary tends to be higher in 
suburban areas. The study referred to, however, was done for New York, not New Jersey. Also, there is not necessarily 
a contradiction because central cities could be pacesetters in union-negotiated salary settlements; that is, increments to 
salary-schedules, without their teachers' salaries being higher than suburban teachers' salaries, on the average. 
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sumably because the years of experience were 
mostly accumulated teaching that group. 

Because of the lack of thorough-going research 
indigenous to New Jersey our concluding re
marks on teacher inputs and salaries are strictly 
tentative. The most obvious conclusion is that 
there is a need for studies on the significance of 
teacher attributes and the determination of 
teacher salaries in New Jersey. Second, the avail
able evidence implies that additional state fund
ing will have an inflationary effect to the extent 
that it is truly effective in putting additional 
purchasing power in the hands of poorer dis
tricts which they can use to bid for more highly 
qualified teachers. This, especially, will be a 
problem in central city school systems with 
strong teacher-union organizations who may 
have to offer special incentives to attract the best 
teachers. Third, provision of subsidies without 
somehow tying them to expected results ensures 
that public funds will be wasted. There need 
to be explicit incentives for better educational 
quality. The state reform plan for school finance 
should propose experimentation with certain 
incentive schemes which appear promising, such 
as (a) the voucher system33 and (b) conditioning 
some portion of state support on tangible rates 
of improvement in pupil achievement; e.g., per
centage increases in average scores in reading 
and mathematics. At the very least, that portion 
of state support to equalize a capacity for "local 
leeway" should be subject to such criteria. A 
more scientific determination of both "portion" 
and "criteria" would require more research of 
the type which has been discussed in this. section. 

Weighing the Alternatives 

Political constraints, not economic analysis, 
define the realm of feasibility for school finance 
reform. For instance, even if economic analysis 
could show beyond a shadow of a doubt that a 
full state funding program were more efficient 
and equitable than schemes which rely more on 

local initiative,* this might not sway opinion 
in New Jersey because of the strong desire to 
preserve local control. Nevertheless, economic 
analysis can provide some useful insights regard
ing specific alternatives. 

Power Equalizing-The alternative which has 
received the most attention is "district power 
equalizing". This is a ~tate aid formula which 
guarantees that districts making the same tax 
'efforts' on behalf of education will be able to 
expend equal amounts per pupil. State aid pro
grams known by other names such as "percent
age equalizing", "guaranteed tax base", and "cost 
sharing" also fall into this category. In effect~ 
the state guarantees to each district a certain 
minimum property tax base for financing edu
cation. It does so by agreeing to share costs with 
any district which has ratables below that base. 

The formula can be written: 

State's share of current 
- SS - (1-k 

educational expenditures - -

EQVALPPd 
----). 
EQVALPPs 

where EQVALPP=average equalized assessed 
valuations per pupil, in the district (d) and the 
state-as-a-whole (s). An equivalent formula was 
proposed in 1966 by Governor Hughes' Task 
Force on Education. K is a constant that equals 
the local share for a district which has the same 
average ratables as the state as a whole. 
EQVALPP /K equals the "guaranteed tax base." 

The operation of the formula can be illus
trated by examining the version being proposed 
by the Department of Education. This version 
uses: EQVALPPs=$53,000, K=Y2; thus the 
guaranteed tax base is $53,000 /1h, or $106,000. 
The state will share education expenses with 
localities at a percentage rate that declines with 
district wealth and becomes zero at $106,000 as 
shown by Figure 3.28. By contrast, under the 
1966 plan the state would have shared 65% of 
the expenditures of the average district 
(k=0.65), rather than 503 (K=lf2=0.50) as 
above. 

* The issue is so far unresolved. It involves a trade off between local preferences and short-run efficiency, on the one hand, 
versus equity and longer-run efficiency, on the other. 
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How does the power equalizing, cost sharing 
scheme promise to meet the court's mandate and 
remedy the failures of past formulas? First, since 
the guaranteed tax base is twice the state average, 
the new formula will have an immediate equaliz
ing effect. Second, it avoids the rigidity of 
earlier formulas. A comparison with the founda
tion formula is instructive. If we equate the 
two, we find that the cost sharing and 
foundation formulas are equivalent under 
the following conditions: (a) the founda
tion level is equal to a district's locally deter
mined expenditure level; and (b) the "local fair 
share" tax rate is simply that rate a district 
would have to levy on the guaranteed base to 
raise the money for its desired expenditure 
level (per pupil). Thus we can view the proposed 
formula as a foundation formula with its 
parameters variable instead of fixed. 

Power equalizing nevertheless has several 
shortcomings. First, there is no monetary defini
tion of "T & E" and therefore no tie between 
real "T & E" standards and the financing 
mechanism. The dollar counterpart of "T & E" 
(F), the guaranteed tax base (G) and the mini
mum local tax effort (rate=R) are connected by 
a simple relation: F=RXG. For instance, a 
"T & E" level of $1,580 per pupil* can be 
financed by a property tax of $1.49 on a guaran
teed base of $106,000. Clearly, the minimum tax 
that must be levied to finance a state-mandated 
"T & E" education is a major political- economic 
concern. Lacking F, R is undefined. The finan
cial counterparts of alternative real "T & E" 
standards are very important even apart from 
expected tax burdens. It is unrealistic to expect 
that "T & E" can be represented by a single 
number; more likely it is a range. It is equally 

FIGURE 3.28 

PROPOSED STATEWIDE SCHOOL FINANCE SYSTEM: 
POWER EQUALIZING AT $106,000 EQUALIZED VALUE PER PUPIL 

Power Equalizing with Expenditure per pupil= $1,500 

Local Local 
EV EV/ LS SS Expenditure Tax Rate 

.53,000 ($1,500XLS) =(4)/EV 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

20,000 .377 .189 .811 $283 .0142 
30,000 .566 .283 .717 425 .0142 
53,000 1.000 .500 .500 750 .0142 
60,000 1.132 .566 .434 849 .0142 
80,000 1.510 .755 .242 1,133 .0142 

100,000 1.890 .945 .055 1,418 .0142 
106,000 2.000 1.000 .000 1,500 .0142 
114,000 2.150 1.000 .000 1,500 .0132 
120,000 2.264 1.000 .000 1,500 .0125 
200,000 3.774 1.000 .000 1,500 .0075 

Definition of Terms: 
$53,000 = State Average Equalized Value Per Pupil. 
EV = Equalized Value Per Pupil in a School District. 
EXPPP = Expenditure Per Pupil. 

SS= State Sha<e of Current Expenditure =~-Y, (~~. 
$53,000 

EV 
LS =Local Share of Current Expenditure = Y2(--). 

$53,000 

Local Tax Rates at Expenditures 
EXPPP-$1,500 

Above $1,500 == ------
EV 

$1,600 $1,800 $2,000 $2,200 
(+100) (+300). (+500) ( +700) 

.005 .0150 .025 .035 

.0033 .0100 .0167 .0233 

.0019 .0057 .0094 .0132 

.0017 .0051 .0085 .0019 

.00135 .00375 .00625 .00875 
.00100 .003 .005 .007 
.00943 .00283 .00472 .0066 
.00877 .00263 .00439 .00614 
.00833 .00250 .00417 .00583 
.00050 .00150 .00250 .0035 

'*'The average expenditure per pupil in 1975-76 as projected by the New Jersey Department of Education. 
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unrealistic to act as if a dollar counterpart does 
not exist or it has no significance. After all, 
there is no significant input to schooling which 
lacks a price.* As in the case of teachers' salaries 
we may sometimes wonder what the price is pay
ing for but anomalies in educational "markets" 
can only be confronted by trying to put "T & E" 
into economic terms. Above all, the "T & E" 
level is a distributional variable. We should 
specify the percentile and expected range along 
the distribution curve of expenditures per pupil 
where "T & E" is thought to lie. The percentile 
level should be at the % (66.673) level or 
higher.t The permissible range of variation 
about this level, especially the lower bound for 
"T & E," can be determined statistically. 

The second shortcoming is that power equaliz
ing will not eliminate a relationship between 
school expenditure and local wealth. In part, 
this is merely common sense. No formula can 
control for the multitude of factors which in
fluence the distribution of educational goods 
(and bads). But Feldstein35 demonstrates that, 
even on its own terms, the proposed formula will 
not achieve "wealth neutrality." This occurs 
only when the "price-elasticity" of demand for 
education is equal to the "wealth elasticity." If 
the latter exceeds the former, power equalizing 
"would still leave a positive elasticity of educa
tional expenditure with respect to wealth" (and 
conversely). Feldstein further clarified this issue 
by pointing out: 

"A related confusion is treating the local 
tax rate as a price or a measure of 'effort.' 
Although power equalizing is sometimes 
interpreted as equalizing the 'price' per 
dollar of educational services .... (in 
fact, it does not because) .... the rele-
vant price is the local revenue per dollar 

of educational services purchased and not 
the rate of tax." 

The effective price to the district depends on 
the state's matching rate (mi) which, under the 
proposed formula, is 503 for the "average" dis
tricr_t The matching rate formula which will 
achieve wealth-neutrality is given by mi= 1 -
kWi1a, in which Wi represents property wealth 
per pupil in district (i) and the parameters k 
and a have to be determined statistically. 

Our investigations indicated that other wealth 
indicators besides ratables per pupil are impor
tant influences on expenditures per pupil and 
pupil achievement. Some states use other indi
cators such as personal income or auto registra
tions per capita to guide their allocation of state 
aid. The relatively low correlation between 
property values per pupil and family incomes 
suggests that a measure of incomes in state aid 
formulas would help provide a better indicator 
of ability to pay. 

Weighting of Pupils-This may be desirable 
in order to account for the fact that family back
grounds provide an advantage analogous to 
wealth due to parents' educational and occupa
tional attainment.1f This would decrease "T & 
E" levels for professional communities and in
crease levels for working class communities. It 
would also benefit some older central cities 
where average property values are high but chil
dren are less likely to have well-educated parents. 

The Assessment Problem and Business Prop
erty-Clearly, a large portion of the assessment 
problem is due to the unevenness in assessment 
of business and commercial properties relative 
to market values. Also, we found that the un
even distribution of these properties and their 
uneven rates of growth over the state were fac-

*We purposely refer here to formal "schooling" rather than "education" because there are many non-priced factors in education. 
In fact, Ivan Illich34 contends that the attempt to substitute schooling for education is at the root of our problem. The real 
inputs to education must be carefully defined before attempting to estimate costs. 

t Any percentile figure is somewhat arbitrary without a detailed cost-accounting of "T &: E" standards. But there is a statis
tical rationale for the above suggestion. If the distribution of expenditures per pupil is approximately normal, then the 66.67 
percentile level is one standard deviation from the average. Given a certain range of variation or uncertainty surrounding the 
appropriate "T &: E" level, any lesser percentile might not be significantly higher than the average. 

t See Figure 3.28 for matching rates for districts with other values of equalized values per pupil. 
1! Note that there already exists a weighting scheme in the Bateman plan. Children of parents on welfare count 1.75 rather than 

1.0. The weighting suggested above would vary systematically with socio-economic levels. 
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tors contributing to disparities in educational 
expenditures. Transferring the taxation of busi
ness real property to the state level would help 
solve both these problems. Assessment of resi
dential properties can be handled by local asses
sors. Assessment of business properties, however, 
is more complex and demands more experience 
and training than one can reasonably expect of 
many part-time local assessors. This is best 
handled at the state level. 

We should beware of two pitfalls in this area. 
First, "power equalization" for state aid to 
schools, and perhaps for block grants, will at 
least to some extent encourage municipalities to 
assess real property below full market value in 
order to increase the amount of state aid that 
they will receive. Are existing assessment pro
cedures adequate to prevent this type of "com
petitive undervaluation" or will new measures 
be required? 

Second, what effect might property classi
fication have on the state's economic devel
opment or the competitiveness of its tax struc
ture relative to surrounding states? As a stopgap 
solution to the so-called "windfall" issue, the 
property classification scheme under discussion 
ignores this larger question. As such, it also rep
resents a misinterpretation of the issue. The 
basic reason why the issue arose with such in
tensity in 1972 was that the Tax Policy Com
mission had, for all practical purposes, tabled 
the issue of business tax policy. A significant 
portion of the estimated windfall, for instance, 
originated in the unincorporated business sector 
and could not be captured because of the lack of 
a net income tax on unincorporated business. 
Also, there was a failure to point out that an
other large portion of the windfall represented 
a desirable rearrangement of tax burdens be
tween older cities and newer suburbs .. The fail
ure to define the crux of the windfall and busi
ness tax issue left ample room for all sorts of 
ill-conceived stopgap schemes to arise. What is 
required is a special task force on business tax 
policy which can take a comprehensive look at 

business taxation in New Jersey from the point 
of view of both economic development and 
equity. 

The Long-run Adaptability of the Educational 
Finance System-We have noted that the most 
serious failure of past school finance efforts has 
been the failure to devise a program which could 
adapt to changes in educational costs, tax bases 
and other important factors. It is also apparent 
that the forces tending to aggravate educational 
disparities over time are strong and continuous 
and that the ability of state aid programs to off
set these forces has been weak and spasmodic. 
Like it or not, the financing vehicle is not neu
tral with respect to educational policy. There
fore, we should pay careful attention to how 
financial mechanisms can encourage or inhibit 
movement toward certain educational policy 
goals. A thorough and efficient education is a 
moving frontier rather than a snapshot of edu
cational "best practice" today. The problems 
of adaptability and equity are dynamic problems 
and only dynamic solutions will suffice. 

The corresponding policy terms are "local lee
way" and "incentives." Local leeway is more 
than a political or financial gimmick. Its real, 
dynamic counterpart is educational innovation. 
The basic factors underlying both equity and 
standards for "T & E" are (I) the changing 
wealth base for education and (2) the develop
ment and spread of educational innovations. A 
local leeway program must bear some systemic 
connection with (2). One way to accomplish this 
is to establish a state fund for educational inno
vation which is financed by a share of local ex
penditures above the maximum dollar equiva
lent of "T & E." The simplest way to determine 
this share would be to let the cost-sharing for
mula apply above its cut-off points* where the 
implied state-aid amounts are negative. This 
means that the local district would have to remit 
a certain share of its "leeway" revenues into the 
state fund. These could be earmarked for new 
or experimental programs in the remitting dis-

* In the proposed formula, these points are the 106,000 level of ratables per pupil and the 65th percentile level of expenditure 
per pupil. 
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trict or, lacking new program proposals from 
that district, for new programs in other districts. 

Part of the moneys appropriated by the Legis
lature to bring lower expenditure districts up 
to a "T & E" level could also be placed in the 
fund. There is an intuitive recognition that 
large and immediate increases in expenditure 
levels by lower expenditure districts may be 
wasteful in terms of their attaining some real 
standard of "T & E" (rather than just dollars 
expended). There is a lot of support for this 
intmtion in systems theory and economics 
where problems of adaptive and absorptive ca
pacity have received a great deal of attention. 
These notions have led to suggestions that lower 
expenditure districts only gradually increase 
their expenditures to reach any given "T & E" 
level. In most cases, however, the rate of con
vergence among districts will be extremely slow. 
If, in addition, the guaranteed tax base is unad
justed, one can predict the opposite-that the 
current pattern of disparities will eventually be 
reestablished. Thus it may be advisable to ap
propriate funds "as if" each lower expenditure 
district were to be raised immediately to some 
"T & E" level but devote a significant portion 
of these to the "innovation fund." These can 
then be used, not only to develop new programs 
but to adapt them to lower expenditure districts 
and devise efficient strategies for spreading them 
to the districts as rapidly as possible. The fund 
could also finance "lighthouse" districts. It 
would provide a continuous tie between educa
tional finance and educational quality that is 
not dependent on local wealth or the vagaries of 
federal funding. 

Finally, it is important that the state experi
ment with incentives schemes that will encour
age both efficiency and innovation in the educa
tional process. :rn Two were mentioned earlier: 
(I) educational vouchers and (2) the idea of mak-

ing some portion of state aid contingent upon 
percentage increases in pupil achievement. The 
latter could be applied to that portion above 
some minimum definition of "T & E," while the 
rebate idea mentioned above could apply to 
expenditures above some maximum limit of 
"T & E." Another incentive can be provided 
by introducing more ttexibility into the school 
budgetary process. If a school administrator is 
able to economize on his current budg·et then 
whatever is left over at the end of the fiscal year 
should accrue to the school for new programs 
or equipment rather than be lapsed. There 
should also be an incentive for district reorgani
zation. There is ample evidence, in the Mancuso 
report=1 i and elsewhere, :1 8 to support this recom
mendation. Additional state aid should be al
lotted to districts which undertake to reorganize 
at a larger level. 

Finally, past experience should warn us that 
there is no merit in perceiving school finance or 
tax reform as a "one-shot" problem subject to 
"once and for all" changes. There is a need for 
continuing investigation of the interrelations 
between educational finance, the cost and qual
ity of educational inputs and the quality and 
distribution of the system's outputs. New Jersey 
should establish a permanent center for research 
on educational finance and policy. It should be 
attached to one of the public colleges in order 
to enhance their prestige and make use of their 
resources. The center's work should embrace 
both lower and higher levels of education.* 

Likewise, there will be a continuing need to 
adapt our tax system to its national and regional 
economic environment as well as the state's own 
changing needs. This requires a reasonably con
tinuous and objective forum. We therefore rec
ommend that the Governor seriously consider 
bringing back to life the "Commission on State 
Tax Policy."t 

* There is a significant amount of overlap and conceptual similarity among educational finance and policy questions at all levels. 
Many of these questions are also unanswered for higher education. Sec Chapter III of our 6th ANNUAL REPORT-"Thc 
Economics and Finance of Public Higher Education in New Jersey". A Commission on Financing Post-Secondary Education 
in New Jersey is now getting underway. 

t First appointed pursuant to Laws of 1945, Chapter 157. First report-1946; last report (12th)-1968. 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 

NEW JERSEY, 1971-72 
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Center Cities 
Jersey City (38,440) ... $895 $25,588 .0300 l.48 .79 $6,221 2.30 1.79 
Newark (77,620) ...... 1,035 20,151 .0416 l.72 .72 5,608 1.57 2.30 

Small Cities 
Atlantic City (8,555) .. 788 39,288 .0153 1.73 .76 5,869 2.26 2.96 
Absecon (1,107) ...... 593 32,684 .0183 1.65 .60 18,419 1.66 1,07 
Bayonne (9,309) ..... 1,011 47,791 .0165 l.38 .93 9,194 2.68 l.94 
Bridgeton (6,325) .... 742 13,460 .0382 I.83 .78 7,682 l.04 l.69 
Camden (20,444) ..... 781 19,420 .0326 1.87 .66 6,949 1.60 1.75 
Clifton (11,948) ...... 916 74-,498 .0128 l.04 .93 20,440 2.37 l.54 
Linden (7,103) ....... 1,151 89,961 .0125 l.13 .90 17,611 I.88 2.72 
Long Branch (5,696) .. 1,040 32,033 .0257 l.48 .85 13,761 I.88 l.24 
Montclair (7,414) .... 1,313 52,246 .0239 l.21 .87 22,678 I.98 l.16 
New Brunswick (6,273) l,157 45,217 .0211 l.50 .81 l l,670 2.02 l.92 
Perth Amboy (6,617) .. 924 37,469 .0220 1.48 .76 9,744 2.01 l.92 
Plainfield (9,60 l) ..... 1,003 32,054 .0305 l.32 .78 15,480 l.55 l.33 
Trenton (16,996) ..... 977 21,809 .0288 2.80 .56 6,388 l.96 I.74 
Wildwood (l,091) .... 936 93,899 .0061 1.91 .85 9,572 1.44 l.65 

Coefficient of Variation. (18.52) (59.17) (43.48) (25.87) (13.90) (48.24) (21.44) (29.03) 

Suburban 
Dover (3,672) ........ 836 31,719 .0406 l.59 .82 15,721 I.31 1.54 
Dunellen (l ,356) ..... 1,098 43,733 .0241 1.21 .86 20,310 1.67 l.29 
Hawthorne (3,060) ... 1,067 65,907 .0150 I.72 .63 23,755 2.16 1.28 
Millburn (4,248) ..... 1,380 l 00,001 .0139 l.82 .84 49,711 I.60 1.27 
Mountain Lakes (1,743) 1,221 34,951 .0310 1.36 .83 47,269 0.66 l.12 
Newton (2,630) ...... l,052 19,943 .0280 2.30 .82 14,675 0.93 l.47 
Pennsauken (6,687) 890 48,438 .0174 l.32 .80 16,304 I.70 I.75 
Westfield (8,478) ..... 996 46,199 .0206 l.16 .90 35,101 l.17 l.13 
Bernards (3,604) ..... 967 41,955 .0233 l.26 .79 30,610 1.12 1.23 
Brick (9,404) ........ 885 38,263 .0234 l.27 .78 27,016 I.IO 1.29 
East Brunswick (10,469) 960 30,682 .0268 1.40 .84 23,322 0.96 1.37 
Hackettstown (2,350) .. 981 29,137 .0325 l.42 .73 17,460 l.16 1.44 
Mahwah (2,685) ..... 1,347 75,355 .0175 1.31 .78 32,048 1.22 1.93 
Moorestown (3,852) ... 1,141 44,507 .0268 l.19 .80 26,388 1.09 l.54 
Neptune (7,383) ...... 877 25,500 .0252 1.69 .81 15,606 l.14 l.43 

(11,196) 
Parsippany-Troy Hills . 914 43,474 .0217 l.29 .75 21,600 l.54 l.31 
Piscataway (8,5·19) .... 1,089 41,692 .0253 2.36 .44 20,910 1.29 I.55 

(4,452) 
Princeton Regional ... l,460 80,301 .0164 2.54 .87 41,512 I.49 1.30 
Ramsey (3,280) ...... 1,244 50,703 .0244 l.21 .83 35,147 I.09 1.32 
Wayne (12,241) ...... 994 53,442 .0180 1.30 .79 30,706 1.15 1.52 
Willingboro (14,731) .. 846 17,558 .0304 1.96 .81 17,985 0.89 l.09 

Coefficient of Variation. (17.11) (44.39) (29.17) (24.92) (12.32) (38.68) (26.77) (14.76) 

Rural 
Belvidere (994) ...... 988 20,152 .0270 2.03 .89 14,047 0.89 l.61 
E. Camden County 

Regional (3,774) ... 700 26,375 .0215 l.85 .66 15,064 1.07 l.64 
Greater Egg Harbor 

Regional (8,588) .... 861 27,323 .0259 1.63 .75 14,410 1.23 I.55 
Hammonton (2,460) .. 776 27,570 .0249 I.45 .78 11,533 1.45 1.65 

(2,942) 
High Point Regional .. 968 47,977 .0203 1.28 .78 21,343 I.24 I.82 
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APPENDIX A, Continued 
SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 

NEW JERSEY, 1971-72 
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Hunterdon Central 
Regional (4,497) .... 934 59,260 .0166 2.03 .47 30,860 1.76 

(1,979) 
Kingsway Regional .... 802 28,275 .0217 1.71 .76 11,149 1.25 

(13,466) 
Lenape Regional ..... 759 30,460 .0235 1.43 .74 21,441 1.02 

(1,518) 
North Warren Regional 1,015 49,853 .0120 2.38 .71 23,312 1.12 
Pitman (2,438) ....... 824 22,530 .0282 1.71 .76 13,878 1.35 

(3,449) 
Southern Regional .... 1,162 101,704 .0077 1.94 .76 78,134 1.08 
Sparta (3,258) ........ 1,025 39,573 .0253 1.26 .81 30,789 1.01 

(1,849) 
Woodstown-Pilesgrove .. 806 21,123 .0179 2.50 .85 13,036 1.06 

Coefficient of Variation. (14.85) (58.36) (28.57) (21.79) (13.50) (77.77) (19.08) 

Coefficient of Variation 
(Overall) .......... 18.23 51.43 32.93 25.53 13.13 62.13 31.53 
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1.09 

2.03 

1.40 

1.92 
1.21 

1.21 
1.28 

1.53 

(18.77) 

25.03 

SOURCES: U.S. Census of Population, U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Census of Housing, U.S. Department of Commerce; 
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, New Jersey Department of Education; and Annual Report of the Division 
of Local Finance, New Jersey Department of Community Affairs. 

NEW JERSEY PUPIL/TEACHER RATIOS 1953-1973 
Pupils Per 

Teacher 
25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

18 

17 

*Teachers include both full-time and 
part-time teachers. A part-time 
teacher is considered to be equiva
lent to O. 3 of a full-time teacher. 

'--~--~.--~-.....--.-----.....--..-----.....--.-----.---...--....--.---...--....--..----.FY 
53 55 57 59 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 

.SOURCE: Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, Division of Administration and Finance, Department of Education. 
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APPENDIX B 

FOOTNOTES 

1 See, for instance: Gintis, H., (1972), "Education, Technology and the Characteristics of Worker Productivity", American Eco
nomic Association, PAPERS and PROCEEDINGS, and Michelson, S., (1972), "The Political Economy of Public School Finance", 
in M. Conroy (ed.), SCHOOLING IN A CORPORATE SOCIETY, David McKay, New York. 

2 An excellent discussion of the issue can be found in Richards, D. A., (1973), "Equal Opportunity and School Financing: 
Towards a Moral Theory of Constitutional Adjudication", 41 UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO LAW REVIEW 32. 

3 Brown, Byron W., (1973), "State Grants and Inequality of 0 pportunity in Education", in Kenneth Boulding ct als, (eds.), 
TRANSFERS IN AN URBANIZED ECONOMY, \\'adsworth Publishing Company, Belmont, California. 

4 See, for example, the discussion by Henry S. Dyer, (1972), "Some Thoughts About Future Studies", in: Mosteller and Moynihan 
(eds.), ON EQUALITY OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY, Papers Deriving from the Harvard University Faculty Seminar 
on the Coleman Report, Random House. 

5 Barro, S., (1972), THEORETICAL MODELS OF SCHOOL DISTRICT EXPENDITURE DETERMINATION AND THE 
IMPACT OF GRANTS-IN-AID, RAND Corporation, Document No. R-867-FF, for the Ford Foundation. 

6 See Beer, S., (1964), CYBERNETICS AND MANAGEMENT, for an excellent elaboration of this point. 
7 The statistical equations derived from the large sample (227 districts) for 1966 and 1968 arc: 

"""' 1966: EXPPP = 432.38 + 2.78. 10-3 EQVALPP R2 = 0.274 
Standard error of estimate = 79.22 

/"... 
1968: EXPPP = 529.24 + 2.61 . 10-3 EQVALPP R2 = 0.245 

Standard error of estimate = 86.97 
s The statistical equations derived from the large sample arc: 

/"-
1966: ln(SAPP) = 9.416 -0.518ln(EQVALPP) R2 = 0.357 

Standard error of estimate = 0.299 
/'.. 

1968: ln(SAPP) = 12.888 -0.797ln(EQVALPP) R2 = 0.617 
Standard error of estimate = 0.269 

ln = natural logarithm. Other terms defined as above. 
9 The interperiod correlation between expenditures per pupil in 1966 and 1968 is high: r =: 0.927. The correlations of the 

1966-68 change in state aid per pupil with base-year (1966) expenditure and ratables per pupil were, respectively: r = -0.523 
and -.537 (227 districts; all values significant at the 13 level). 

to Brown, op cit. (footnote 3), p. 218. 
11 The interperiod correlation between equalized valuations per pupil in 1966 and 1968 is even higher than that for expendi

tures per pupil: r = 0.951. Inequality, measured by the coefficient of variation, increased from 48.8 to 50.4. 
12 Defined as total school expenditures minus capital and maintenance outlays, debt service, special schools, sundry accounts, 

special projects, community services, and student body activities. Exclusion of the debt service and capital outlays is par
ticularly important since otherwise expenditure figures would exaggerate the level of educational service in schools undertaking 
new construction. In order to achieve compatible cost figures across geographic areas, day school expenditures are also net 
of any and all transportation costs. Thus, day school expenditures represent the actual current cost of educating pupils 
within the local school district. 

13 Analogous to GNP, Gross State Product measures the dollar value of the goods and services produced in a state. See 2nd 
ANNUAL REPORT, Office of Economic Policy, June 1969; the 1972 figures are courtesy of Public Service Electric &: Gas 
Company. 

14 See PROJECTED ENROLLMENTS, NEW JERSEY PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS 1973 to 1982, Division of Research, 
Planning and Evaluation, New Jersey Department of Education, Report No. 12a, August 1973. 

15 Since there are recognized cost differentials for educating pupils in different grade levels, school districts lacking one or more 
grades were consolidated into a quasi-school district with a full K-12 range. For example, data for a regional high school 
was consolidated with data for all member elementary school districts, creating a single composite district. This clustering 
process resulted in 246 school districts with a full range of grades for the 1971-72 school year. 

16 The coefficient of variation is defined as the sample standard deviation (s) expressed as a percentage of the sample mean (N); 
IO Os 

CV = -=-·Since it is the ratio of two averages, it is independent of the units of observation. 
N 

17 Two equations, one for expenditures per pupil and one for equalized valuations per pupil, were estimated as a simple recur
sive system. In such a system equalized value per pupil (y1) and expenditure per pupil (y2) are determined one at a time, 
in sequence. Thus, the first dependent variable (y1) is determined from the first equation, independent of y2; its solution 
then appears in the second equation to determine the value of the second dependent variable (y2). 

18 A standardized regression coefficient (Beta coefficient) is obtained by multiplying a regression coefficient by the ratio of the 
standard deviation of the independent variable to the standard deviation of the dependent variable. By reducing the regres
sion coefficients to a common base, we can determine which independent factor is the more important in explaining variation 
in the dependent variable. 

rn Stern, David, (1973), "Effects of Alternative State Aid F'ormulas on the Distribution of Public School Expenditures in Massa
chusetts", REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS, February, p. 91. 

20 It is assumed that any given variable is influenced by various determinants, some of which also influence other variables 
(common determinants). The implicit assumption is that the assumed common determinants will account for all the observed 
relations in the independent variables. Thus factor analysis can be thought as a technique by which a number of 
hypothetical variables (factors) are specified in such a way that after controlling for these hypothetical variables all the
remaining partial correlations among the variables would be zero. 

21 The coefficient of variation of school tax rates is 43.5 for the 16 cities as compared to 29.2 for the 21 suburbs in the sample. 
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APPENDIX B, Continued 

FOOTNOTES 

22 Let: TSE = total expenditure on teachers' salaries 
P = pupil enrollment 
TS = average teacher salary 

Then: TSE TSE T 
--=--.-=TS 

p T p 

T TSE 
. - if -- is a good indicator of average teacher salary, which is a reasonable assumption. 

p T 
23 Using the above equation (22) and taking natural logarithms, we get: 

TSE P 
In(-) = ln(TS)-ln(-) 

p T 
TSE P 

A multiple regression of - vs. TS and - (in logarithms) shows whether either or both of the latter variables contributes 

p T 
TSE P 

significantly to the variation of In -. The results indicate that ln(TS) contributes about 583 and In(-) about 423 of the 
p T 

variation in ln(TSE/P) over our sample of 50 districts. (Multiple coefficient of correlation= 0.855; F = 66.5). 
24 Owen, John, (1972), "The Distribution of Educational Resources in Large American Cities", JOURNAL OF HUMAN 
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IV 
FINANCING PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION: 

THE CASE OF RAILROAD SUBSIDIES* 

Recently the courts in New Jersey have re
examined the cost criterion used as a basis for 
the subvention provided by the state for their 
passenger transportation service. The railroads 
have argued against the use of avoidable cost 
(and, by implication, any other incremental cost) 
as the basis on which that compensation level 
should be determined. Instead, they have called 
for the employment of a figure based on fully 
distributed costs. 

This note examines the issue, starting from 
the proposition that the ultimate goal of public 
policy is service to the traveling public. The 
subject assumes particular urgency within the 
growth in demand for public transportation that 
can be expected to accompany the rising costs of 
energy and increased concern over the environ
ment. It will be argued that the review of the 
subject initiated by the action of the courts rep
resents an extraordinary opportunity to improve 
the quality of service offered to railroad passen
gers and to effect a dramatic reversal in the proc
ess of deterioration of railroad passenger trans
portation. 

The results of the analysis may be interpreted 
as a rejection of the notion that compensation 

should be equal either to fully distributed cost 
or to avoidable cost. Compensation fixed in ad

vance on the basis of fully distributed cost can 

be rejected as an invitation to inefficiency and 
unacceptable service quality. On the other 

hand, a payment covering no more than avoid
able cost makes no contribution to joint costs or 
to that portion of common costs that is inher
ently unassignable. A firm whose operations are 
subject to economies of scale simply cannot sur
vive if its earnings on each of the services it sup
plies are equal to its avoidable costs. 

Thus, if the supplier is to survive, the rules 
of compensation for hisi services must permit 
him to earn more than his incremental cost. But 
it is desirable to make this contribution depend 
on the efficiency of the supplier, both in terms 
of cost and the quality of the services he pro
vides. The better his performance in terms of 
these desiderata, the more generous the contri
bution that should be offered him. These terms 
are essentially those that face a firm in the com
petitive market place, and the interests of the 
traveling public can be served by the adoption 
of such an arrangement. 

*Prepared by Dr. William J. Baumol, member of the New Jersey Economic Policy Council. This paper is based on two 
statements prepared by the author for the National Railroad Passenger Corporation (AMTRAK). These were used in 
Finance Docket No. 27353, "Determination of Compensation under Section 402(a) of the Rail Passenger Service Act of 
1970" before the Interstate Commerce Commission. In a ruling dated September 24, 1973, the ICC adopted the general 
principles on incentive compensation advocated in this article. The principles were subsequently included in legislation 
relating to AMTRAK's operation, the AMTRAK Improvement Act of 1973, which was signed on November 3, 1973. 
The details of the compensation arrangements were then negotiated between AMTRAK and the Penn Central Railroad. 
The key features of the arrangements are set forth in a brochure which Penn Central recently distributed to its employees: 
"The AMTRAK Connection And How You Can Help." 
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Three Requisites of an Acceptable 
Compensation Arrangement 

Three fundamental criteria seem generally to 
underlie the evaluation of any proposed compen
sation arrangement in terms of the general wel
fare. Specifically, it seems widely agreed that 
acceptability of any such arrangement requires 
( 1) that it impose no inequity on any of the 
parties involved, (2) that it permit the supplier 
of the service to operate on viable financial 
terms, so long as his operation is carried out with 
a reasonable degree of efficiency and regard for 
consumer preferences, and (3) that it provide 
some incentive for efficiency and quality of ser
vice. 

To most economists the last of these may be 
the most important of the three. To them, the 
prime function of the price system is its role 
in promoting efficiency in the allocation of re
sources. It is at its best when it is impartial and 
relentless in rewarding good performance and 
in penalizing its absence. Any pricing arrange
ment which fails to do this offers no inducements 
for efficiency and obedience to the desires of 
consumers. 

(1) The Requirement of Equity-Though 
economic issues are involved, the economist can 
claim no special competence as an ultimate ar
biter of equity or distributive justice. Yet he 
can point out some pertinent matters which 
might otherwise become sources of misunder
standing. Even though he is traditionally sus
picious of concepts such as "just price," usually 
regarding them as devices to subvert the effi
ciency properties of the pricing mechanism, he 
does recognize that there are bounds on the 
range of acceptable pricing beyond which it may 
be considered in some sense "confiscatory" or 
"noncompensatory." Specifically, if some sup
plier is forced to offer a service on terms which 
would otherwise make abandonment of that ser
vice a preferable alternative, one cannot really 
consider the terms of remuneration to be com
pensatory. That is to say, the supplier is forced 
to undergo a net loss in return for his efforts in 
providing the service. 
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The bench mark that is appropriate for the 
prevention of such noncompensatory pncmg 
follows by straightforward reasoning from the 
logic of the issue. If revenues are to make it 
more profitable to continue to supply the service 
than to abandon it, then they must at least be 
equal to avoidable costs. Thus avoidable costs 
serve logically as the base payment level neces
sary to avoid noncompensatory pricing. This 
does not mean that avoidable cost must serve as 
an inviolable fioo.r on pricing. If quality of ser
vice or other characteristics of performance are 
unsatisfactory, no supplier can lay claim to an 
inalienable right even to that level of payment. 

(2) Financial Viability-If the operations of a 
firm are characterized by economies of scale, fi
nancial viability requires that it receive for its 
services prices sufficiently above its incremental 
costs to permit it to cover, overall, the residue 
of its total costs plus an acceptable rate of return 
on its investment. Firms operating on free 
markets are able to achieve such earnings if their 
performance is sufficiently good to meet the 
terms offered by competition and to make their 
product attractive to consumers. Their costs 
must, however, not be excessive, nor must the 
quality of their product be poor. If they fail on 
either of these scores, nothing will guarantee 
them revenues that are financially viable. That, 
of course, is one of the crucial features of the 
pricing mechanism-of the invisible hand that 
guides economic activities into channels and 
patterns that serve consumer interests effectively. 

In a non-market compensation arrangement, 
such as that at issue, a similar pricing principle 
is appropriate. The pricing arrangement must 
offer the supplier the opportunity for financial 
viability, and permit him to achieve it if his 
performance is reasonably satisfactory. How
ever, it is inappropriate for such a level of com
pensation to be guaranteed and automatic no 
matter how poorly the supplier happens to 
choose to fulfill the terms of his contract. 

(3) Inducements. for Efficiency-One of the 
most persistent criticisms that has been levied 
against the regulatory process is that it has failed 



to provide adequate inducements for innovation, 
efficiency and product quality. One can under
stand the regulator's difficulty in dealing with 
this issue since one of his basic problems has 
been the limitation of the profits of natural 
monopolies, Since in practice it is not easy to 
disentangle the excessive profits ascribable to 
monopoly from the legitimate rewards of su
perior performance, it is difficult indeed to pre
vent the one without suppressing the other. 

Nevertheless, it is sometimes not too difficult 
to arrange for effective substitutes, and at least 
in those cases failure to do so is difficult to jus
tify. In the railroad transportation of passengers, 
in particular, this should not be beyond the 
realm of feasibility since excessive profits hardly 
seem to constitute a serious threat. 

In any event, it is clear that a reward for effi
ciency virtually becomes impossible under any 
arrangement that resembles cost-plus pricing. 
That sort of pricing rule is the antithesis of an 
inducement for efficiency. It involves payment 
of whatever costs the supplier chooses to incur, 
and whatever the quality of the product he is 
prepared to provide. It is an open invitation to 
waste, shoddy performance and all the undesira
ble characteristics which have s~ frequently ac
companied that sort of pricing in practice. 

It should be clear from our discussion of the 
three fundamental principles of acceptable 
pricing that they come close to dictating the 
terms of a desirable pricing arrangement. Their 
implications can now be spelled out in the form 
of a concrete proposal for a revised program of 
compensation. 

Merit Payments 

The obvious solution is to give the railroads 
the opportunity to earn more than avoidable 
costs but to do so on a basis that serves as a re
ward for quality of performance. Only such an 
arrangement can satisfy the three principles on 
which this discussion is based. By adopting 
avoidable cost as a bench mark compensation to 

be paid to a supplier whose performance is rea-
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sonably satisfactory, that basic requirement of 
equity in compensation is met. By offering the 
supplier the opportunity to obtain earnings be
yond avoidable cost, financial viability becomes 
a matter of his own efficiency, precisely as it 
would be were he operating in the free market. 
By basing supplementary payments on perform
ance, inducements to efficiency are provided, and 
the pitfalls of cost-plus pricing are avoided. 

There is, in fact, no inherent difficulty in an 
arrangement under which the magnitude of 
payment depends on performance standards. 
One need merely agree upon the relevant per
formance criteria and devise corresponding 
measures of achievement. Compensation should 
then be arranged in terms of a formula which 
yields a higher payment to the supplier the more 
satisfactory is his performance. This would 
mean, of course, in an extreme case in which 
performance was extremely poor, that payments 
would fall below the level of avoidable costs, but 
that should occur only in highly unusual 
circumstances. 

There are at least three criteria of perform
ance' which should be taken into account in the 
merit compensation formula: quality of passen
ger amenities, minimization of delays, and econ
omy of operation. It is essential that all three 
of these enter the compensation formula, since 
otherwise there would be the temptation to per
form well in terms of some of those that play a 
role in the formula but to do so at the expense 
of the others. 

The easiest to measure of the three com
ponents of performance is minimization of 
delays. It is easy to determine when and by how 

. much a passenger train falls behind its schedule. 
A measure such as delays per passenger mile or 
some other substitute criterion will not be 
difficult to devise. The number of minutes by 
which a train is delayed should presumably be 
weighted by the number of passengers it carries 
(i.e., the number of persons to whom incon
venience is caused), and long delays should per
haps be penalized more than proportionately to 
short ones. 



Passenger amenities include a diverse set of 
items, such as availability of seats for all passen
gers, cleanliness of trains, temperature of cars, 
and availability of various types of supplies (ice 
water, paper towels). Here measurement is not 
always straightforward. However, a variety of 
operational approaches are possible, ranging 
from evaluations by trained inspectors to the use 
of simple questionnaires to be filled out by a 
sample of passengers at periodic intervals. 

Finally, economy of operation is not too diffi
cult to evaluate if it is examined not as an 
absolute magnitude but in terms of relative per
formance. For example, if avoidable cost per 
passenger mile in Class I railroads as a whole 
were to increase at a rate of 53 per year, then 
a railroad whose cost grew only at a rate of 33 
would surely be performing relatively well and 
should expect to share in the resulting savings. 
The compensation formula should therefore 
recognize this sort of achievement so that it will 
be beneficial both to the railroads and to the 
State in the long run. 

A special bonus should be offered to induce 
railroads to scale the compensation of their 
executives to the magnitude of their overall in
centive payments. The rewards for efficiency 
and good performance must not simply be 
passed on to stockholders alone. They must also 
be made available to those who carry out the 
desired improvements and on whose work the 
effectiveness of the proposed program depends. 

Automaticity, Continuity and the 
Role of Exceptions 

It is misleading to consider a system of merit 
payments as a set of "penalties" for inadequate 
performance. Partly this is because it repre
sents a misunderstanding of the spirit in which 
they should be offered if they are to succeed in 
their purpose-as an opportunity for the rail
roads to return to profitable operation of their 
passenger services. The object is not to deny 
them the chance to obtain a reasonable return 
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on their investments; on the contrary, the goal is 
to make it possible to obtain such a return 
through their own efforts. 

The penalty notion can also undermine the 
structure of the merit payment system in several 
important respects: 

(a) It encourages the treatment of the merit 
payments as an appendage to the earnings 
of the railroads, as a minor component of 
their income which is somewhat in the 
nature of a nuisance. But the program will 
work only if these payments are not a pe
ripheral component of company earnings. 
Rather, a substantial proportion, preferably 
the bulk of the earnings of each railroad, 
must be made to depend on its perform
ance. From a miniscule merit payment one 
can expect only miniscule effects and such 
an insubstantial program will not be worth 
the administrative or transition cost re
quired for its adoption. 

(b) The penalty interpretation also hampers 
the automaticity and continuity necessary 
for effectiveness of the program. It suggests 
that there is a definable boundary line 
between "good" and "bad" performance, 
that penalties should be imposed when per
formance is "really bad" and that they 
should involve a process of detection and 
negotiation. However, formulated cor
rectly, the program will operate, as does a 
free market, automatically and continu
ously. The better the performance of the 
firm, the greater its revenues. A reduction 
in average delays from 30 to 20 minutes in
creases its payments, and a reduction from 
20 to 5 minutes increases them even more. 
There is no need to negotiate because re
wards are paid according to a schedule fixed 
in advance and known to everyone con
cerned. There is no point at which the 
offer of increased bonuses no longer applies 
because there is no point that constitutes an 
arbitrary border line between the accept
able and the unacceptable. 



(c) The penalty notion also encourages the 
adoption of a set of "exceptions" that can 
easily emasculate the merit system. There 
is a specious argument that the arrange
ments should not apply where effects on 
performance are attributable to elements 
not within the control of the railroads. 
Obviously, a railroad operates in a world in 
which there is snow and cold and rain, over 
whose 9ccurrence it has no control. But 
surely, it must take the likelihood of their 
occurrence into account in its arrangements. 
Railroads in other countries also encounter 
bad weather; yet they manage to be models 
of promptness, reliability, cleanliness and 
comfort. An incentive system that applies 
only when operating conditions are virtu
ally ideal is no incentive system at all. A 
railroad whose operations are on time only 
when operating conditions are ideal is likely 
to be one whose trains are usually far be
hind schedule. 
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Of course, the absence of exceptions should 
be compensated by the generosity of the 
merit payments offered. The terms must be 
sufficiently generous to be fair to the rail
roads and make it possible for them, given 
reasonable performance, to obtain a con
tribution to their financial viability from 
their passenger traffic. However, they must 
be fair also to the traveling public, provid
ing generous compensation only when they 
receive full return for their tax dollars. 

The novelty of a system of merit payments to 
the railroads is, of course, no reflection on its 
practicality. On the contrary, that industry can 
ill afford to continue to operate under tradi
tional regimes which do not discourage waste 
and poor product quality. In an economy em
battled on a world market, it is such traditional 
arrangements which must, in the long run, prove 
impractical and self-destructive and which must 
fail to provide consumers the service which they 
should otherwise expect. 



v 
INDUSTRIAL INDUCEMENTS: 

An Analysis of the Effect of the Pennsylvania Loan 

Program on New Jersey* 

New Jersey has been faced with a problem of 
very serious dimensions during the past few 
years. The recession of 1969-70 had approxi
mately the same effect on the New Jersey 
economy as it did on the economy of the United 
States as a whole. But in one respect, at least, 
New Jersey has never recovered from the re
cession. The state's total unemployment rate 
rose much like that of the nation in late 1969 
and during 1970. But, while the U.S. unem
ployment rate fell steadily from the beginning 
of 1971 until late 1973, the New Jersey rate 
remained at its distressingly high recession level. 
Correspondingly, the state's manufacturing 
sector failed to recover from the 1970 recession 
and, in this respect, also failed to mirror the 
trend of national recovery. 1 It is the thesis of 
this chapter that the Pennsylvania Industrial 
Development Authority industrial loan program 
has aggravated the decline of New Jersey's 
manufacturing sector. In the following sections 
we first give a brief description of the state's em
ployment problem. We follow with a short 
history of the Pennsylvania loan program and a 
discussion of previously presented evidence of its 

success. We then present some new evidence 
that New Jersey's manufacturing employment 
may have suffered some significant losses because 
of the Pennsylvania loans. Finally, we consider 
the policy implications of our findings. 

New Jersey's Problem 

Table 1 below shows unemployment rates in 
the United States, Pennsylvania and New Jersey 
for the years 1957-73. The rates, it should be 
noted, are not strictly comparable; U.S. rates are 
estimated from surveys and state rates are 
estimated from insured unemployment figures. 
It, has been demonstrated elsewhere, t however, 
that this difference in definition does not 
significantly effect estimates of the trend of New 
Jersey's overall unemployment problem. (With 
respect to comparison of levels of unemploy
ment, however, state rates will soon be revised 
to a basis which makes them more comparable 
to the U.S. rate.) 

Several things stand out in the above table. 
Pennsylvania and U.S. changes in rates from one 
year to the next are virtually always in the same 

• Prepared by Laurence H. Falk, Rutgers University Bureau of Economic Research, with the assistance of Donald A. Sullivan. 
The suggestions of Michael Wickens, Donald Scarry and Neil Sheflin are gratefully acknowledged, but any remaining errors 
are the responsibility of the author. The conclusions are also the author's. They do not necessarily represent the views 
of the Economic Policy Council. 

t Arthur O'Neal, "Unemployment in New Jersey: The Role of the Manufacturing Sector" in the 6th ANNUAL REPORT 
of the ECONOMIC POLICY COUNCIL, 1973, p. 83 and Footnote 2. 
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TABLE I 

AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 
IN THE UNITED STATES, PENNSYLVANIA AND NEW JERSEY 

(PERCENT) 

Year 

l957a 
J958a 
1959 
J960a 
J 96la 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
l969a 
1970a 
1971 
1972 
1973 

U.S. 

4.3 
6.8 
5.5 
5.5 
6.7 
5.5 
5.7 
.5.2 
4.5 
3.8 
3.8 
3.6 
3.3 
4.9 
5.9 
5.0 
4.9 

Pa. 

6.4 
10.5 
8.9 
8.0 
9.2 
7.8 
7.2 
6.0 
4.4 
3.4 
3.4 
3.2 
2.9 
4.0 
5.2 
5.4 
4.4 

N.J. 
6.4 
9.0 
7.0 
6.7 
7.2 
6.1 
6.4 
6.0 
5. l 
4.4 
4.5 
4.5 
4.4 
5.5 
6.9 
7.0 
6.8 

Source: New Jersey Department of Labor & Industry, Division of Planning & Research (U.S. 
figures from B.L.S., Current Population Statistical Surveys). 
a = Recession Years 

direction. Minor exceptions are I 959-60, 
1962-63 and 1971-72. Also with several minor 
exceptions Pennsylvania and New Jersey rates 
have moved in the same direction. But while 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania began with the 
same I 957 unemployment rate, the recession of 
1957-58 apparently hit Pennsylvania harder and 
its rate rose to 10.53 vs. New Jersey's 9.03. 
Moreover, New Jersey held lower rates until 
I 964. Since that date Pennsylvania has had con
sistently lower unemployment rates. The New 
Jersey-Pennsylvania situation seems to have 
deteriorated consistently; since I 964 Pennsyl
vania has had lower rates and the gap has 
gradually widened from .73 in 1965 to 2.73 in 
1973. To anticipate the argument of the follow
ing sections: something happened between 1957 
and 197 3-particularly since l 964-that signifi
cantly improved Pennsylvania's employment 
picture relative to N ev1 Jersey, and perhaps even 
to the U.S. There is no reason to believe that 
the trend will reverse itself. 
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It is important to note that the more than 23 
N .J .-U.S. unemployment gap means many 
thousar..ds of people are unemployed who would 
not be unemployed if the gap were eliminated. 
In December, 1973, a total of 236,200 persons 
were unemployed in New Jersey. If two per
centage points of the 2.73 unemployment rate 
gap were eliminated, 65,600 New Jersey resi
dents, now unemployed, would have jobs. If the 
unemployment rate were cut to that of Pennsyl
vania, 95, 100 fewer persons in the state would be 
without jobs. 

The Pennsylvania Loan Program 

The Pennsylvania Industrial Development 
Authority (PIDA) was created by an act of the 
Pennsylvania Legislature in l 956. PIDA makes 
second mortgage loans to industry via local in
dustrial development agencies; the proportion 
of new plant cost or plant expansion cost 
financed by the loans depends on the unemploy-



ment rate in the locality and on the nature of the 
industrial facility.2 

PIDA will lend funds to a local development 
agency to help finance an industrial building 
and plant site for an approved applicant. The 
cost of machinery and equipment and their in
stallation cannot be included in the PIDA pro
ject financing. The applicant is required to 
obtain part of the total project financing (usually 
503) from "conventional sources." The con
ventional sources include low interest loans sub
sidized through two complementary industrial 
inducement programs-the Pennsylvania Mort
gage and Industrial Revenue Bond Programs. 
The remainder of the financing is split between 
PIDA and the local agency as follows: If the 
project is exclusively a research and develop
ment facility, PIDA may supply a loan of 453 
of the cost of the project if it is determined that 
the local agency can supply 53. For most other 
projects the Authority will supply 403 of the 
project cost if the local agency can supply 103. 
Where minimal unemployment problems exist, 
the PIDA-local agency split may be 303-203. 
Local agencies usually solicit community con
tributions to raise their share of these funds. 

Interest on the loan is determined by the 
Authority. PIDA currently charges 23 on its 
loans, although recently, for a few months, the 
rate was only % ths of one percent. The loans 
must be secured by bond or note of the agency 
and by a second mortgage on the project. 

PIDA requires evidence that the establish
ment of the project will not cause the removal of 
another facility from another area of the state.* 
Funds for loans were initially provided by state 
appropriation. A revolving fund has been 
established and repayments of loans must go 
back into the fund. Approximately $208 million 
was lent to 1,151 firms by PIDA during the 
period 1957-1971. 

The benefit of PIDA's low interest loans to 
the firm should be obvious. In these days of high 
interest rates a 23 loan represents a very sub-

stantial saving-, and, all other things equal, a 
new firm should be expected to choose Pennsyl
vania over a neighboring state for its location. 

Previously Presented Empirical Evidence 
of PIDA Success 

A Rutgers Bureau of Economic Research 
study,::: sponsored by the New Jersey Depart
ment of Labor and Industry and the Department 
of the Treasury, Office of Economic Policy, un
covered evidence that the Pennsylvania loan 
program did cause some $364 million of manu
facturing investment to be made in the state 
that would not have been made in the program's 
abser..ce. However, while the preponderance of 
evidence indicated that the program was very 
successful, one study approach among the several 
used seemed to indicate that the program did not 
have any significant effect on investment. None
theless, the other evaluations yielded consistent 
results: the loan program did have positive 
effects on industrial investment and its cost to 
Pennsylvania was much less than its benefits to 
industry in that state. (Benefits exceeded costs 
by a factor of at least 14, in the study's calcula
tions.) This did not necessarily seem to pose a 
threat to New Jersey. The evidence was not 
altogether conclusive, and there was no compell
ir:g reason to believe that New Jersey had been 
hurt because of investment induced in Pennsyl
vania. Economists have usually looked favorably 
upon financial inducements to industry by states 
or localities experiencing unemployment. It is 
generally felt that inducements reduce pockets 
of unemployment, if they do work, and that they 
are economically efficient and acceptable pro
vided the locality bears their cost. But it has 
also been generally held that they have but a 
marginal influence on plant location. 4 

No matter how one might interpret the pre
vious evidence, one question remained un
answered: Could the Pennsylvania loan 
program have been a factor in the loss of New 
Jersey manufacturing firms observed in recent 

* It should be noted that the Authority does not require evidence that the project will not cause the abandonment of a 
plant in another state. 
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years and thereby a contributor to the unem
ployment rate differentials noted above? Some 
earlier analysis indicated that Pennsylvania em
ployment had been increased by the program. 5 

Could it be that a part of the increase had been 
at the expense of New Jersey? With no great 
conviction that we would detect New Jersey em
ployment losses resulting from the loans,* we 
set out to answer this question and obtained the 
following results. 

Method of Analysis and Key Assumptions 

A low-interest loan to an industrial firm 
lowers the present value of its investment costs, 
net of the higher tax costs resulting from its 
lower interest payments. 6 If the net savings is 
large enough, the firm can be expected to locate 
where the cheap loan is offered rather than at 
the alternative location that would otherwise 
minimize costs. This assumes that variations in 
market potential and demand are not significant 
between the locations and that the firm can 
estimate its (long-run) alternative costs with a 
large degree of certainty. Of course, if other 
costs of doing business (taxes, labor, etc.) also 
favor a firm's move to the area granting cheap 
loans, it may be difficult to say whether the loans 
were the cause of firm relocations from New 
.Jersey to Pennsylvania. 

The assumption with regard to market de
mand would seem reasonable for New Jersey 
locations vis-a-vis those in eastern Pennsylvania. 
Other cost differences between these areas may 
or may not be appropriately captured by the 
simple "time" factor which is supposed to hold 
"all other things equal" in the following statis
tical analysis. Appendix Figure 5 indicates that 
two significant measures, average wage of pro~ 
duction workers and productivity in manufac
turing, have been respectively lower and higher 
in Pennsylvania than New Jersey for at least a 
decade. The overall tax burden on business in 
Pennsylvania does not seem to have been 

significantly less than in New Jersey. On the 
other hand, the composition of taxes on business 
is much different. Property taxes on business 
are much more significant in New Jersey than 
Pennsylvania. Industry location studies indicate 
that industry location decisions, by and large, 
are not very sensitive to tax differentials. But 
property tax differentials between New Jersey's 
central cities and suburbs are quite large. 
New Jersey's geographic orientation means that 
many locations in eastern Pennsylvania might be 
considered "suburban" by potential relocators in 
several New Jersey cities. Thus it is not incon
ceivable that the difference in tax composition 
between the states may be significant as a loca
tion factor. It would take much more, more 
disaggregated, and better data than were avail
z, ble for this study to test this surmise or other 
hypotheses involving any other economic factors. 

Even further studies would probably not en
c.hie one to say to what degree the Pennsylvania 
loan program was a "cause" of firm relocations. 
It can, however, be considered a catalyst since 
the overall program of industrial inducements 
in Pennsylvania is so much more impressive (to 
the businessman considering relocation) than 
that in New Jersey. The symbolic effect of such 
a program may be significant even apart from 
cost considerations, as a signal that the State is 
"good for business." Thus, interpretation of our 
evidence does not necessarily hinge on a conven
tional economic view of location decisions-that 
businessmen search for "optimal" or "least cost" 
locations. It is also consistent with a more com
mon-sense viewpoint-that businessmen simply 
search (sequentially) for a "better" location with 
a hospitable business environment. 

Loan-induced new plant investment will add 
to employment in the program-offering locality 
provided it does not force other firms to cut em
ployment or abandon the area. It thus seems 
clearly reasonable to expect employment to in
crease as a result of a program that is limited to 
high unemployment areas (as is true of the Penn-

* Answers to a questionnaire by Gold, (1966), however, indicated that a sizeable percentage of firms would have located in a 
different state in the absence of the PIDA loans. (Gold, 1966, 0 .296). 
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sylvania program).* Thus, a simple hypothesis 
for testing is that Pennsylvania loans will create 
additional employment, all other things being 
equal. But other things are not equal; employ
ment patterns are changing in the U.S., and 
Pennsylvania's employment as a ratio of U.S. 
employment can be expected to display a trend 
of industry out-migration. Hence, the simplest 
hypothesis is that Pennsylvania's percentage of 
total U.S. manufacturing employment should 
display a direct relationship to Pf DA loans and, 
at the same time, it should display an industry 
migration trend reflecting changes in any num
ber of non-loan related locational variables. 

A corollary hypothesis is that New ] ersey' s 
manufacturing employment percentage should 
show an inverse relationship to the Pf DA loans 
if it loses employment to its neighbor as a result 
of the program. And, of course, New Jersey em
ployment should be affected by an industry mi
gration trend similar to Pennsylvania's since it 
may also be considered an old industrial State 
relative to the rest of the U.S. 

To test these hypotheses we attempted to fit 
a statistical equation which would describe the 
relationship of share of U.S. manufacturing em
ploymentt with dollars Jent and time.t We ex
amined the relationship of New Jersey's share 
with the same variables. 

The Pennsylvania Gain 

The statistical results covering the loan pro
gram period 1956-71 ~at first seemed to indicate 
that the program had no effect on total manu
facturing. 7 The poor results for total Pennsyl
vania manufacturing for our time period seemed 
to conflict with those obtained by Gold for the 
period 1947-64.8 When we repeated Gold's ex-

periment we reproduced his result-evidence of 
a large gain in manufacturing employment from 
the loans. This led us to believe that the effect 
of the recession of 1969-70 had caused our sta
tistical relationship for 1956-71 to lose signifi
cance (i.e., to be mis-specified). We apparently 
confirmed this by testing the same relationship 
using data prior to the recession. The results for 
the pre-recession years were positive and statis
tically significant: Pennsylvania had apparently 
gained a large number of jobs as a result of the 
loans. 9 The relationship was then respecified to 
include terms representing the 1969-7 0 recession 
and this time the effect of the loan program ap
peared to be positive and significant over the 
entire span of years.1 o 

To summarize, the Pennsylvania data show 
stror:g evidence of a large employment gain in 
the total manufacturing sector as a result of the 
loans prior to the 1969-70 recession and some
what less convincing evidence of a gain from the 
loans when the recession period is added. 

New Jersey's Loss 

There is also some indication that New Jersey 
lost manufacturing jobs because of the Pennsyl
vania program. The statistical results imply that 
the order of magnitude of the loss may be in 
tens of thousands.11 Among individual indus
tries, the probability of significant loss effects was 
detected only in the case of two-SIC 36 (Elec
trical Machinery and Equipment)§ and SIC 2~ 
(apparel and other fabric products). The results 
also indicate that the probable losses in each of 
these two industries were approximately equal 
and that, together, they may account for about 
one-quarter of the total loss which might have 
been influenced by the loan program. (Addi-

* Presumably a plant alteration could reduce the total need for labor if it incorporated improved technology. However, 
before a loan approval PIDA requires that the firm give an estimate of the additional number of jobs that will be created. 

t In total and by two-digit industrial classifications. 
t Those familiar with statistical techniques should refer to footnotes 7-11 for details. We also used interest as a proxy for 

cyclical changes (see Appendix Table l). It would be preferable, of course, to replace time an<l interest with other locational 
factors, for example those used in Falk, Hellman, Loeb and Wassail (1973), pp. 41-46; 64-66. 

c; 1971 is the latest year for which data are available. 
~For a recent description of the unemployment problem in this industry sec Theodore Minde, "New Jersey's Electrical 

Machinery Industry-A Shrinking Giant," New Jersey Economic Indicators, November 30, 1973. See also Gerhard Bry, 
"Transportation Equipment and Electrical Machinery: Two Problem Industries in New Jersey", Economic Policy Council 
and Office of Economic Policy, 2nd Annual Report, June, 1969. 
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tional losses might be attributed to a regional 
"multi plier effect" across industries.) 

While the New Jersey total manufacturing 
results seem reasonable and not inconsistent with 
the Pennsylvania evidence, two questions do 
arise: 1) If New Jersey lost several thousand 
employees in "Apparel" and "Electrical Machin
ery," why do we detect no gain in Pennsylvania?; 
and 2) Are these results consistent with earlier 
evidence of induced investment in Pennsylvania? 
Some plausible answers may be:t 

1. The effect of loans in Pennsylvania, iso
lated from other effects, apparently was 
simply to maintain that state's employment 
share in SIC 36; this would explain a loan 
coefficient not significantly different from 
zero. But just maintaining the employ
ment share in one state can cause a loss in 
an adjoining state. 

2. No induced investment could be calculated 
for SIC 36 in the previous study, 1 2 because 
no "reference region" could be identified 
for the industry. About $1.6 million in
duced investment was measured for SIC 23. 
Other industries which did show invest
ment gains in the previous study benefited 
Pennsylvania via the regional multiplier. 
It is entirely plausible that the industry 
investment gains were not accompanied by 
employment share gains. If the investment 
was induced in capital-intensive firms, off
setting reductions in labor-intensive firms 
would not have eliminated the apparent 
investment increases. 

Figure 1 illustrates how the two states' shares 
of total U.S. manufacturing employment have 
fared since the start of the loan program. Penn
sylvania's share, which was declining very rapidly 
before the program's onset, declined much Jess 
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rapidly after the program began. New Jersey's 
decline accelerated after the loan program be
gan. At first, when the yearly loan totals were 
small, the effect was minor. But as the totals in
creased above $10 million (up to $33 million) 
per year the buoying effect on Pennsylvania's 
share can be seen, as can the dampening effect 
on New Jersey's share."" Even with the shift in 
these trend lines, however, the annual rate of 
decline of Pennsylvania manufacturing share is 
still greater than the rate of decline for New 
Jersey.t Thus one can expect that even if New 
Jersey were to match Pennsylvania's move and 
establish a similar program of industrial induce
ment, its effect might only be to moderate a 
negative trend. 

Figure 2 illustrates the problem in industry 
SIC 36 (electrical machinery and equipment). 
Again Pennsylvania's share was declining more 
rapidly than New Jersey's prior to the program's 
beginning. Again Pennsylvania's trend tilted 
upward and New Jersey's share turned down
ward after the loan program began. Again the 
strongest effect is seen when the loan totals are 
largest. SIC 36 was the recipient of about $25 
million in loans during the period 1957-71-
more than any other industry. The three largest 
loans in SIC 36 were $4,800,000 to the Radio 
Corporation of America in 1966, $4, 140,000 to 
Owen, Illinois, also in 1966, and $4,080,000 to 
ITE Circuit Breaker, Inc. in 1968. About 2,700 
employees were hired for these three plants, all 
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* Yearly dollar loan totals are shown. The equations are sim pie straightline trend lines computed for the periods before and 
after the program's beginning. Note the decrease in the Pennsylvania time (T) trend coefficient and the increase in the 
New Jersey coefficient. 

t See also: "Pennsylvania's Economy: Cyclically Sensitive & Secularly Sluggish," FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 01-· PHIL\
DELPHIA, August 1973. 
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of which are in counties only a few miles west 
of the New jersey border.t 

The statistical results and graphs for the elec
trical machinery industry are consistent with the 
directions, if not the magnitudes, of the employ
ment changes that actually occurred during the 
loan period. Pennsylvania actually gained 2,400 
employees while New Jersey lost 20,300 em
ployees during the period 1957-74. 

Employment shares have been erratic in the 
apparel and other fabric products industries 
(SIC 23), so Figure 3 is not so easily interpreted. 
Moreover, Pennsylvania's share has dropped 
sharply in the industry since the onset of the 
1969-70 recession. New Jersey's share has leveled 
off at the same time. 1 :: 

\Vhen we look only at the pre-recession por
tion of Figure 3, we see that the Pennsylvania 
trend moved upward and the New Jersey trends 
further downward. The magnitudes of the yearly 
loans are apparently good predictors of these 

share movements in both states during the 1957-
71 loan period. Large loan volumes appear to 
lift the Pennsylvania line while depressing New 
Jersey's. 

The effect of the 1969-70 recession on SIC 2g 
employment share is puzzling. Perhaps the ex
planation lies with the types of firms in this in
dustry that are loan-sensitive. It may well be 
that only precariously weak firms are enticed by 
the low-interest loans. The recession could then 
be expected to hit Pennsylvania firms particu
larly hard \vhile not affecting the stronger firms 
left in New Jersey. Lacking additional evidence, 
this is at least a plausible explanation. 

Policy Implications 

The evidence presented suggests that Pennsyl
vania loans may be aggravating the New Jersey 
unemployment problem. This suggests two 
courses of possible action for New Jersey: 1) act 
in self-defense by inaugurating a loan progTam 
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t \'Vhile we have not ascertained that these firms would have located in New Jersey in the program's absence, we do know 
of one firm in another industry (an envelope company) that was lured by the program from the Camden area to the 
other side of the Delaware River. Determining the extent to which SIC 36 jobs have been lost to Ne\·; Jersey because of 
the loans would require interviews not only of officials of these three companies but of the fifty-five other companies 
which received loans. 
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like Pennsylvania's with interest rates that are at 
least as low (now 2%) and with similar eligibil
ity requirements; or 2) try to negotiate interstate 
agreements to coordinate industrial inducement 
policies among the northeast industrial states*; 
or 3) appeal to Congress to make such loan pro
grams illegal.t The first aproach may be the 
better in the short run. Enacting a New Jersey 
Joan program should be of some help (abstract
ing from the "energy crisis" and other compli
cating factors). 

It is unfortunate that states are now forced to 
play the same industry-location game which has 
been going on at the municipal level; namely, 
units of government trying to attract industry 
with no concern about the spillover effects of 
local programs on non-local areas. There are 
very few winners in this sort of game. In regions 
like the industrial northeast, where the trend for 
manufacturing is downward, industrial induce
ment programs of the Pennsylvania type cannot 
be other than "beggar thy neighbor programs." 
This may even be true at the national level, now 
that manufacturing employment nationally has 
resumed a, declining trend from the peak of 
1967. Given this fact, the only long run gainers 
are the industrial firms whose capital invest
ments are subsidized out of public treasuries. Of 
course, one may argue that capital formation 
must be stimulated in some industries, but it is 
questionable whether state and local industrial 
inducements are the appropriate instrument for 
this purpose. 

If New Jersey proposes to enact a loan or other 
inducement program like Pennsylvania's, it 
should be sure to include a provision for peri-

odic evaluation of the program in the legislation. 
It appears that in some programs the cost per 
job induced has been too high, that loans are 
going to firms where they are not required, or 
that there are no clear priorities as to what kinds 
of industry to attract.t 

Another aspect concerns the interface between 
new industrial plant and labor training. It 
makes no sense to provide incentives for the con
struction of physical plant and ignore the com
plementary need for "human capital." The cost 
of recruiting and training a labor force to man 
a new or expanded plant can be considerable. 
\Ve believe, therefore, that labor training and 
industrial inducement programs should be care
fully linked and coordinated. A program like 
that of South Carolina's is well worth consider
ing.~ A state agency assembles and trains a labor 
force to suit the requirements of any plant which 
makes a commitment to locate in South Caro
lina, so that when the plant is built it goes "on 
line" immediately. 

Over the long run the second or third of the 
approaches cited above seem preferable. They 
are much more difficult to pursue than merely 
tacking on new inducement provisions in re
sponse to moves and countermoves by other 
states. Certainly a regional approach would be 
worth pursuing. States in the Middle Atlantic 
Region all have one essential problem in com
mon-the decline of their manufacturing sector. 

State inducement programs for industry have 
existed since the Great Depression,§ and it is 
very unlikely that they can be eliminated over
night. Nevertheless, there is a good reason why 
Congress should intervene if states benefit from 

• New York State also has a well-developed inducement program which includes loans for industry. But large interest subsidies 
have not been the case in that state; most loans have been made at the prime rate or higher. In spite of the fact that 
New York's industrial inducement program is much more ambitious than New Jersey's, New Jersey has apparently gained 
many manufacturing jobs at New York's expense. See the Report of the Select Committee on the State's Economy, Albany, 
1974. The Committee estimated that about 503 of the jobs moving out of New York over the past 10-12 years relocated in 
New Jersey. Thus, New York is currently also considering programs that would strengthen its attraction for industry. 
Appendix Figures 3 and 4 indicate, that New York may also have been losing jobs to Pennsylvania, perhaps because of the 
latter's low-interest loans program. 

t And perhaps make illegal other existing inducement programs such as industrial development bonds, loan guarantees, tax 
exemptions <.nd tax rebates. 

t For instance, see "Levitt Assails Costs and Figures of State Job Unit and Asks New Loan Plan," (on the New York Job 
Development Authority), NEW YORK TIMES, January 22, 1974. 

1f See "Start Up in the Black," State Board of Technical and Comprehensive Education, Columbia, South Carolina. 
§For example, industrial development bond programs began in Mississippi in 1936 (William J. Stober and Laurence H. Falk, 

"Industrial Development Bonds as a Subsidy to Industry", NATIONAL TAX JOURNAL, June 1969, p. 232. 
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industrial inducements at the expense of other 
states. A state's opportunity cost of funds is the 
federal tax-exempt rate of interest on state and 
municipal bonds. Hence, when a state makes 
low-interest loans to industry, the federal gov
ernment indirectly pays part of the subsidy by 
its income tax exemption on municipal bonds. 

In this way, it might be argued, federal policy 
may be aggravating New Jersey's employment 
problem and contributing to misallocation of 
resources around the nation as a whole. The 
federal government can make partial amends 
for its unintended transgression by forbidding 
loan programs of the Pennsylvania type. 

APPENDIX 

Technical Notes and Supplementary Figures 

1 "Unemployment in New Jersey-The Role of the Manufacturing Sector", 6th ANNUAL REPORT of the ECONOMIC POLICY 
COUNCIL, (1973; and Arthur J. O'Neal, "The Economic Context of Departmental Planning and Priority Setting", NEW 
JERSEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS, October 31, 1973. 

2 For further details see Laurence H. Falk and Gregory H. Wassail, REPORT NO. 3, INDUSTRIAL INDUCEMENTS IN THE 
NEW JERSEY AREA, Rutgers University, Bureau of Economic Research, April, 1972, pp. 41-57. 

3 Laurence H. Falk, Daryl Hellman, Peter D. Loeb and Gregory H. Wassail, AN INDUSTRIAL INDUCEMENT PROGRAM 
FOR NEW JERSEY: EMPIRICAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS, New Brunswick, 1973. 

-i John E. Moss, "The Subsidization of Industry by Local Communities in the South", SOUTHERN ECONOMIC JOURNAL, 
October 1961, p. 193; and James H. Thompson, "Local Subsidies for Industry: Comment'', SOUTHERN ECONOMIC JOUR
NAL, October, 1962, pp. 115-116. 

"Ronald B. Gold, "Subsidies to Industry in Pennsylvania", NATIONAL TAX JOURNAL, September, 1966, pp. 286-297. 
6 Laurence H. Falk and Gregory H. Wassail, 1972, pp. 41-57. 
7 The statistical relationships tested were, in all cases, multiple regressions on a linear equation of the variables. The Cochran

Orcutt fully iterative regression technique was used to estimate the coefficients. See Appendix Figures 1 and 2 for the 
coefficients and other statistics. Unless otherwise indicated, re suits mentioned as "significant" were statistically significant at 
the 53 (953 confidence) level. 

8 Gold, 1966, p. 292. Our Durbin Watson statistics were in the indeterminate rahgc indicating a possible autocorrelation problem. 
9 The loan coefficients are significant at the .05 level and the autocorrelation problem is eliminated. The number of jobs 

estimated is apparently too large, however, since the coefficients indicate that 250-540 thousand jobs were created in a total 
manufacturing work force of about 1.5 million. Our formulation differs somewhat from the Gold formulation which tends to 
be dominated by cyclical changes. Our results nevertheless were virtually the same as his, in this case at least. Both our 
formulation and Gold's, however, have used a loan series which is unadjusted for price changes. This means that there may 
be some degree of bias in the loans coefficient. The bias may be reflected in the estimated employment effects which are "too 
large." We plan to re-run the statistics using a deflated loan series in order to test this possibility. 

10 ·we implicitly included the 1969-70 recession in the 1956-71 analysis by adding slope and intercept dummies for the time variable. 
We obtained further confirmation that the 1969-70 recession was somehow affecting our results. The coefficient for the loan 
program became significant and of approximately the same value as the pre-recession coefficients. Once more, however, 
the Durbin-Watson coefficients were in the indeterminate range indicating. a possible autocorrelation problem. And once 
again the indicated employment increase of over 600,000 seems far too high. 

11 Maximum likelihood best point estimates from the regression equation indicate an expected (mean) loss of 71,000. The loan 
coefficient in the equation is just significantly different from zero at the 33 significance (973 confidence) level. The standard 
error of the coefficient is 0.94. Thus, the 953 confidence interval for the value of the coefficient is 2.10--8 ± 0.94.10-8 and for 
the estimated loss: 71,000 ± 70,000. This means that the actual loss could fall within a wide range: 1,000-141,000. Total 
manufacturing and SIC 36 loan coefficients for 1956-71 regressions show statistical significance with no apparent autocorrela· 
tion problem. Moreover, when a 1969-70 recession dummy was added to individual industry regressions, the loan coefficient 
for SIC 23 became significant. 

12 Laurence H. Falk, Daryl Hellman, Peter D. Loeb and Gregory H. Wassail, 1973, p. 76. 
13 These two facts seem to explain why our New Jersey regression coefficients were not significant until we added a dummy 

variable for the recession. (Pennsylvania coefficients for SIC 23 also became significant and positive when we added dummy 
variables, but the Durbin-Watson statistics indicate autocorrelation may be present.) 

H Value added by manufacture minus payrolls, divided by total employees. 
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APPENDIX FIGURE 1 

NEW JERSEY REGRESSIONS, 1956-71 

(Dependent Variable: New Jersey Employment-;- U.S. Employment) 

Independent Variables Estimated 
Manufacturing Intercept Durbin-Watson Employment 

Industry Loans Time Dummy Interestn R2 Statistic Change 

Total - .00000002 - .00085 .9789 1.71 -71,000 
(- 2.13) (- 5.77) 

SIC 36 - .00000022 - .0024 .9906" 1.56 - 8,900 
(- 2.07) (- 38.18) 

SIC 23 -2.00000048 - .0046 .OOll .9608" 2.06 - 10,000 
(- 2.69) (- .304) (I. 79) 

Figures in parentheses are t statistics. 

a= Interest rate used to aid in the specification (to account for some of the cyclical change). When time was included, the same 
loan coefficient was obtained but the Durbin-Watson statistic was in the indeterminate region. 

b = Corrected for degrees of freedom. 

Sources: Employment Data for the United States from EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS, UNITED STATES, 1909-1972; U.S. 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Employment Data for states from EMPLOYMENT AND> EARN
INGS, STATES AND AREAS, 1939-1971, Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Interest rates from 
ECONOMIC REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT, 1971 (Moody's Aaa) p. 264. Loans from SUMMARY REPORT NO. 34. 
1956-1972, Pennsylvania Industrial Development Authority, 1973. 

APPENDIX FIGURE 2 

PENNSYLVANIA REGRESSIONS (OVER PERIODS INDICATED) 

(Dependent Variable: Pennsylvania Employment -;- U.S. Employment) 

Manufacturing 
Industry Loans Time 

1947-64 
Total .00000030 - .0013 

(4.75) (- 26.37) 
1947-69 
Total .00000018 - .0012 

(6.15) (26.34) 
1956-71 
Total .00000018 - .0011 

(3.03) (- 8.27) 
Total .00000017 - .0010 

(3.03) (- 8.46) 
Total .00000018 - .0010 

(2.88) (- 7.62) 

Figures in parentheses are t statistics. 

Intercept 
Dummy 

.0056 
(3.12) 

- .0028 
(.418) 

n =Interest rate used as a proxy for cyclical change. 

Slope 
Dummy 

for Time 
Variable 

.00000041 
(3.15) 

.00000021 
(.424) 

Interesta 

- .00081 
(- 1.84) 

- .00089 
(- 1.95) 

- .00087 
(- 1.82) 

R2 

.9842 

.9815 

.9430 

.9430 

.9379 

Durbin-
Watson 
Statistic 

2.29 

1.99 

2.40c 

2.30c 

2.40c 

Estimated 
Employment 

Changeb 

250,000 

540,000 

670,000 

670,000 

670,000 

b =The indicated increases computed from loan coefficients. They are clearly too high, since the total manufacturing labor 
force in Pennsylvania has averaged about 1.5 million. 

c =Statistics are in the indeterminate range. 

Sources: See Appendix Table 1. 
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CHAPTER VI* 
CONSTRUCTING A STATISTICAL 

PROFILE OF THE QUALITY OF LIFE 
IN NEW JERSEY 

Introduction 

In recent years rising concern with the "qual
ity of life" in American society has focused atten
tion on numerical measures of the dimensions 
of that quality. The term "social indicators" was 
coined by analogy to the more familiar economic 
indicators. It describes the collection of statistics 
on the conditions of individual and social life 
that include economic and physical well-being, 
security, environmental health and safety, edu
cation, work, leisure, participation in public af
fairs and many others. The statistical profile of 
New Jersey in this chapter offers data for some 
of these indicators as a first step in assessing the 
quality of life in the State and estimating the 
changes in the conditions that contribute to it. 

We are used to speaking of the "economic" 
and "social" aspects of policy as if the two were 
separate and distinct. In fact economic and so
cial processes interact directly, continuously and 
in such complex ways that the attempt to sort 
the components of change into different com
partments labeled "social" and "economic" can 
only be misleading. By following the changing 
values of a collection of indicators considered to-

gether we may eventually discern consistent pat
terns in the overall processes of change in society. 
This r.ew level of understanding would clearly 
provide an improved framework for policy at all 
levels. 

Even at the present level of understanding a 
statistical profile of indicators can be extremely 
nseful. Decisions on planning and policy con
tinue to be made without complete knowledge 
of causes and consequences. These decisions can
not fail to benefit from more information orga
nized more coherently. For the State of New 
Jersey such a profile can improve the evaluation 
of public policy and help to set priorities for the 
development of new policy. It can indicate di
rections for research and methods of coordinat
ing the programs of different state agencies, and 
their collection of statistical information. The 
Office of Economic Policy has a mandate to pro
mote the standardization and coordination of 

statistics within the State, in cooperation with 
the Bureau of the Budget.t This task provided 

the immediate impetus for the construction of 

the statistical profile reported here. 

• Prepared by Mildred Goldberger and Peter Bearse with the assistance of Peter Silvia Bureau of the Budget and George 
Nagle, <?ffice ?f Econo~i~ ~olicy. Ms. Goldberger served as consultant to the Office of Economic Policy. ' 

i- In practice this respons1b1hty has been a cooperative effort with the Office of Business Economics Department of Labor 
and Industry. ' 
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Interpreting Social Indicators for New Jersey 

Much of the information in this chapter is 
relatively familiar. Every newspaper reader will 
recognize the format of tables comparing in
comes, employment, schooling and other charac
teristics of the New Jersey population with those 
of the United States as a whole. But the organi
zation and interpretation of the data are de,
signed to highlight their significance as indica
tors of social and economic status and change. 

Statistics are necessarily presented in terms of 
numbers, but the use of numerical data is not 
necessarily objective, valid or accurate. Statistics 
can in fact give a spurious precision to argu
ments and veil rather than reveal the underlying 
subjective value judgments. In the discussion 
here we try to confront basic questions in the use 
of statistics: What is actually measured? For 
what purpose? How reliably? The answers for 
many of the specific indicators point to the need 
for improvements in the collection and analysis 
of information. 

The choice of what to measure and how to 
measure it for social indicators necessarily em
bodies a particular view of society and a particu
lar set of values. Such views and values are sel
dom explicit. They may go unnoticed until a 
whole set of assumptions about society are 
thrown into question by widespread change. 
Wherever possible we have tried to make ex
plicit the connections between the measures of 
social indicators used here and "basic social ob
jectives" defined in a series of studies on social 
indicators. 1 These objectives are goals of state 
and national policy-improved health and safety, 
broadened opportunities for education and em
ployment, and others which are generally ac
cepted. 

Although we have used only information al
ready collected and generally available and are 
thus constrained by the limits of those data, we 
have tried to indicate how reasonably simple 
transformations of existing data can add new 
perspectives to the view of economic and social 
conditions in New Jersey. One such transforma-
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tion interprets measures of various characteris
tics for different populations as estimates of the 
degrees of risk confronting them. For example, 
the figure of 12.1 for the median years of school 
completed by the adult population can be inter
preted to mean that the risk of failing to com
plete high school is less than one-half for an 
individual randomly chosen from the adult 
population. The lower median years of school 
completed by members of racial and ethnic 
minorities then corresponds to higher degrees 
of risk. The variation in risk can be further 
interpreted to inditate the presence or absence 
of barriers to equality of opportunity. 

Most of the data for this statistical profile were 
collected for bureaucratic or other purposes un
related to analysis or evaluation of the quality 
of life. Many kinds of data are measures of nega
tive rather than positive aspects of society. In 
part, this is related to government's orientation 
to crisis management. Some of the most impor
tant indicators are the patterns of expectations 
held by individuals in the society and their sub
jective feelings of satisfaction, accomplishment 
and self-worth in relation to their expectations. 
Information about these expectations is scattered 
and fragmentary, none of it on the scale or with 
the detailed accuracy of other statistical series. 

A general problem in using statistical indica
tors arises because the social structure to which 
they refer is constantly undergoing change. Sin
gle observations like those obtained from a na
tional survey are useful in describing the status 
quo. To achieve insight into trends and changes, 
a series of observations over time is necessary. It 
is impossible to specify in advance how often 
observations should be made. "Such a premise 
would require exactly what we lack-rates of 
change and their shape over various periods of 
time." 2 This problem is particularly acute in 
studying indicators for a single state, where 
many of the data are collected only in the Decen
nial Census, but changes occur much more fre
quently than on the scale of decades. Unemploy
ment rates are an example of a case where two 
observations ten years apart can give a mislead-



ing impression of the actual dimensions of un
employment and their changes. 

Despite these problems and limitations the 
profile of New Jersey outlined here can be useful 
in supplying a relatively broad view of the state 
and a guidepost for further work in this area. 
In each of the topics we are concerned with what 
can come next, how existing sources of informa
tion can be utilized and how new information 
can be developed and analyzed for New Jersey. 
The final section of this chapter summarizes 
these topics and suggests directions for continu
ing investigations. 

INCOME 

Personal Income in New Jersey: 

Income is the single most familiar and widely
used indicator of economic well-being. Income 
per capita, the total money value of all goods 
and services produced during a particular pe
riod in a nation, a state or a region divided by 
the number of individuals there, is a better 
measure of that welfare. Personal income per 
capita as calculated in the National Income A.c
counts of the United States is better still because 
it specifically excludes the value of goods and 
services not distributed to individuals. 

Figure 6.1 displays the values of personal in
come per capita for New Jersey and the United 
States for the years 1960 and 1970. The rank of 
New Jersey per capita income in both years was 
fourth highest in the nation, following Connecti
cut, New York and Nevada.* Although the New 
Jersey figure has not increased in the same pro
portion as that for the United States it has re
mained high. 

Personal income per capita does not give all 
the information necessary for using income as a 
social indicator. A relatively small number of 
people actually receive an income at or near the 
per capita figure, which is the weighted average 
or mean of all incomes. For example, an 
imaginary economy in which 125 million people 
receive incomes of $1,000 and 25 million receive 
incomes of $4,000 would have the same mean 
income of $1,500 per person as an economy in 
which 75 million receive $1,250 and the remain
ing 75 million receive $1,750. Clearly the per
sonal welfare dimension of income would be 
very different in the two economies, even though 
the mean income per person is exactly the same. 

Income Distribution: 

The distribution of income is critical in assess
ing both social and economic aspects of income. 

FIGURE 6.1 

INCOME 

INDICATOR N.J. 

A. Personal Income Per 
Capita . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,708 

B. Percent of Households 
with Incomes Under 
$3,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.83 

C. Percent of Households 
with Incomes over 
$10,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.13 

D. Median Family Income $6,786 
E. Mean Family Income . 
F. Index of Income Con

centration for Families 

Sources: See Appendix B 

• Not in that order in both years. 

BASE YEAR 

1960 

U.S. 

$2,216 

32.53 

12.03 
$5,657 

Ratio 
N.J./U.S. 

1.222 

.671 

1.508 
1.200 
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N.J. 

$4,577 

15.63 

48.13 
$11,407 
$12,963 

o.:Ho 

RECENT YEAR 

1~170 

U.S. 

22.63 

36.63 
$9,590 

$10,999 

0.%1 

Ratio 
N.J./U.S. 

l.164 

.690 

1.314 
l.189 
I.I 79 

0.942 

PERCENT CHANGE 

N.J. U.S. 

+ 69.2 + 77.5 

- 28.4 - 30.5 

+165.7 +205.0 
+ 68.l + 69.5 



Distributional patterns are a major determinant 
of consumer demand-the composition and 
volume of purchases by individuals. Unlike per 
capita personal income which is calculated 
frequently and regularly as part of the national 
set of economic indicators, income distribution 
for a single state can be calculated directly only 
from information collected by the Census. 
Because two somewhat different definitions of 
personal income are used in the two series, per 
capita personal income in ECONOMIC INDI
CATORS and mean income in Census tables 
are not exactly comparable. The distributions of 
income derived from Census data apply to 

"households," which include both families and 
individuals living alone, and this presents a 
further problem in comparing income data from 
the two sources. 

Income distribution is most accurately pre
sented as a table or graph that shows the pro
portion of all recipients of income who receive 
incomes at a particular level. Nationally, income 
distribution has changed very little in the 
twenty years between 1950 and 1970. The 
one-fifth of families with lowest incomes received 
4.53 of total personal income in 1950, 4.93 in 
1960 and 5.5% in 1970 compared with the 
one-fifth of families with highest incomes who 
received 42.63, 42.0%, and 41.6% of aggregate 
income in the same years.=~ Because total income 
has been increasing throughout this period, all 
money incomes have increased. The income 
distributions expressed in terms of the levels of 
money income in Figure 6.1 show that the pro
portion of households with incomes below 
$3,000 has declined in both the state and 
nation. The proportions of those with incomes 
above $10,000 have increased by even larger 
amounts. If the dollar cut-off points are ex
pressed in terms of real dollar purchasing power, 
however, these percentage changes are reduced 
significantly. Also, we find the reduction of the 
poverty population in the state is less than in the 
nation. 

Median income is the value of income that 
divides the population of income recipients into 
two equal parts. Exactly half of the population 
have incomes below the median and half have 
incomes above the median. When the value of 
mean income is greater than the value of median 
income, the half of the population with incomes 
below the median receives less than half of the 
total income. Figure 6.1 indicates that in both 
New Jersey and, the United States more house
holds receive incomes below the average than 
receive incomes above the average. 

Another measure of income distribution is the 
Index of Income Concentration. This index 
provides an estimate of the difference between 
the actual distribution of incomes for a partic
ular population and an ideal* distribution in 
which all incomes are equal. The index would 
have the value zero if the two distributions were 
the same. It increases as the actual distribution 
departs more widely from the uniform distribu
tion up to a maximum value of one. Thus a 
decrease in the calculated value of the index 
indicates that income distribution has become 
more nearly uniform-that lower-income fami
lies are receiving a larger share of total in
come and higher-income families a smaller share. 
Values of this index for New Jersey show that 
the income distribution was somewhat more 
equal in 1960 than in 1970, although the 
difference is relatively small. In the ranking 
from lowest to highest values of the index, New 
Jersey is in the fourteenth place for 1970, with 
a higher value than that for Pennsylvania and a 
lower value than for New York among the 
Middle Atlantic states. 4 

Income and Poverty in New Jersey: 

In an advanced economy like that of New 
Jersey, the appropriate concept of poverty is not 
absolute but relative. Lower incomes may not 
be associated with physiological want or depriva
tion but felt deprivation may be no less acute. 

*' The question of what constitutes an "ideal" distribution to use as a standard of reference is very difficult, both economically 
and philosophically. Rawls argues that complete equality is appropriate in the case of fundamental "general goods." In 
the case of incomes, some degree of inequality may be necessary and desirable, but the degree is uncertain. Economists 
have been unable to specify an "optimum" distribution of economic goods. See John Rawls, THE THEORY OF JUSTICE, 
(1972), for further discussion of this problem. 
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There are also some who are classified among 
the statistical poor but who do not view them
selves as poor. Similarly, "middle-class" levels 
of income (e.g., $10,000 and up) may represent 
a very niggardly standard of living, depending 
on the cost of living and a family's size and loca
tion. \Vhether or not a family can be considered 
"poor" is a sensitive function of the family's own 
expectations, those of its neighbors and the over
all level of well-being permitted by the 
economies of state and nation. 

The one quantitative definition of poverty in 
general use was constructed in 1964 by the Social 
Security Administration on the basis of the cost 
of "a nutritionally adequate food plan ('economy 
plan') designed for 'emergency or temporary use 
when funds are low."5 The calculation of 
total family income at the level of poverty 
according to this definition takes into account 
the number of family members, their ages and 
other characteristics, and variation in the prices 
of food, clothing, housing and other purchases 
from one locality to another and from one year 
to another. Clearly families with total incomes 
below the level of poverty defined in this way 
suffer absolute deprivation. Their incomes ctre 
barely sufficient to cover the necessities for a 
minimum level of continued existence. 

The data in Figure 6.2 show that an appre
ciably smaller proportion of New Jersey families 
have incomes below the level of poverty than 
of all American families but that the reduction 
in this proportion from 1960 to 1970 is less in the 
state than in the nation. One explanation may 
be that in a relatively wealthy state like New 
Jersey, where the number of people in poverty is 
comparatively small, the poverty that exists is 
"hard core" and progressively more difficult to 
treat. 

The calculation of income at the level of 
poverty according to the definition above used 
for the 1970 Census gives the upper limit of 
poverty level incomes. Actual incomes of the 
poor are all below those calculated values, and 
for the majority of the poor considerably below. 
The upper limit for income at the level of 
poverty for a non-farm family of four people 
used in the 1970 Census was $3,745, but the 
mean income of poor New Jersey families with 
four people was $2,059, and for all families in 
poverty in New Jersey the mean income was 
$1,883. Comparing these values with the mean 
family income for all New Jersey families of 
almost $13,000 gives dramatic evidence of the 
relative deprivation of this part of the popula
tion. 

FIGURE 6.2 

INCOME AND POVERTY 

INDICATOR 

A. Percent of Families with 
Incomes Below Poverty 
Level .............. . 

B. Percent of Families 
with Incomes More 
Than Three Times 
Poverty Level ....... . 

C. Percent of White Fam
ilies with Incomes 
Below Poverty Level .. 

D. Percent of Non-White 
Families with Incomes 
Below Poverty Level .. 

Sources: Sec Appendix B 

N.J. 

8.33 

BASE YEAR 

Ratio 
U.S. N . .J./U.S. N.J. 

1960 

16.03 .5190 6.13 

57.53 

4.83 

19.73 
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RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 

Ratio 
U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. 

1970 

10.73 .570 -26.5 -33.1 

46.23 1.245 

8.63 .558 

27.13 .727 



Almost half the New Jersey families in poverty 
have income from earnings (48.53)* but less 
than one-fourth receive public assistance funds 
(24.23)· Public assistance funds generally make 
up only 0.73 of all income in New Jersey and 
only 0.63 nationally. 

Further perspective on the comparison of 
absolute and relative poverty can be had from 
the set of budgets compiled by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics corresponding to three different 
standards of living for an urban family of four 
people. The lowest of the three corresponds to a 
"modest hut adequate" standard of living, which 
includes rent for a two-bedroom house or apart
ment, not air-conditioned but centrally heated, 
in a residential neighborhood; expenditure on 
food that provides "recommended allowances 
for nutrient intake;" the purchase of a two-year
old used car every four years (for all but 203 of 
families in the largest cities); a radio and a black
and-white television set but no phonograph, 
records, or musical instruments; some movie 
attendance but no seats at paid performances of 
plays, concerts or sporting events. (All three 
budgets include personal income tax but no 
allowance for personal savings.)fl The total for 
this "lower level" in New Jersey in 1970 was 
approximately $7 ,OOO.t About ten percent 
of New Jersey families with four persons had 
ircomes above poverty but below the level of 
the budget described, compared with only a 
little more than three percent of four-person 
families with total income at or below the level 
of poverty. The "Intermediate" and "Higher 
Level" budgets for New Jersey in 1970 were 
$11,143 and $16,300 respectively. Median income 
for these four-person families was somewhat 
higher than for all New Jersey families-$12,456 
compared with $11,403 for all families. In view 
of the decline in the purchasing power of the 
dollar since 1970 it is dear that families with in
comes near the 1970 median income now are not 
likely to have a standard of living much above 
the "modest but adequate" level. 

A second measure of poverty is also shown in 
Figure 6.2. As the proportion increases of 
families with incomes two times or three times 
the incomes of the poverty level, those with low 
incomes are likely to feel relatively more de
prived. The less adequate amounts and quality 
of the purchases they can make in comparison to 
those better off is constantly before them. By 
this measure a smaller proportion of New 
Jersey families are deprived than of families 
nationally, but the New Jersey families may feel 
their deprivation more keenly in comparison 
with larger proportions of the affluent. 

The higher risk of poverty for members of 
racial and ethnic minorities shows up in the 
almost four-times-greater proportion of non
white families with incomes below the level of 
poverty in New Jersey, shown in Figure 6.2. 

Problems in Using Income Data as a 
Measure of Economic Welfare: 

Money income received by families and in
dividuals and reported by the Decennial Census 
and other surveys is not an ideal indicator of 
actual economic welfare, for several reasons. 
First is the omission of certain kinds of pay
ments of money and goods and services that are 
actually earned but not reported as income. 
These include the payments made by employers 
for pension funds, health and life insurance, and 
other deferred benefit plans. Another omission 
is income "in kind" -room and board, medical 
care, transportation, various goods and services 
supplied to employees at no cost or reduced cost. 
Also missing are incomes derived from various 
forms of illegal or sub-rosa activity-dealing in 
drugs, "the hustle," tax avoidance, etc. One of 
the more important unreported components of 
family income is the value of unpaid services 
from family members in preparing food, pro
viding personal care and household maintenance 
and making and cleaning clothing. All these 
services have market values that could be 

•The question of employed heads of households whose earnings do not raise family incomes above the level of poverty is 
discussed below in the section on Subemployment. 

t Calculated by averaging the budgets for metropolitan New York-New Jersey, metropolitan Philadelphia-New Jersey and 
non-metropolitan urban areas in the Northeast. 
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calculated from the: prices charged by restau
rants, barber shops, laundries and similar com
mercial establishments; but this calculation is 
not performed and the value of these services is 
not estimated as part of family income. This 
means that women's services are seriously under
valued. 

Money income does not accurately reflect 
differences in the economic welfare derived from 
income. Prices vary from place to place and time 
to time. These differences can be roughly 
accounted for through the use of the Consumer 
Price Index. The Index for New Jersey is 
higher than for the urban United States gener
ally, indicating that New Jersey residents spend 
more money than those elsewhere for the same 
purchases in the standard market basket of goods 
and services. There are other aspects to what 
Simon Kuznets has called "the inflated costs of 
urban civilization" 7 that are much more difficult 
to estimate. These include differences in the 
quality of services in cities and even tangible 
differences in the quality of goods, like the fresh
ness of fruit and vegetables. 

Another problem in the use of reported 
money income to measure economic well-being 
comes from what has been called the "three
dimensional" character of material welfare. 8 

The economic resources of individuals include 
not only their incomes and their assets of savings 
and property but also public services such as 
education, health services, and the use of public 
parks and museums. The fact that such services 
are consumed jointly rather than privately and 
paid for out of taxes does not diminish their 
contributions to well-being. Taking account of 
this third dimension suggests a definition of 
relative poverty that could be extended to apply 
to neighborhoods, cities and regions in a state 
as well as to individuals and families. 

All these adjustments to make reported 
money income a more accurate measure of 
economic welfare present some difficulties, but 
they can be calculated from existing collections 
of data. The problem of estimating the social 
costs that reduce the economic welfare of in
come and the social benefits that increase it is 
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much less amenable to calculation. Social costs 
are the costs associated with production or con
sumption that are not borne by the producers 
or the consumers directly. The cost of pollution 
from factory chimneys and automobile exhausts 
is a typical case of a social cost, because neither 
factory owners nor automobile drivers pay for 
the treatment of upper-respiratory illness caused 
by the pollution. 

The fundamental characteristics of modern 
cities increase the frequency and magnitude of 
social costs there. My enjoyment of my collec
tion of Grateful Dead records reduces the wel
fare you receive from your records of the Beetho
ven trios with much greater probability if we 
both live in a city apartment building than 
if we live in separate houses in a small town. 
This example also illustrates the possible pres
ence of social benefits inextricably mixed with 
social costs. You may find the pleasure you 
derive from the liveliness, diversity and stimula
tion of city life would more than compensate 
you for the inconvenience of my Grateful Dead 
records. 

Technological development, defined to in
clude both the processes of industrial operations 
and the changing organization of social and 
administrative structures, has been singled out 
as a primary contributor to the present level of 
social costs. Such critics of technology as Jacques 
Ellul 9 would include in social costs the increas
ing emptiness of work on automated production 
lines and the dissolution of supportive family 
and community connections in an increasingly 
mobile, rootless society. Paradoxically, the same 
process of applying technological developments 
is looked to by others for the devices and 
techniques of organization that will reduce 
social costs. 10 The importance of social indi
cators in this collection of problems is obvious. 
Judgments on what kinds of technological de
velopments should be made and how they 
should be applied depend on the complete 
accounting of costs and benefits that includes 
social costs and benefits specified as fully as 
possible. Measurements of social indicators will 
be critical in making the necessary estimates. 



Further Investigation of Income in New Jersey: 

Each of the measures of income distribution 
discussed in this section leaves something to be 
desired, and none of them can easily be used in 
the analysis of underlying relationships between 
income and other kinds of social indicators. 
Recently, new measures of income inequality 
have been developed which are both easier to 
calculate and conceptually more revealing.1 1 

These measures can provide insight into the way 
in which each of the components of income con
tributes to overall inequality and they can be 
directly related to other indicators. Data on in
comes in New Jersey can be disaggregated by 
county units and income components: wages, 
income from property, transfer payments and 
others. 12 This analysis, and other studies of in
come, can benefit from data collected more 
frequently than Decennial Census data and for a 
larger New Jersey sample than is now used in 
the Current Population Surveys. 

At present the adjustments in reported money 
incomes necessary to make them more accurate 
measures of economic well-being require large
scale research efforts. Some of these are presently 
under way, and the results should make the 
process of estimation more accessible in the 

future. The better and more complete the 
analysis of income data becomes, the more useful 
it will be for the making of the whole range of 
policies on income at the state level no less than 
at the national level. 

EMPLOYMENT 

Employment and Unemployment in New Jersey: 
The strong connection between employment 

and income is evident from the first set of 
entries in Figure 6.3. Roughly four out of five 
New Jersey households depend on earnings from 
employment, and almost three-fourths of all per
sonal income in the state comes from wages. 

Data on percentages of the adult population 
in the labor force reflect a set of long-term and 
somewhat off-setting trends. The labor force 
participation rates of "prime-age" males between 
25 and 44 years old have remained relatively con
stant and close to 963 since 1900.1 H Since 1950 
the proportions of younger and older men in 
the labor force have declined, while the pro
portions of women of all ages except those over 
65 have increased. Rising incomes and college 
attendance explain the decreased rates for 
younger men. Increasing material wants, falling 

FIGURE 6.3 

INDICATOR 

A. Percent of Households 
with Earnings from 
Wages and Salaries .. 

B. Percent of Personal 
Income from Earnings 
and Other Labor In-
come ............. . 

C. Labor Force Participa
tion: 
1) Percent of All In-

dividuals Over 16 
in the Labor Force 

2) Percent of Men 
Over 16 in the 
Labor Force ..... 

3) Percent of Women 
Over 16 in the 
Labor Force 

Sources: Sec Appendix B 

N.J. 

74.1% 

54.03 

82.93 

36.8% 

EMPLOYMENT & INCOME 

BASE YEAR RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 

Ratio Ratio 
U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. 

1960 1970 

82.5% 79.7% 1.035 

69.9% 1.060 74.7% 71.0% 1.052 + 0.81 + 1.60 

59.23 .997 G0.03 (i0.33 .995 + 1.69 + 1.85 

82.43 1.006 79.63 76.63 1.039 - 4.00 - 7.00 

n1% 0.992 42.53 41.4% 1.027 +15.50 +11.60 
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birth rates and the general trend towards the 
purchase of goods and services that were 
formerly produced by housewives are factors 
that have induced the rise in women's labor 
force participation. 

In American society employment has a 
significance even apart from its relation to 
income. 

"People who are gainfully employed . . . 
belong to something larger than themselves. 
They are needed and feel they are needed. 
In contrast (the unemployed) are displaced 
persons. They do not belong and they are 
not needed." 14 

Considering the depth of .the Amercian com
mitment to work it is somewhat surprising that 
national data on unemployment were not 
regularly collected and analyzed until late in the 
l 930's. Two reasons have been given for this 
lo!'lg delay. Until the Great Depression the 
American economy had never experienced a 
comparable period of prolonged massive unem
ployment of such visibility. In earlier 19th 
century economic crises the majority of the 
labor force was still on family farms where their 
"unemployment" was essentially hidden. More
over, economic theory did not recognize the 
existence of prolonged and involuntary unem
ployment until the l 930's. It was believed that 
any surplus of labor would be absorbed when 
wages fell enough to produce equality of demand 
and supply in the labor market. 

Date 

1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 

FIGURE 6.4 

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 

Percent of Labor Force Unemployed, 
Annual Average 

Ratio Percent Change 
N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. from Previous Year 

4.53 3.63 1.25 
4.43 3.53 1.26 - 2.23 - 2.s3 
5.53 4.93 1.12 +29.43 +40.03 
6.93 5.93 1.17 +25.53 +20.43 
6.93 5.53 1.25 0 - 6.83 

Sources: See Appendix B 
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In Figure 6.4 the annual average rates of un
employment in New Jersey calculated by the 
Division of Planning and Research are com
pared with rates for the United States· as a whole 
for several recent years, and month-by-month 
comparisons are shown graphically in Figure 
6.5. From these exhibits it is clear that com
parisons of unemployment rates at two dates 
ten years apart would be misleading. Even 
average annual rates do not indicate the range 
of variation month to month in these rates. 
The growing unemployment gap between New 
Jersey and the United States over the last few 
years is evident in Figure 6.5. The basis for 
estimating state unemployment rates is being 
shifted from an "establishment" to a "residence" 
basis. It would be very surprising, however, if 
the dismaying increase in the "gap" were to dis
appear simply because of a change in statistical 
definitions. 

Subemployment-A New Labor Market 
Indicator: 

Since the l 930's three classifications of the em
ployment status of the total civilian population 
over 16 years have been used in Federal surveys. 
These are (a) "employed" for those who worked 
at least one hour during the survey week as paid 
employees or at least 15 hours as unpaid em
ployees; (b) "unemployed" for those who did not 

FIGURE 6.5 

TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 
NEW JERSEY AND UNITED STATES 

(Seasonally adjusted) 

United States 

·2 

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

Source: See Appendix B. 



work during the survey week but had sought 
work during the previous four weeks or were 
waiting to resume work after being laid off or to 
begin work at a new job within the following 
month; and (c) "not in the labor force" for all 
others. Recently attention has focused on some 
shortcomings in this three-way classification 
scheme, and this interest has led to investiga
tions of a new dimension termed "subemploy
ment." 

The upsurge of debate over labor market in
dicators highlights an essential feature of 
statistical categories. They are not immutable 
or scientific in the same sense that one thinks of 
most categories in the natural sciences. Rather, 
they are heavily conditioned by overall political 
and economic constraints which govern what 
problems government is prepared to recognize 
or what claims it considers to be legitimate. 
Since even the most abstract economic or social 
theory has to be measured against the "real 
world" at some point, this means that the 
ability of social scientists to recommend a direc
tion much beyond the current political con
sensus is significantly limited by the way 
statistics are made available. Current labor 
market categories became part of the vocabulary 
of government policy only when the numbers of 
unemployed were so large and politically threat
ening that the problem of unemployment could 
not be defined away. Recent research, 15 much 
of which can be viewed as an offshoot of activist 
politics of the l 960's, has shown that there are 
features of labor market failure which are not 
captured by the current unemployment concepts 
and which cannot be explained away by con
ventional economic theorizing. Some of the 
political nature of these concepts is also evident 
in the recent debate as to what constitutes a 
"full employment" rate of unemployment. 
Those claiming 53 (or above) say that the lab .. or 
force in recent years has been swelled by new 
entrants-youths and women-who should not 
be counted when they become unemployed be
cause their attachment to the labor force is 

"casual." In fact the latter is a defining charac
teristic of what has been termed the "secondary 
labor market." Three categories not included 
in the standard unemployment rates discussed 
above are measured in the rate of subemploy
ment. These are: (I) "discouraged workers," 
people not working and no longer looking for 
work because they believe there are no jobs avail
able; (2) "under-employed workers," people who 
are working part-time but want more work; and 
(3) "working poor," those who are family heads 
but whose full-time earnings are not above the 
level of poverty. To calculate an overall "sub
employment rate" relative to the total labor 
force, item (I) must be added to the current 
labor force definition to form a denominator. 
The others, combined with (I) and the unem
ployed, conventionally defined, make up the 
numerator. 

Data on subemployment were collected in the 
Census Employment Survey of the poorest neigh
borhoods in 51 large American cities in 1970 and 
1971.* Two cities in New Jersey were repre
sented in the survey-Newark and Jersey City. 
A weighted average of subemployment rates for 
these two cities gives a composite rate of 
52.53.16 

Clearly the subemployment rate given here 
has only limited significance for the state as a 
whole, but it is included as an indication of in
formation now being collected that is likely to 
have increasing importance for employment 
policy at both state and national levels. More
over the difference between these rates for par
ticular areas in the State and the rates of unem
ployment in the State as a whole demonstrate 
that statewide figures can veil substantial local
ized economic problems. 

Occupational Structure: 

Observed shifts in occupational structure have 
two different components. One part comes from 
new entrants to the labor force whose occupa
tions are differently distributed from those of the 

*This survey was carried out before the results of the 1970 Census were available so that the! classification of poverty 
neighborhoods was based on information from the 1960 Census, updated by checking with a variety of people and agencies 
in each area. 
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existing labor force. The other part comes from 
those who move from one occupation to another 
inside the labor force. An index for the latter 
kind of occupational mobility has been calcu
lated from 1970 Census data on the number of 
workers in each occupational category who were 
employed in the same or different categories five 
years earlier. The value of this index is the pro
portion of all workers employed in both years, 
1965 and 1970, who had changed occupational 
categories during the five-year period. Values of 
this index for New Jersey and the United States 
as a whole are shown in Figure 6.6. For both 
New Jersey and the United States, workers in 
the Professional, Technical, and Kindred Work
ers category were least mobile and those in the 
Laborers category were most mobile. fr1 New 
Jersey, workers were generally less mobile than 
in the U.S. as a whole. 

Occupations can be ranked according to the 
median years of education and the median earn
ings associated with each occupation. These two 
indicators of occupational status move together 
over most of the eleven categories used for occu
pations by the Census Bureau. With this rank
ing, the category of Professional, Technical and 
Kindred Workers has highest status and the cate
gory of Private Household Workers has lowest 
status. The same tables used to calculate occu
pational mobility were used to calculate the pro
portions of workers who moved to occupations 
of higher status and lower status, shown in Fig
ure 6.6. The generally lower mobility of New 
Jersey workers is reflected in the smaller pro
portions who moved to occupations of higher 
and lower status. The net change is positive and 
small-1.73 for New Jersey and 2.63 for the 
U.S. 

FIGURE 6.6 

OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE AND MOBILITY 

BASE YEAR RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 
Ratio Ratio 

INDICATOR N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. N . .J./U.S. N . .J. U.S. 

1%0 1970 
A. Occupational Structure 

1) Percent of Employed 
\\Torkers in White 
Collar Occupations. 44.43 4;uo3 1.030 49.:w3 48.:W% l.O~W +ll.10 +11.20 

2) Percent of Employed 
Workers in Prof es-
sional /Managerial 
Occupations ...... 22.33 20.503 1.030 25.~W3 2H03 1.000 +I I.IO +11.40 

3) Percent of Employed 
Workers in Laborer, 
Service, Household 
Worker Occupations 14.73 17.603 0.8'.W 14.203 12.503 I.I ;Hi - 3.52 -29.00 

B. Occupational Mobility 
1) Percent of \Vorkers 

0 ver 25 \\! h () 
Changed Occupa-
tions Between 196:1 
and 1970 ......... N/A N/A N/A 18.503 20.803 0.890 

2) Percent of ·workers 
0 v er 25 Who 
Changed to Higher 
Status Occupation 
Between 1965 and 
1970 ............. N/A N/A N/A 10.103 11.703 0.600 

3) Percent of Workers 
0 v er 25 Who 
Changed to Lower 
Status Occupation 
Between 1965 and 
1970 ............. N/A N/A .N/A 8.383 9.083 0.920 

Sources: See Appendix B 
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Differences in Unemployment, Occupational 
Structure and Mobility: 

Ratios of unemployment rates shown in 
Figure 6.7 imply that the risk of being unem
ployed is much greater for non-whites and 
women than for white males. The risk for non
whites is almost double that for whites, and 
the risk for females one-and-a-half times that for 
males. In the decade from 1960 to 1970 the risk 
for non-whites declined more than the risk for 
females (relative to white males). 

If different groups in the labor force had the 
same occupational structure, then their per
centage distribution over occupational categories 

would be the same (except for slight random 
differences due to statistical measurement errors 
or to chance factors). Thus for any given occu
pation, if the proportion of one group with jobs 
in that occupation is equal to the proportion for 
any other group, the ratio of these proportions 
is equal to 1.0. These ratios are shown in 
Figure 6.6 for major groups in the labor force. 
The ratios clarify our intuitive understanding 
that occupational structures for non-white and 
women workers differ considerably from the 
structures for white and male workers. 

Although the ratio of the proportions of 
whites to non-whites in the highest status occu-

FIGURE 6.7 

RATIOS OF UNEMPLOYMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE AND MOBILITY 

BASE YEAR RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 
Ratio Ratio 

INDICATOR N . .J. U.S. N . .J./U.S. N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. 

1960 1970 
A. Unemployment Rates 

1) Ratio, White to 
Non-white ........ 2.325 2.081 1.115 1.857 l.822 1.019 -20.1 -12.4 

2) Ratio, Male to Fe-
male ............. 1.579 1.099 1.437 

B. Occupational Structure 
1.645 U40 1.228 + 4.17 +21.9 

1) Percent Professional 
Managerial: 
Ratio, White to 
Non-white ........ 3.28 2.80 1.17 2.03 1.94 1.05 -38.l -30.7 
Ratio, Male to Fe-
male ............. 1.55 1.25 1.24 

2) Percent Laborers, 
1.56 Ul 1.19 + 0.6 + 4.8 

Service & Household 
Workers: 
Ratio, White to 
Non-white ........ 0.290 o.;w5 0.951 0.435 0.231 1.88 +50.0 -24.3 
Ratio, Male to Fe-
male ............. 0.810 0.603 1.34 0.914 0.692 1.32 +12.8 +14.7 

C. Occupational Mobility 
1) Percent \Vho 

Changed to Higher 
Status Occupation 
1965/1970: 
Ratio, White to 
Non-white* ....... 0.751 0.842 0.894 
Ratio, Male to Fe-
male ............. 1.62 1.50 1.080 

2) Percent Who 
Changed to Lower 
Status Occupation 
1965I1970: 
Ra ti~, White to 
Non-white* ....... 0.813 0.983 0.828 
Ratio, Male to Fe-
male ............. 1.45 1.28 1.132 

• See Appendix B, Note 2 
Sources: Sec Appendix B 
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pations declined by a third in New Jersey from 
1960 to 1970, even at the latter date whites were 
still twice as likely as non-whites to have such 
occupations. Similarly, although the ratio of 
whites to non-whites in the lowest ranking occu
pations has risen in the same decade, whites 
still are less than half as likely as non-whites 
to work in these occupations. Although the 
majority of women workers have white-collar 
occupations, they are much less likely than men 
to have the highest status occupations. In both 
New Jersey and the United States as a whole, 
the proportion of women in these occupations 
has not increased as much as the proportions of 
men from 1960 to 1970. The proportions of 
men and women in the occupations of lowest 
status, however, became more similar (their 
ratio moved closer to 1.0). In New Jersey this 
ratio has been considerably closer to 1.0 than 
nationally. 

Occupational mobility calculated for the dif
ferent groups of workers also show interesting 
differences. Non-white workers were more likely 
than white workers to change occupation during 
the five years between 1965 and 1970, but women 
workers were less likely than men workers lo 
make such changes. For both women and non
whites occupational _mobility nationally was 
closer to that of men and whites than it was in 
New Jersey. 

These data clearly indicate the presence of 
some degree of discrimination on the basis of 
race and sex in the labor market, but they do 
not measure such discrimination directly. The 
risk of unemployment and the restriction of 
occupational mobility and status for individuals 
depends on a set of characteristics that include 
education and training, amount and kind of 
experience, location, age and others. Discrimina
tion in the labor market would be indicated by 
the differences in unemployment rates and occu
pational status and mobility after data had been 
ad justed for these other characteristics. This 
argument must not be taken to imply that the 
presence of discrimination on the basis of race, 
sex and other characteristics does not exist in 
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the society or that the degree of this discrimina
tion is in any way overstated by statistical data. 
One may find that the large differences in occu
pational structure noted above are in part 
explained by differences in worker attributes 
such as education and previous experience. But 
then one should also be aware that the distribu
tions of tr 0~e attributes themselves may be 
influenced by a whole range of barriers to equal 
opportunity and that the effects of these barriers 
may be interactive, cumulative and persistent in 
the absence of offsetting public policies. 

Despite these caveats on the interpretation of 
data on labor market discrimination, the evi
dence is clear that the higher risks of unemploy
ment fall most heavily on those who suffer most 
discrimination generally and who are least likely 
to have resources of income other than earnings. 
In a study that made use of data from the Census 
Employme11t Survey described above, it was 
found that women and black men in the neigh
borhoods of poverty investigated by the Survey 
were, respectively, 1.3 and 2.5 times more likely 
to be unemployed than white men.1 7 The study 
also found- that women were three times more 
likely than men to be discouraged workers and 
that black men were 2. 7 times more likely them 
white men to be full-time workers with earnings 
below the level of poverty. 

Further Investigation of Employment. 
Indicators in New Jersey: 

All the data in this section refer to employ
ment, unemployment and occupational structure 
for the State as a whole, but there are large 
differences between the different regions of New 
Jersey in each of the measures used here. Some 
of the differences can be relatively easily 
explained in terms of regional characteristics. 
For example, Farmers and Farm Laborers are 
likely to be concentrated in rural areas and 
Managers and Administrators in urban areas. 
No such simple explanations apply to other 
differences like that between the unemployment 
rates in Camden and Trenton which were 8.63 
and 4.63, respectively, in 1972.18 More detailed 



analyses are needed as a basis for employment 
policies. 

The relations between individual (and family) 
incomes and employment require more investi
gation to assess the adequacy of earnings in the 
State. Measures of concentration for occupation, 
employment and earnings similar to those for 
income can be useful in this analysis. 

More information on the range of charac
teristics of the New Jersey labor force can be 
valuable in several ways. It can yield a better 
understanding of the sequence of barriers to 
equal opportunity and of the relations between 
and among these barriers. It can provide a 
basis for planning state policies on secondary 
and post-secondary education, and it can make 
a contribution to efforts to attract and retain 
firms offering employment opportunities in the 
State. 

These investigations would make use of exist
ing collections of New Jersey statistics, but new 
kinds of information on employment are now 
being sought in recognition of changing atti
tudes and expectations in our society. A recent 
national study by a Special Task Force of the 
Secretary of the Department of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfaret9 investigated the "quality of 
the work experience" reported by workers them
selves and indicated by such measures as absen
teeism among different kinds of workers. This 
kind of information may be the most critical of 
all for formulating genuinely far-sighted policies. 

HEALTH 
Data in New Jersey: 

Two kinds of information related to the phy
sical health of the New Jersey population appear 
in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. The first gives life 
expectancies, infant mortality rates and death 
rates for various diseases in the state compared 
with the nation as a whole, and the second gives 
rates of availability for doctors and dentists and 
for hospital in-patient and out-patient services. 

The relation between life expectancy at birth 
and infant mortality rates is apparent from the 
data in Figure 6.8. The higher rates for non
white infant mortality nationally are reflected 
in a difference of seven years between white and 
non-white life expectancies at birth. Reduction 
in these high rates since 1960 has been signifi
cantly smaller in New Jersey than nationally
an embarrassing paradox in a statt; as wealthy as 
ours. 

FIGURE 6.8 

LIFE EXPECTANCIES, MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY 

BASE YEAR RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 
Ratio Ratio 

INDICATOR N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. 

1960 1970 
A. Life Expectancy at Birth 

1) White ............. N/A 70.6 N/A 71.7 + 1.6 
2) Non-white .......... N/A 63.6 N/A 64.6 + 1.6 
Life Expectancy Age 65 
l) White ............. N/A 14.5 N/A 14.8 + 2.1 
2) Non-white .......... N/A 14.0 N/A 14.2 + 1.4 

1960 1968 
B. Death Rates 

1) Infants-White* 21.9 22.9 0.956 17.9 19.2 0.932 - 18.3 -16.2 
2) Infants Other* 41.7 43.2 0.965 36.5 34.5 1.058 - 12.5 -20.1 

1965 1970 
3) Heart Diseaset 417.6 369.0 1.132 408.0 360.0 1.133 - 2.3 - 2.4 

1960 1970 
4) Alcoholismt 3.68 11.3 .326 5.73 15.8 .363 + 55.7 +39.8 
5) Drug Addictiont .13 0.43 +230.6 

C. People Handicapped or 
Disabledt N/A 9.9 5.8 1.716 

• per l,000 births 
t per 100,000 population 

Sources: See Appendix B 
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The contribution of advances in medical 
science to increased life expectancies is concen
trated in the early years of life. Vaccines and 
the arsenal of drugs for infectious diseases have 
increased the life expectancy of a five-year-old 
from 55 years in I 900 to the present 67 years. 
By contrast life expectancy for a 65-year-old has 
increased less than three years during the same 
period. 20 

One result of a longer-lived population is the 
increased incidence of chronic non-infectious 
degenerative diseases. (Mortality rates for such 
diseases reflect incidence rates only indirectly, 
but data on rates of incidence by state are not 
available.) In New Jersey as in the United 
States as a whole, heart disease, cancer and 
cerebrovascular diseases have the highest death 
rates, as indicated by the data in Figure 6.8. 
Death rates for alcoholism and narcotics addic
tion are also shown, not because these rates are 
absolutely high but because of the large increase 
reported between 1960 and I 970. Only very 
crude estimates of the rates of alcoholism and 
narcotics addiction in the non-institutional popu
lation are available. Moreover, even the more 
accurate records of clinic admissions and arr~sts 

for narcotics addiction may not be comparable 
for two different dates since both kinds of data 
are likely to reflect changes in legal definitions 
and public opinion on the use of drugs. A recent 
study21 of historical patterns of drug use in 
America found evidence that "the problem of 
widespread (drug) addiction is a recurrent and 
cyclical one" and closely related to conditions in 
the labor market for unskilled entrants. 

The somewhat lesser availability of doctors, 
dentists and hospital beds and services in New 
Jersey is difficult to explain in view of the 
state's high per capita personal income and 
death rates from chronic diseases not noticeably 
different from national rates. A partial explana
tion may lie in the use by New Jersey residents 
of medical and hospital services in New York 
and Philadelphia, both of which are major 
centers for medical care. No figures are avail
able for this comparison. 

The sixtyfold increase in nursing home beds 
nationally and the fortyfold increase in New 
.Jersey between 1961 and 1971 correspond to the 
payment of Medicare benefits beginning in 1966. 
The reduction of beds in psychiatric/mental 
hospital beds per 1,000 population over the same 

FIGURE 6.9 

AVAILABILITY OF MEDICAL SERVICES 

INDICATOR 

A. Active Doctors per 
100,000 Population ... 

B. Active Dentists per 
100,000 Population ... 

C. Hospital Beds per 1,000 
Population ......... . 

D. Nursing Home Beds per 
1,000 Population ..... 

E. Psychiatric Hospital 
Beds per 1,000 Popula-

N.J. 

130 

64 

7.00 

1.12 

tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.2 

F. Patient Visits to Out
patient Clinics per 1,000 
Population . . . . . . . . . . N /A 

Sources: See Appendix B 

BASE YEAR 

U.S. 

1960 

142 

57 
1961 

6.76 
1961 

1.01 
1961 

2.fi 

N/A 

Ratio 
N.J./U.S. 

0.915 

1.12 

1.04 

1.109 

1.23 

N/A 
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RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 
Ratio 

N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. 

1970 

153 171 89.!> + 17.7 + 20.4 

57 48 1.19 15.6 17.5 

7.0 7.4 0.946 0 + 9.5 
1971 

45.6 61.6 0.740 +307.l +599.9 
1971 

2.6 2.1 1.24 - 18.7 - 13.8 
1971 

824.5 1038.9 0.793 



period has been accompanied by an increase in 
the turnover of patients in these hospitals. The 
net result, whether greater or lesser availability 
of services, cannot be estimated. 

Improving the Social Indicators of Heatlh: 

The figures above relate to the negative 
aspects of health-mortality, disability, and the 
use of medical services. The positive state of 
healthiness cannot be estimated with a single 
numerical measure. Health is in fact a spectrum 
of states with optimum physical well-being at 
one end and disease, disability and mortality at 
the other. The ordering of this spectrum is 
not at all clear either to health specialists or 
social scientists attempting to derive an index 
of health as a social indicator. Disease can be 
present long before the sufferer appears in clinics 
or doctors' offices for treatment. Conversely, 
many serious chronic diseases like diabetes, 
arthritis, and arteriosclerosis can be managed 
well enough that they do not prevent sufferers 
from enjoying subjective states of physical well
being without severe disability. 

Various attempts have been made to derive an 
index of the health of a population that would 
reflect positive rather than negative aspects. One 
of these is Expectancy of Healthy Life, calculated 
as the difference between life expectancy for a 
particular population and the expected amount 
of time individuals in that population will 
spend in bed-disabilities and hospitalization. 22 

Other indicators for health have also been con
structed through the use of probability distribu
tions for the frequency and duration of illness 2 a 
or disability. 24 These types of indicators
measures of the risk of illness-are the most 
appropriate. They can be analyzed together 
with economic indicators to assess how improve
ments in a state's well-being influence the proba
bility of disease and its effect, in turn, on the 
population's productivity. Unfortunately, these 
indicators are not in general use, especially at 
regional or state levels. Often even doctors are 
not able to provide patients with an objective 
estimate of their chances of recovery based on 
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these stat1st1cs. They should be estimated for 
the state and intra-state areas. 

Expenditures on health care have risen from 
5.23 of GNP in 1960 to 7.43 in 1970. As the 
share of public funds in these expenditures has 
grown from 253 to 383 in the same decade, 
government policies and agencies at all levels 
have had an increasing role in planning and 
delivering health services. Corresponding to 
increased government activity in health care 
there have been large increases in the amounts 
and kinds of information collected and pub
lished by government agencies, particularly at 
the federal level. 

The National Center for Health Statistics 
established in 1964 is the statistical "branch" of 
the National Institutes of Health. It supervises 
the three-part National Health Survey that col
lects information on the incidence of accidents 
and diseases in the national population, the 
duration and extent of disability suffered and 
the amounts and kinds of health care received 
from households and health care agencies. The 
Comprehensive Health Planning Program of the 
New Jersey Department of Health is developing 
similar statistics for the population of the 
state. 25 

Trends in the Economics of Health Care: 

Medicare is the only national health insurance 
program in the United States, but 253 of total 
expenditure on personal health care from pri
vate funds is paid by private health insurance. 
When government programs are included, the 
total of 1970 "third party payments" for personal 
health care rises to 623 of all expenditures, up 
from 453 in 1960. This trend to increased 
sharing of the risks of costly medical care and 
treatment has already had a variety of effects on 
the health care "industry." 

One important effect of the shift from pay
ments by individuals to payments by govern
ment and large private insurance companies has 
been a new interest in preventive medicine. 
Preventive measures in health care are largely 



"public goods" which cannot be purchased by a 
single individual for his own use and welfare. 
Environmental treatments like draining swamps 
and spraying insecticides are familiar examples 
of preventive health programs that benefit 
whole populations rather than single indi
viduals. The range of health conditions for 
which public funds for prevention are now spent 
has increased sharply in recent years. Many of 
these efforts are educational; for example, the 
classes that try to teach cigarette smokers how to 
stop smoking. A11 the evidence suggests that 
programs of preventive medicine financed with 
public funds wi11 continue to increase. 

Another effect of the shift in financing health 
care can be seen in changes in the methods for 
delivering health services, away from individual 
doctors in private practice, private clinics and 
private hospitals and toward group practices 
with prepayment plans, community health cen
ters and a variety of mass diagnostic techniques 
that include mobile units for chest X-rays and 
diabetes testing. Present methods of providing 
public funds for personal medical care have 
intensified the problem of rising prices for med
ical services. Efforts to pass national heal th 
insurance legislation have been hampered by 
justifiable concern about the effect on the prices 
of relatively scarce resources for these services. 
The shift to prevention and to new methods of 
delivering health services can help solve the 
problem in the long run, but so far the impact 
of these changes remains relatively limited. At 
present, there is a definite need to design new 
ways of financing health services in New Jersey. 
Financing schemes should be carefully analyzed 
from the standpoint of three objectives: 

( 1) Improving the quality, availability and 
coverage of medical care; 

(2) Making the most efficient use of scarce 
health and fiscal resources; and 

(3) Encouraging the spread of better forms of 
organization of medical care along the 
lines of prevention, scale, location and 
degree of specialization. 
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Evaluation of financing alternatives wi11 require 
careful analysis of their long-run costs and bene
fits. It is already apparent that the application 
of economic analysis to the health field can 
yield useful results for policy. See, for example, 
a study of financing mental health services in 
the State of New York.26 

A basic problem in the economic analysis of 
health care has always been the difficulties in 
measuring the "output" of the health "industry." 
Statistics on patient visits to doctors, dentists 
and clinics and on the utilization of hospitals 
and other health facilities measure "inputs" to 
the process of improving the health of indi
viduals. Statistics on mortality, disability and 
disease measure the scale of problems yet to be 
solved. A glance at Volume I of the COM
PREHENSIVE HEAL TH PLAN FOR NEW 
JERSEY reveals that many items of data which 
are required for a careful analysis of health 
economics m New Jersey are "currently" 
unavailable. It is hoped that the extended col
lection and analysis of health statistics by 
government agencies wi1l make contributions 
toward resolving these difficulties. 

Further Investigations of Health Indicators 
in New Jersey: 

A great deal more can be done to identify 
factors which affect the health status of New 
Jersey's population using data which are 
already available. Some of this work is quite 
straightforward. For example, a study relating 
infant mortality to demographic and economic 
indicators for the New Mexico population 
obtained results that permit a rough estimate of 
the effects of proposed changes in the delivery 
of health care on the mortality rate for both 
new-born infants and those between one month 
and one year old. 2 i A set of health indicators 
and a "Health Status Index" applied to the 
counties and regions of the state of Iowa yielded 
information on the comparative progress of the 
different areas in achieving better health for the 
populations. 2 8 These studies make use of data 
and techniques currently available for New 
Jersey. 



FIGURE 6.10 

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENTS AND EXPECTATIONS 

BASE YEAR RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 

Ratio Ratio 
INDICATOR N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. 

1960 1970 
A. Educational Attainment 

1) Median Years of School 
Completed by Adults 
Over 25 ............ 10.6 10.6 1.000 12.1 12.1 7.000 +14.1 +14.1 

2) Percent of Adults with 
1-3 Years of College .. 7.70% 8.79% 0.876 8.858% 10.68% 0.829 +14.9 +21.5 

3) Percent of Adults with 
4 or More Years of 
College ............ 8.4 % 7.7 % 1.09 11.8 % 11.0 % 1.07 +40.5 +42.8 

B. Educational Expectations 
1) Percent of High School 

Graduating Class Ex-
pecting to Continue 1964 1973 
Education .......... 57.3 % N/A 61.8 % N/A + 7.85 

1968 1971 
2) Total College Enroll- In-State In-State 

ments .............. 128,460 6,659,203 ~/A 184,555 8,387,000 N/A +43.7 +25.9 
3) Percent of 18 - to - 24 

Year Olds Enrolled in 1960 1970 
College ............. N/A 22.2 % N/A 32.3% +44.6 

Sources: See Appendix B 

FIGURE 6.11 

RATIOS OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 

BASE YEAR RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 
Ratio Ratio 

INDICATOR N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. 
1960 1970 

A. Percent of Adults* Who 
Completed High School 
l) Ratio, White to 

Non-White ....... 1.707 1.994 0.856 1.439 1.612 0.893 -15.7 -19.2 
2) Ratio, Male to 

Female ........... 0.987 0.928 1.064 
B. Percent of Adults* Who 

1.015 0.98'.~ 1.03'.~ + 2.8 + 5.9 

Completed 1-3 Years of 
College 
1) Ratio, White to 

Non-white ........ 1.860 2.121 0.877 1.64'.~ I. 7 '.~2 0.949 - 6.9 -18.3 
2) Ratio, Ma 1 e to 

Female ........... 1.136 0.959 1.18 1.1 '.~'.{ 1.009 1.12 - 0.3 + 5.21 
C. Percent of Adults* Who 

Completed 4 Years of 
College 
l) Ratio, White to 

Non-white ........ 2.750 2.307 1.19 2.27'.{ 2.00'.{ 1.13 -lU -13.2 
2) Ratio, Ma le to 

Female ........... 2.149 1.669 1.29 2.02!1 1.666 1.22 - 5.8 - 0.2 
•Adults over 25 years 

Sources: See Appendix B 
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EDUCATION::: 

Data for New Jersey: 

The educational attainment of the adult 
population of New .Jersey, as measured by the 
median years of school completed by individuals 
over 25, is exactly the same as for the United 
States as a whole ( 12.1 years). Other data on this 
population in Figure 6.10 show that the distribu
tion of educational attainment is somewhat 
different in detail for the State compared with 
the nation. The higher proportion of college 
graduates in New Jersey is to be expected on the 
basis of higher personal incomes, but the smaller 
proportion of adults with one to three years of 
college is somewhat puzzling. A possible 
explanation is the relatively late appearance of 
public two-year colleges in New Jersey, few of 
which were in existence until the late l 960's. 

Corresponding to the increasing proportion of 
18-to-24 year olds enrolled in college nationally, 
the expectations of New Jersey high school 
graduating classes for continuing their educa
tions have also increased.t College enrollments 
in New Jersey institutions have increased 
between 1968 and 1971 by a larger proportion 
than enrollments nationally. A major portion of 
this increase is concentrated in the new and 
expanded public institutions, both state and 
county colleges. 

Measures of the comparison between the edu
cational attainments of adult men and women 
and between those of whites and non-whites are 
shown in Figure 6.11. If the same proportions 
of men and women and of whites and non
whites had equal educational attainments, the 
ratios in Figure 6.11 would all have the value 
1.0. The more the ratios exceed 1.0 for a par
ticular educational level, the more unequal have 
been the opportunities for women and non
whites to achieve that level. 

All but one of the ratios in Figure 6.11 have 
decreased in New .Jersey between 1960 and 

1970. The ratio of the proportions of men to 
women high school graduates has increased both 
nationally and in the state, but by a small per
centage. This increase may be the result of 
efforts undertaken during the last half of the 
l 960's to improve the job skills of adult heads of 
families in programs that prepared them for the 
high school equivalency examinations. The 
decrease in the white-to-non-white ratio for high 
school graduates is much larger and probably 
more significant of a continuing trend. 

The male-to-female ratios for college level 
educational attainments are greater in New 
Jersey than nationally. The white-to-non-white 
ratio for college graduates was still relatively 
high in 1970. However both the numbers of 
women and non-whites enrolled in colleges and 
their proportions in the college population are 
increasing, and subsequent calculations of the 
ratios of educational attainment should reflect 
these increases. 

SOCIAL WELL-BEING AND SECURITY 

Social and· Individual Security: 

Interpreting collective data on social indi
cators in terms of ideas of individual or collec
tive risk is particularly appropriate for the topics 
in this section. Economic security, public and 
personal safety and the quality of the physical 
and man-made environment are all aspects of 
society that directly affect the risks of people in 
it. There are three ways of dealing with indi
vidual and social risks and their consequences: 
(I) by insuring against them, a method of shar
ing the risks of individuals so that no single 
person bears the total burden of loss; (2) by pre
venting the occasion of risk, a method requiring 
an understanding of the causes of risk and the 
taking of steps to remove these causes; and 
(3) by the direct reparation of losses to indi
viduals. Each of these methods can take the 
form of private or social action. The balance 

* Because Chapter HI of this Report contains a thorough review of the financing of public elementary and secondary education 
in New Jersey, the discussion in this section is limited to adult educational attainment and higher education. 

t No reliable data on the proportions of 18-to-24 year olds enrolled in colleges arc available for New Jersey because the 
1970 Census tables on New Jersey college enrollments contain large errors. 
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among the three methods and between indi
vidual and public responsibility varies according 
to the nature of the risks and also their inter
pretation, given the attitudes and expectations 
of society. 

For example, all three ways are used to deal 
with the risk of loss from theft. Individuals 
purchase private insurance policies against loss 
from theft. If they are robbed, they make efforts 
to reclaim the stolen property and expect the 
police to make efforts also. Individual efforts at 
prevention include locking doors and leaving 
lights on in empty houses. Collective efforts at 
prevention and reparation range from the Police 
Athletic League to collective crime insurance (in 
some states) whereby state authorities will pay 
reparations to individuals for serious losses from 
crimes. Here, as in the health area, the science 
and policy of prevention is relatively undevel
oped. Debates rage as to whether stiff sentences 
or any other form of retributive justice are 
preventive or, even to the contrary, reinforce 
criminal behavior and recidivism. 

The collection of indicators discussed m this 
section are the ones most directly connected to 

the concept "Quality of Life." The presence of 
risks to economic security and to personal and 
public safety are some components of this qual
ity. The character of the physical and the man
made environment is also pertinent. All these 
indicators are closely linked to one another and 
to other social and economic indicators as well. 
Research on the measures of these indicators 
and the relationships among them can yield 
important guidance for policies directed to 
reducing undesired risks afflicting all or part of 
the state's population. 

Economic Security and Social Insurance: 

The economic security of families (and indi
viduals) is at risk in various ways; but in an 
economy of wage-earners like that of the United 
States the most important of these is the risk 
that earnings will stop. Loss of income from 
wages is so damaging to the well-being of indi-
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viduals and of society as a whole that a set of 
programs of social insurance involving the par
ticipation of almost the entire American labor 
force has been enacted to reduce that risk. 

Both individual private insurance and social 
insurance are based on the principle of pooling 
risks facing a large number of individuals so 
that the whole burden of loss suffered by some 
of them is shared among al I. The most obvious 
difference between private and social insurance 
is that the latter is compulsory rather than volun
tary. This reflects fundamental differences 
between two major categories of risk. Even 
though risks faced by individuals in an advanced 
society cover a whole spectrum, it is useful and 
important to classify most of them into two 
boxes: "individual" and "collective." Individual 
risks are those for which individuals, families or 
small groups can make a reasonable assessment 
of the significance to their own welfare. If the 
individual miscalculates or is unwise and disaster 
falls, this will be unfortunate for the individual 
but effects on the rest of the community will be 
minimal. In this situation, the individual can 
contract with a private vendor to supply an 
insurance policy of some sort. By contrast, situa
tions of collective risk involve the following: 

(I) Individuals, because of uncertainty, lack 
of knowledge or the intimate inter
dependence of their fate with others, 
cannot make a "reasonable" assessment of 
the threat of risk; 

(2) The benefits of insuring against certain 
risks accrue to the whole community; thus 
individuals' private assessment of bene
fits would always underestimate the sig
nificance of these risks. 

Obvious examples of collective risk are con
tagious diseases, floods, wars and unemployment. 
In private insurance, the pool of those directly 
sharing risk contribute the entire cost of the 
benefits that are paid out. In social insurance 
programs the funds from which benefits are paid 
may include direct contributions from those who 
will not receive benefits. Some of the funding is 



FIGURE 6.12 

ECONOMIC SECURITY 

BASE YEAR 

INDICATOR 

A. Percent o f Civilian 
Wages and Sa 1 a r i es 
Covered by OASDHI* 

N.J. U.S. 

1960 

(Social Security) . . . . . . 90.33 
B. Percent of Civilian 

W a g e s and Salaries 
Covered by State Un-
employment Insurance 80.23 

C. Retired Workers, Dis
abled Workers, Survi
vors & Dependents Re
ceiving Social Security 
Benefits ............. 492,009 13,740,278 

D. Average Monthly Bene
fits to Retired Workers 
from Social Security . . $69.31 $61.99 

E. Dependency Ratio . . . . 43.44 45.00 
F. M e d i ca 1 Insurance 

Coverage, Public & 
Private ............. . 

G. Other Private Insur-
ance Coverage ...... . 

H. Ratio of Personal Sav-
ings to Debt ........ . 

I. Private Pension Cover-
age ................ . 

J. Percent of Families with 
Heads Over 65 and In
comes Below Poverty 
Level Receiving Social 
Security Benefits ..... 

•In 1960, OASDI 

Ratio 
N.J./U.S. 

1.12 
0.965 

RECENT YEAR 

N.J. U.S. 

1970 

89.93 

79.33 

874,500 25,753,000 

$143.89 $131.24 
66.5 60.7 

953t 

83.13 83.33 

Ratio 
N.J./U.S. 

1.10 
1.10 

PERCENT CHANGE 

N.J. 

+ 77.7 

+107.6 
+ 55.7 

U.S. 

+ 94.4 

+ 111.7 
+ 34.9 

t Overestimated because of double counting of persons covered by more than one program. 
Sources: Sec Appendix B 

public from various types of tax levies. These 
differences have led Richard Musgrave to define 
the indirect beneficiaries of social insurance to 
be those "prudent" but "humanitarian" indi
viduals in the society who would otherwise have 
to bear the whole burden of supporting those 
who had failed to provide for their own contin
gencie~.29 According to this definition social 
insurance is equivalent to compulsory savings. 

Information on the insurance coverage of 
individuals in New Jersey and the United States 
appears in Figure 6.12. The empty spaces in 
this table indicate that the whole range of data 
needed to estimate the extent of economic secu
rity for individuals is not now available but 
should be gathered and made public. Individual 
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savings are another important component of 
economic security, but data on these resources 
are also not readily available. 

Two kinds of social insurance are described 
by the data in Figure 6.12. "Social security" 
refers to a collection of programs begun in 1935 
that provide benefits to retired and disabled 
workers and to the survivors of deceased workers. 
The initials "OASDHI" for these programs 
translate as "Old-Age, Survivors, Disability and 
Health Insurance." In 1966 Medicare was added 
to this collection to provide health insurance 
benefits for individuals over 65. Unemployment 
insurance, which came into existence at the same 
time as social security, is administered by the 
individual states rather than the federal govern-



ment. Its benefits are financed by premiums 
paid by employers to private insurance com
panies.* New Jersey workers are covered by 
these two kinds of social insurance programs to 
about the same extent as workers nationally. 

The Dependency Ratio in Figure 6.12 is 
calculated as the sum of all persons under 18 
and over 65 years of age divided by the total 
population. As this ratio increases, the economic 
burden on those in the labor force increases 
more or less proportionally because they are 
responsible for the support of the minor children 
in their own families and because their social 
security payments partially support retired 
workers. Though the increase in this ratio 
between 1960 and 1970 is partially offset by the 
general increase in real incomes during the 
period, it raises difficult questions about the 
future patterns of social security benefits and 
contributions and about the state and local fiscal 
burden to finance programs for youth and aged. 

Side by side with social insurance are a variety 
of private insurance programs designed to pro
vide economic security for individuals against 
many of the same kinds of risks. In New Jersey 
almost all workers and their families (953) are 
covered by one or the other or both types of 
health insurance, although it is impossible to tell 
to what extent the coverage for some may be 
insufficient. 

In recent years the adequacy of benefits from 
social security has been increasingly questioned. 
Eighty-three per cent of New Jersey families 
with heads over 65 and incomes below the level 
of poverty receive social security benefits. 
Another concern is the regressiveness of the 
schedule of workers' contributions. The same 
percentage of wages up to the present limit of 
$13,200 per year is collected from all workers. 
The cut-off means that those with low wages pay 
a higher proportion of their total income for 
social security than do workers earning higher 
wages. Furthermore, the contributions of cur
rently employed workers are used to supply part 

of the benefits paid out to retired workers at all 
income levels. Some observers of the social 
security system believe that "these programs 
appear on balance to transfer income from rela
tfrely low income classes to middle and upper 
income classes." :rn The claim that social security 
·ind unemployment insurance modify the fluc
tuations of activity in the economic system 
generally and increase economic stability has also 
been questioned. Some research has. been in
terpreted as showing that social security con
tributions from employed workers have a de
stabilizing effect on the economy as a whole.31 

Economic growth has been the most important 
means of preventing risk to the economic secu
rity of society and individuals. In a growing 
economy the risks of unemployment and falling 
~eal wages are reduced. Any attempts to bring 
about a "no-growth" or slow-growth policy for 
New Jersey must be critically scrutinized for the 
possible increase in economic risks to certain 
labor force groups or areas. 

Social Health and Public Safety: 

Implicit in the term "social security," for the 
collection of federal social insurance programs, 
is the reasoning that the continuing welfare of 
society as a whole depends on the economic 
security of individuals. This identification of 
economic and social well-being was easier to 
make in 1936 during the Great Depression when 
the programs were first organized and when the 
overwhelming social concerns were unemploy
ment and poverty. Since then the perception of 
the necessary conditions for social well-being has 
broadened to include the problems of physical 
health, the safety of neighborhoods and the psy
chological security of individuals. Also, policies 
of prevention rather than insurance or repara
tions are increasingly seen as more appropriate 
and efficient instruments to deal with risks to 
individual and collective well-being. 

The emerging emphasis on prevention has 
been inftuenced by the work of American social 

• See Becker, Joseph M. (1972), EXPERIENCE RATING IN UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE: An Experiment in Competi
tive Socialism, for a thorough analysis of states' unemployment insurance financing. 
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scientists concerned with establishing a rational 
basis for policy. Sociologists, psychologists and 
social anthropologists have followed their econo
mist colleagues onto the national commissions 
and task forces appointed to consider issues of 
social concern in the broadest possible context. 
Evidence that their counsel is being acted upon 
can be found in the changed pattern of federal 
outlays on crime reduction. Funds for statistics 
and research on crime increased more than three 
times in the two years between 1970 and 1972, 
and funds for crime prevention services increased 
almost five times in the same period. 

Indicators of Social Health and Public Safety 
in New Jersey: 

Like the indicators of physical well-being, the 
available indicators of public and personal 
safety are almost all negative indicators of crime 
and accident rates and social pathologies like 
suicide, divorce and family dissolution. The 
collection of data in Figure 6.13 is offered as 
examples of the information now collected for 
the State and the nation rather than as a com
plete set of relevant numbers for policy
ev.aluation. 

The particular indic. tors are flawed even in 
their reporting of nega , ve characteristics. For 
example, the indicator" of crime give no infor
mation on the extent of victimization by crime 
or the behavior patterns that result from it. 
Na ti on al studies of victimization were begun in 
1965 at the instigation of the President's Crime 
Commission. Results of these studies reveal that 
certain populations are much more at risk from 
crime than others. These populations are those 
in the poverty-stricken neighborhoods of central 
cities, and they not only bear a disproportionate 
share of the risk from crime but they are least 
able to insure themselves against it. 32 Another 
way in which the indicators listed do not give 
an accurate view comes from the higher fre
quency of accidents and criminal acts among 
younger people. "Crime rates for all age cohorts 
fall off as their members get older. ... Part of 
the increase in crime rates can be attributed to 
the growing proportion of young people in the 
population.":rn By taking into account the pro
portion of l 4-to-24 year olds, the 1133 increase 
in the national rate of major crime per 100,000 
between · 1958 and 1967 would be reduced to a 
923 increase. The rates of crimes against prop-

FIGURE 6.13 

SOCIAL HEALTH AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

BASE YEAR RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 
Ratio Ratio 

INDICATOR N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. 

1960 1968 
Social Health 

1) Political Participa-
ti on .............. 70.8 6'.U 1.222 66.0 60.7 1.087 - 6.77 - 3.80 

1960 1969 
2) Divorce Rate (Per 

1,000 Population) ... .8 2.2 0.%4 1.5 :L2 0.469 + 87.5 + 45.45 
19GQ 1970 

3) Suicide Rate (Per 
100,000 Population). 7.8 10.6 0.7% 7.4 10.5 0.705 - 5.12 - 0.94 

4) Crimes vs. Persons 
(Per 100,000 Popula-
tion) .............. 116.6 1 ;~G.O 0.857 287 %1 0.795 +146.l + 165.4 

5) Crimes vs. Property 
(Per 100,000 Popula-
tion) .............. 877.4 ~JO 1.9 0.973 2,456 2,386 1.029 +179.9 +164.6 

6) Total Accidents (Per 
100,000 Population) . 36.5 51.5 0.709 40.1 56.0 0.716 + 9.86 + 8.73 

Sources: See Appendix B 
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erty reported here are misleading because they 
do not take into account changes in the amount 
and value of property in the society. 34 This 
adjustment would reduce the rates reported for 
New Jersey as well as those for the United 
States. 

Rates of divorce and suicide are given as mea
sures of social pathologies that are relatively 
free of certain kinds of bias that affect other 
measures. (For example, data on the use of 
mental health services and children's services 
simultaneously measure the availability of these 
services along with the needs for them.) The 
increase in the New Jersey divorce rate is diffi
cult to explain. Well-established empirical 
results show that divorce rates in American 
society are highest among those with low eco
nomic resources. Incomes in New Jersey have 
risen with incomes nationally but the divorce 
rate here has almost doubled, increasing much 
faster than the rate for the nation. Another para
dox is that the rate of political participation in 
the state has declined more than in the United 
States, although higher income is usually asso
ciated with higher participation rates. 

Environmental Safety and Quality
The Physical Environment: 

Index numbers for the pollution of air and 
water provide only partial measures of the safety 
of the physical environment, but they are critical 
<mes. The Environmental Protection Depart-

ment of New Jersey has devoted substantial con
cern to pollution in the State, with results that 
are recognized as a model for state agencies. 
Note the improvement in the Index of Air 
Pollution in Figure 6.14. 

Environmental quality still lacks reliable 
quantitative estimates. Such a highly urban 
state as New Jersey requires a delicate balance 
between continuing urban development, preser
vation of open space and new opportunities for 
outdoor recreation for a growing population. 
The acreage per capita of rural land available 
for recreation in New Jersey is extremely limited, 
and overall, rural acreage is declining rapidly. 

The Man-Made Environment-Urbanization: 

The density of population per square mile in 
New Jersey increased by more than 183 
between 1960 and 1970. In 1960 it was already 
one of the most densely populated states. These 
data are shown in Figure 6.15. Other entries in 
this Figure give a measure of the concentration 
of the population in large cities. The reduction 
in the City Size Concentration Index between 
1960 and 1970 reflects the movement of New 
Jersey city-dwellers to suburban communities 
and shows that this trend has been stronger in 
New Jersey than in the United States as a whole. 

Difficult problems associated with the location 
of industrial and urban development require 
much more carefully measured indicators and 
deeper understanding of the relations between 

FIGURE 6.14 

ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY AND QUALITY 

INDICATOR 

Environmental Quality 
Air Pollution Index* .. 
Acreage for Rural Rec

reation per Person ... 
Acreage of Land in 

Farms and Forests, Per 
Person ............ . 

N.J. 

11.4 

BASE YEAR 

U.S. 

1961 

9.21 

Ratio 
N.J./U.S. 

I.2 

•New Jersey value is weighted average of Newark, and Philadelphia readings. 
Sources: See Appendix B 
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N.J. 

6.5 

0.06 

0.472 

RECENT YEAR 

U.S. 

1970 

4.71 

1.8 

7.692 

Ratio 
N.J./U.S. 

U8 

0.06 

PERCENT CHANGE 

N.J. U.S. 

-43.0 -48.8 



FIGURE 6.15 

THE MAN-MADE ENVIRONMENT 

INDICATOR 

Urbanization 
Density, Population per 

Square Mile ....... . 
City Size Concentration 

Index ............ . 
Housing 

Percent of Units with All 
Plumbing Facilities .. 

Percent of Overcrowded 
Units (with 1.01 Per-
sons or More Per 
Room) ............ . 

Valuation per Unit of 

N.J. 

810.1 

72.12 

92.23 

New Construction ... $12,181 

Sources: See Appendix B 

BASE YEAR 
Ratio 

U.S. N.J./U.S. 
1960 

50.5 16.04 

45.29 1.59 

81.83 1.127 

1967 

$13,150 0.926 

them.* The economic welfare of suburbs has 
depended on the economic activity of the cities 
to which they are connected, but in the view of 
some investigators this connection may be 
weaker in the future than it has been in the 
past.35 Some movement of traditionally urban 
industries out of the cities has already occurred, 
and the existing balance between employment 
in central cities and suburbs is increasingly 
precarious. 

Wide variations in measures of density and 
urbanization inside the state require information 
that is disaggregated, county by county. State
wide economic policy can have direct effects on 
these local characteristics. Better information on 
the geographic organization of the New Jersey 
urban-economy is required. 

The Man-Made Environment-Housing: 

Figure 6.15 summarizes data on characteris
tics of housing in New Jersey and the United 
States. The smaller proportions of housing units 
in New Jersey that lack plumbing facilities and 
are overcrowded correspond to the higher per 
capita incomes in the state. However, the recent 
higher prices of New Jersey housing units are in 
scale with the higher values of the Consumer 

RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 
Ratio 

N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. 

1970 

951.5 57.5 16.65 +18.2 +13.9 

61.51 44.48 1.383 -14.7 - 1.79 

97.53 93.13 1.047 + 5.7 +13.8 

5.93 7.03 0.843 
1970 

$15,414 $14,636 1.053 

Price Index here and thus do not necessarily 
indicate a higher quality of housing in New 
Jersey. 

OTHER IND I CA TORS 

Population and Mobility: 

The visible evidence of increases in the New 
Jersey population in the form of mushrooming 
new communities in all parts of the state is 
confirmed by the data in Figure 6.16. The popu
lation is increasing somewhat faster in New 
Jersey than in the United States as a whole. 
The fraction of the increase that comes from 
migration into the state is three times greater 
than total net migration in the United States. 
New Jersey is the only Mid-Atlantic state with 
a positive net migration for the decade between 
1960 and 1970. The lower index of geographic 
mobility inside the state indicates that the forma
tion and growth of new communities depend 
significantly on the arrival of out-of-state 
migrants and not just on the moves of people 
already resident here. The great significance of 
the migration component for New Jersey popu
lation growth over the last three decades indi
"ates that projections of future population 

• An effort to build a comprehensive geographic data base for ... ~ew Jersey is currently under way in the Department of 
Community Affairs. 
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FIGURE 6.16 

OTHER INDICATORS 

BASE YEAR· 
Ratio 

INDICATOR N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. 

1950-1960 
Population 

Average Annual Percent 
Change in Population +2.23 +1.7% 1.29 

Net Total Migration as 
Percent of Net In-
crease in Population . 46.93 9.503 4.94 

1955-1960 
Mobility (County-to-

County in State) .... 17.07 17.48 .9766 
Transportation 

Commuting Burden 
Index ............. 29.153 13.93 2.0971 

Autos Per Road Mile .. 79.47 20.84 3.8133 
Auto Death Rate Index 2.9 5.31 0.546 

Taxation: 
Percent Tax Revenues 

from Sales & Property 
Taxes ............. 553 483 1.15 

Total Tax Burden (Per-
cent of Personal In-
come) ............. 7.643 9.123 0.838 

Sources: See Appendix B 

increase for the state depend crucially on assump
tions with regard to migration behavior. A 
careful analysis of migration patterns into New 
Jersey is needed. 

The data on transportation are consistent with 
the characterization of large parts of New Jersey 
as "bedroom communities" for New York City 
and Philadelphia. The choice of the private 
automobile as the favored mode of transporta
tion in the l 960's is also evident. The lower 
rates of automobile fatalities in New Jersey, 
compared with the higher rates of automobiles 
per road mile, indicate efficient state and local 
traffic safety programs. Neither of the two mea
sures reflects changes that may have occurred as 
the result of recent efforts to encourage public 
mass transportation in New Jersey or any adap
tations made in response to this year's gasoline 
shortage. Some discussion of these issues is 
presented in Chapter IV of this Report, and a 
study of New Jersey commuting appears in 
Chapter V of the SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT. 
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RECENT YEAR PERCENT CHANGE 
Ratio 

N.J. U.S. N.J./U.S. N.J. U.S. 

1960-1970 

+1.63 +i.23 1.33 -27.3 -29.4 

44.33 12.7% 3.49 - 5.54 +33.7 
1965-1970 

l<l.07 17.05 .942() - 5.86 - 2.46 

32.693 17.813 1.835 + 12.14 +28.13 
116.79 29.06 4.0189 +46.96 +39.44 

3.2 4.9 0.653 +10.34 - 7.72 

553 443 1.25 ± 0.00 - 8.33 

9.543 9.583 0.996 +24.9 + 5.1 

Taxation: 

Sales and property taxes are a larger fraction 
of lower incomes than of higher incomes. Thus, 
the large proportion of New Jersey tax revenues 
from these taxes indicate that the state and local 
tax structures are regressive.~ 6 The total tax 
burden in the state, measured by the percentage 
of total personal income that goes to pay local, 
state and federal taxes, has increased between 
1960 and 1970 to approach the national level. 
This increase implies that local and state taxes 
have increased more than proportionally in this 
period, and that the burden of regressive taxa
tion has therefore increased as well. 

Leaming About the State: 

Like the federal government, that of New 
Jersey is under pressure to tighten and make 
more efficient all the operations for which it has 
responsibility. Modern techniques of systems 
analysis can .supply a way of implementing such 



a process. In order to apply these techniques a 
great deal of information is needed: information 
on the characteristics of patterns of life in the 
state and the relationships and interactions 
among these characteristics. 

Despite its small size New Jersey contains a 
very wide range of different social and economic 
patterns, from the heavily populated urban 
industrial areas in the northeast to the much 
less dense agricultural areas of the southernmost 
counties. This range of variation makes it 
feasible to use relatively sophisticated analytic 
methods to investigate the relationships among 
social and economic variables. Even without a 
large-scale program of collecting and analyzing 
new data it is possible to carry out some of these 
kinds of investigations and to derive valuable 
and important insights from them. 

The following questions can be answered by 
analysis of existing data: 

What are the relationships between occupa
tion, educational attainment and employment 
in the different areas of the state? What are the 
trends in these relationships? 

How are the variables associated with "social 
health" related to economic variables in New 
Jersey cities? Is there any evidence that these 
relationships have changed or are changing?* 

How does the connection between environ
mental safety and the health of residents in 
various New Jersey regions compare with the 
results obtained elsewhere? What contribution 
is made by health services? 

This short list suggests how worthwhile a 
contribution to the planning and implementing 
of policy could be made by analysis of the 
measures in this profile. 

A promising model for a fully developed sta
tistiC:al profile of New Jersey is the detailed 
analyses of social and economic indicators under-

taken by the United Nations Research Institute 
for Social Development.t The techniques 
developed to investigate the relationships of 
various aspects of "Levels of Life" in different 
nations can be applied to the different regions 
of the State to give a set of detailed and informa
tive statistical profiles compared against the 
background of the profile for the State as a 
whole. The coincidence and divergence of these 
profiles can then supply insights into changing 
patterns of development among parts of New 
Jersey. 

Collecting and Analyzing Data on 
New Jersey Indicators: 

New Jersey state government, like all state 
governments, is full of anachronisms that result 
in duplication of effort and inefficiency in 
collecting and applying information. The state's 
information systems have developed in a hap
hazard way in response to particular admini
strative constraints and particular circumstances. 
The result is that data collected by different 
state agencies and departments are likely to be 
incompatible taken together or with those from 
county and municipal agencies. Not enough of 
the remarkable advances in the collection, stor
age, analysis and retrieval of information 
through the use of computers is available to 
agencies at any level inside the State. Compared 
to the degree to which these techniques are used 
in business enterprises and the federal govern
ment, people in state and local government in 
New Jersey are like Dickensian clerks who make 
entries in ledgers with quill pens. The com
parison is evident in the difference between the 
ability of a Newark airlines clerk to get detailed 
information about any of the thousands of 
regularly scheduled flights all over the world 
and the inability of a state commissioner tq get 
accurate and reliable current information about 
the programs in his or her own department with
out a wait of many days or weeks. 

• These questions are being investigated for New York City and a sample of larger U.S. cities in a joint research project 
entitled "Earned Family Incomes and the Urban Crisis" which is financed. by the. National Institute of M~ntal Health. 
The study is being conducted jointly by the Research Center for Economic Planning, New School for Social Research, 
and the Department of Urban Studies, MIT. 

t Donald McGranahan, "Analysis of Socio· Economic Development Through a System of Indicators," ANNALS OF THE 
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, January 1971. 
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The very increase in the numbers of inter
active computer systems outside state and local 
government will make their adoption inevitable 
there. As information flows pick up speed in 
other sectors, the slowness of the state and local 
systems will come to be more and more trouble
some. Obvious bottlenecks and the resulting 
political pressure will finally force the adoption 
of modern technology. But even before that 
occurs there is the possibility of tremendous 
improvement without any increase in expendi
ture. Information is not less valuable to the 
agency generating it when it is expressed in ways 
that make it comparable with information from 
other agencies, nor does the goal of compati
bility necessarily add to the cost of producing 
adequate information. 
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A first step toward the rationalization of col
lecting and processing information in state 
agencies has already been taken in the setting up 
of an active program by the State Statistical 
Coordinating Committee. This committee has 
held regular meetings during the year at which 
representatives from all concerned departments 
and agencies of the State meet to discuss their 
mutual concerns and to work out means for 
improving the flow and quality of statistical data. 
The work of the members of this committee is 
an absolute necessity for coherent planning with 
an eye toward future needs and patterns. The 
improvement of this Profile and its application 
to forecasting, planning, and policy evaluation 
will be part of an on-going effort to improve 
the quality of information services for public 
purposes in New Jersey. 
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APPENDIX B 

CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURES AND SOURCES OF DATA 

FOR TABLES IN CHAPTER VI 

Note 1. The titles of the Final Reports of 1960 and the 1970 Census of Population are given in abbreviated form in this Appendix, 
and the numbers of the Final Reports and their dates of publication are omitted. 

FIGURE 6.1, INCOME 
A. Personal Income Per Capita; N.J., U.S., 1960, 1970 

Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S. 1972; Table 519 
B. Percent of Households with Incomes Under $3,000; 
C. Percent of Households with Incomes Over $10,000 N.J. U.S.: 1960, 1970 

Calculated by George Nagle, Office of Economic Policy 
Sources: GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, New Jersey, 1970, Table 48; U.S. Summary, 1970, 
Table 83. 

D. Median Family Income; N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970 
Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S. 1972; Table 532 

E. Mean Family Income; N.J., U.S.; 1970 
Source: Census of Population, 1970, Supplementary Report PC(Sl)-29 "Population and Housing Characteristics for the 
U.S. by State," Table P4 

F. Index of Income Concentration for Families; N.J., U.S.; 1970 
Sources: DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Summary, 1970, Table 252; N.J., 1970, Table 204. 

FIGURE 6.2 INCOME AND POVERTY 
A. Percent of Families with Incomes below Poverty Level 

Calculated by George Nagle, Office of Economic Policy 
Calculational procedure: The percentage of all families with incomes below the calculated level of poverty in 1970 was 

taken from published tables (listed in Sources, below) for New Jersey and the United States. The money income corresponding 
to each percentage was calculated from published tables of income levels for all families, and these money incomes were deflated 
by the ratio of the Consumer Price Index for Food Items, 1960 to 1970. The percentages of New Jersey and United States 
families with incomes below the calculated 1960 level of poverty were then obtained by linear interpolation from published 
tables of 1960 income levels. 

Sources: N.J., U.S.; 1970: GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. ~ummary 1970, Table 95; 
New Jersey, 1970, Table 58 (Percent of all families with income less than poverty level, 1970) 

U.S.; 1960, 1970: HANDBOOK OF LABOR STATISTICS 1972, Table 122 (Consumer Price Index for all food items, 1960 
and 1970) 

N.J., U.S.; 1960: GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Summary, 1970, Table 33, New Jersey, 
1970, Table 47 (Family income levels, 1960). 

B. Percent of Families with Incomes Three Times Poverty Level 
C. Percent of White Families with Incomes below Poverty Level 
D. Percent of Non-White Families with Incomes below Poverty Level N.J., U.S.; 1970 

Sources: DETAILED CHARTERISTICS, U.S. Summary, 1970, Table 252; New Jersey, 1970, Table 204. 
FIGURE 6.3, EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME 

A. Percent of Households with Income from Wages and Salaries, U.S., N.J., 1970 
Source: Census of Population 1970, Supplementary Report PC(Sl)-29, Table P4. 

B. Percent of Personal Income from Wages and Other Labor Income, U.S., N.J.; 1960 
Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1962 
U.S., N.J.; 1970 
Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1972, Table 530 

C. Labor Force Participation 
1) Percent of (Civilian, Non-Institutional) Population over 16 in the Labor Force 
2) Percent of Men over 16 in the Labor Force 
3) Percent of Women over 16 in the Labor Force 

U.S.; 1960, 1970 
Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S. 1972, Table 341 

N.J.; 1960, 1970 
Source: GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, New Jersey, 1970, Table 46 

FIGURE 6.4, PERCENT OF LABOR FORCE UNEMPLOYED, ANNUAL AVERAGES 
N.J., 1968-1972 
Source: New Jersey Department of Labor and Industry, Division of Planning and Research 
U.S .. 1968-1972 
Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1972, Table 351 

FIGURFJ 6.5, PERCENT OF LABOR FORCE UNEMPLOYED, MONTHLY AVERAGES 
N.J., U.S.; 1970-1973 
Source: New Jersey Department of Labor and Industry, Division of Planning and Research 
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FIGURE 6.6, OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE AND MOBILITY 
A. Occupational Structure 

1) Percent of Employed Workers in White Collar Occupations 
2) Percent of Employed Workers in Professional/Managerial Occupations 
3) Percent of Employed Workers in Laborer/Service/Household Worker Occupations 
N.J., U.S.: 1960, 1970 
Sources: GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Summary, 1970, Table 81; N.J. 1970, Table 46 

B. Occupational Mobility 
l) Percent of Workers over 25 Who Changed Occupations 1965/1970 
?' Percent of Workers over 25 Who Changed to Higher Status Occupations 1965/1970 
R) Percent of Workers over 25 Who Changed to Lower Status Occupations 1965/1970 

Calculational Procedure: A matrix was constructed with elements consisting of the number of workers with occupation i 
in 1970 who had had occupation j in 1965 (using data from tables listed as Sources below). The rows and columns of these 
matrices were ordered by the ranking of occupational status according to median earnings and median years of education for 
White males in each occupation. Item (1) is the ratio of the sum of off-diagonal elements to the sum of all elements in each 
matrix. Item (2) is the sum of elements above the diagonal divided by the sum of all elements. Item (3) is the sum of elements 
below the diagonal divided by the sum of all elements. 

U.S., 1965/1970 
Source: DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Summary, 1970, Table 230 
N.J., 1965/1970 
Source: DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS, N.J., 1970, Table 178 

FIGURE 6.7, RATIOS OF UNEMPLOYMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE AND MOBILITY 
A. Unemployment Rates 

1) Ratio: White to Non-White 
2) Ratio: Male to Female 

N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970 
Sources: HANDBOOK OF LABOR STATISTICS, 1971, Tables A-14, D-11. GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHAR

ACTERISTICS, N .J ., 1970, Table 46 
B. Occupational Structure 

1) Percent Managerial/Professional 
2) Percent Laborers/Service/Household Workers 

Ratio: White to Non-White 
Ratio: Male to Female 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970 

Sources: GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Summary 1970, Table 81; New Jersey, 1970, 
Table 46; DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS, New Jersey 1960, Table 120 
C. Occupational Mobility 

l) Percent Who Changed to Higher Status Occupation 1965/1970 
2) Percent Who Changed to Lower Status Occupation, 1965/1970 

Ratio: White to Non-White• 
Ratio: Male to Female 

Calculational Procedure: The percentages of the four groups (White, Non-,Vhite•, Male, Female) who changed to higher 
status or lower status occupations were calculated as for Items 2 and 3 in 6.6B above. 
•Note 2: The definitions of workers in the classes "White" and "Non-White" are not exactly comparable with the definitions 
for these classes used elsewhere in this chapter. 
FIGURE 6.8, LIFE EXPECTANCIES, MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY 

A. Life Expectancy at Birth, Life Expectancy at Age 65 
l) White 
2) Non-White 

U.S.; 1960. 1970 
Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S. 1972, Table 75 

B. Death Rates 
1) Infants, White per 1,000 Births 
2) Infants, Other per 1,000 Births 

N.J., U.S.: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S. 1972, Table 82 
3) Heart Disease (1965; 1970) per 100,000 Population 
4) Alcoholism per 100,000 Population 
5) Drug Addiction per 100,000 Population 

C. People Handicapped or Disabled per 100,000 Population 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. 

Source: New Jersey Comprehensive Health Planning Agency, New Jersey State Department of Health 
FIGURE 6.9, AVAILABILITY OF MEDICAL SERVICES 

A. Active Doctors per 100,000 Population (1960, 1970) 
B. Active Dentists per 100,000 Population (1960, 1970) 
C. Hospital Beds per 1,000 Population (1961, 1970) 
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D. Nursing Home Beds per 1,000 Population (1961, 1970) 
E. Psychiatric Hospital Beds per 1,000 Population (1961, 1970) 
F. Patient Visits to Outpatient Clinics per 1,000 Population (1971) 

U.S., N.J.; Base Year as Indicated; Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, HEALTH, EDUCATION 
AND WELFARE TRENDS, 1962 Edition, Tables on Pages 127, 131, 129. 

U.S., N.J.; Recent Year as Indicated; Source: U.S. National Center for Health Statistics, HEALTH RESOURCES STATIS
TICS, 1972-73, Tables 89, 42, 205, 221, 276. 

FIGURE 6.10, EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENTS AND EXPECTA'JlONS 
A. Educational Attainment 

1) Median Years of School Completed by Adults (over 25) 
N.J.; 1960, 1970; Source: GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, New Jersey, 1970, Table 46 
U.S.; 1960, 1970; Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S. 1972, Table 168 

2) Percent of Adults with 1-3 Years of College 
3) Percent of Adults with 4 or More Years of College 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970; Source: GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS U.S. Summary, 1970, Table 

75; New Jersey, 1970, Table 46 
B. Educational Expectations 

1) Percent of High School Graduating Classes Expecting to Continue their Educations 
New Jersey; 1964, 1973; Source: New Jersey State Department of Labor and Industry, Division of Research and 

Planning, "The Plans of New Jersey's High School Graduates" (Mimeographed, Unpaged, 1973) 
2) Total College Enrollments 

N.J., In-State; 1968, Source: U.S. National Center for Educational Statistics, DIGEST OF EDUCATIONAL STATIS-
TICS 1971, Table 93 

N.J., In-State; 1971; Source: New Jersey State Department of Higher Education 
U.S., 1968; Source: DIGEST OF EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS, 1971, Table 93 
U.S., 1971; Source: DIGEST OF EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS, 1971, Table 83 

3) Percent of 18-to-24 Year Olds Enrolled in College 
U.S.; 1960, 1970; Source: DIGEST OF EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS, 1971, Table 88 

FIGURE 6.11, RATIOS OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
A. ]>ercent of Adults who Completed High School 

J) Ratio: White to Non-White 
2J Ratio: Male to Female 

B. Percent of Adults Who Completed 1-3 Years of College 
1) Ratio: White to Non-White 
2) Ratio: Male to Female 

C. Percent of Adults Who Completed 4 Years of College 
1) Ratio: White to Non-White 
2) Ratio: Male to Female 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970 

Sources: GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Summary, 1970, Table 75; New Jersey, 1970, 
Table 46 
FIGURE 6.12, ECONOMIC SECURITY 

A. Percent of Civilian Wages and Salaries Covered by OASDHI 
B. Percent of Civilian Wages and Salaries Covered by State Unemployment Insurance 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1962, Table 376; 1972, Table 457 
C. Retired Workers, Disabled Workers and Survivors and Dependents Receiving Social Security Benefits 
D. Average Monthly Benefits to Retired Workers from Social Security 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1962, Table 381; 1972, Table 465 
E. Dependency Ratio 
Calculated as the sum of individuals under 18 and over 65 years of age divided by the total population. 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: GENERAL POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Summary, 1960, Table 65; N.J., 1960, 

Table 94; 1970, Table 19 
F. Medical Insurance Coverage, Public and Private 
Calculated as the sum of all individuals ir. ew Jersey covered by medical insurance (reported by the insuring agencies) 

divided by the total New Jersey population. (Because individuals may be insured by more than one agent-e.g., Blue Cross and 
OASDHI-this procedure involves double counting and the estimate given is an overestimate.) 

G. Percent of Families with Heads over 65 and Incomes below the Level of Poverty Receiving Social Security Benefits 
N.J., U.S.; 1970. Sources: DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Summary 1970, Table 353; N.J., 1970, Table 205 

FIGURE 6.13, SOCIAL HEALTH AND PUBLIC SAFETY 
A. Social Health 

1) Political Participation Rate (Percent of Population over 21 Casting Votes for Presidential Electors) 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1968. Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1972, Table 601 

2) Divorce Rate per 1000 Population 
N.J., U.S.: 1960, 1969; Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1972, Table 88 

3) Suicide Rate per 100,000 Population 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: VITAL STATISTICS OF THE U.S., 1960, pp. 5-39; 1970, pp. 7-460 
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B. Public Safety 
1) Crimes Against People per 100,000 Population 
2) Crimes Against Property per 100,000 Population 

N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1972; Table 225 
3) Total Accidents per 100,000 Population 

N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Source: ACCIDENT FACTS, 1962, p. 19; 1971, p. 19 
FIGURE 6.14, ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY AND QUALITY 

A. Environmental Quality 
Air Pollution Index, Micrograms of benzene-soluble organic matter per cubic meter (annual average). 
N.J., U.S.; 1961, 1970. Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S. 1963; 1972, Table 293 
Acreage for Rural Recreation per Person 
N.J., U.S.; 1970. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare TOWARD A SOCIAL REPORT, p. 56 
Acreage in Farms and Forests per Person 
N~J., U.S.; 1970. Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U .. S., 1972, Tables 974 and 1041. 

FIGURE 6.15, THE MAN-MADE ENVIRONMENT 
A. Urbanization 

Density, Population per Square Mile 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1972, Table 12. 
City Size Concentration Index; Gini Index of the Distribution of Population by City Size 

Calculated as the difference between the curve of the cumulative percent of the population is places of given size by the 
cumulative percent of places of given size and the diagonal of the unit square. 

N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: NUMBER OF INHABIT ANTS, U.S. Summary, 1970, Table 6; N.J., 1970, Table 5 
B. H<~using 

Percent of Units With All Plumbing Facilities 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1962, Table 1072, 1972, Table 1152 
Percent of Overcrowded Units (with 1.01 Persons or More per Room) 
N.J., U.S.; 1970. Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1972, Table 1156 
Valuation per Unit of New Housing Construction 
N.J., U.S.; 1967, 1971. Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1972, Table 1140 

FIGURE 6.16 OTHER INDICATORS 

Population 
Annual Average Percent Change in Population 
N.J., U.S.; 1950/1960. 1960/1970. Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1972, Table 12. 
Percent of Net Change in Population from Migration (Ten Year Period) 
N.J., U.S.; 1950/1960, 1960/1970. Sources: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1962, Table 9; 1972, Table 10 

Mobility 
Calculated as the percentage of residents at the given date who had moved from a different county (inside or outside the 

state of residence) during the preceding five-year period. 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: Bureau of the Census, Special Subject Report: "Migration Between State Economic Areas," 

1960, 1970 

Transportation 
Commuting Burden Index: Percent of Labor Force Commuting to Out-of-County Jobs 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: GENERAL SOCIAL AND EONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Summary, 1960, Table 71; 

1970, Table 87; N.J., 1960, Table 63; 1970, Table 119. 
Autos per Road Mile (Registered Vehicles per Mile) 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Source: Division of Motor Vehicles, New Jersey State Department of Law and Public Safety. 
Auto Death Rate Index 
N.r., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: ACCIDENT FACTS, 1962, page 64; 1972, page 59 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: ACCIDENT FACTS, 1962, page 64; 1972, page 63. 

Taxation 
Percent of Tax Revenues from Sales and Property Taxes 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1970. Sources: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S., 1962, Table 552; 1972, Table 661 
Total Tax Burden (Total State and Local Tax Collections Divided by Total Personal Income) 
N.J., U.S.; 1960, 1969. Sources: Tax Collections-Advisory Commission on Inter-Governmental Relations, STATE-LOCAL 

FINANCES; Personal Income-New Jersey Economic Policy Council, SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT (1973), Appendix Table 15. 
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VII 

TAX REFORM AND THE ECONOMY* 

I should like to highlight three major eco
nomic reasons which favor enactment of a state 
income tax. 

First, along with most economists, I believe 
that an income tax, related as it is to ability to 
pay, is the fairest and most efficient tax. 

Second, I have the strong conviction that 
future financial problems facing the State of 
New Jersey in an environment of substantial 
inflation have not yet been fully recognized and 
need to be carefully considered in the formula
tion of policy. 

Third, the State of New Jersey has had a 
serious unemployment problem in recent years 
and, it seems to me, this problem is very likely 
to intensify. Alternative tax proposals could 
well exacerbate the problem of promoting eco
nomic growth and stimulating employment in 
the state. 

One of the principles of sound taxation is that 
a tax be related to ability to pay. Obviously, 
some types of taxation reflect this principle 
better than others. Income, after deductions and 
exemptions, constitutes the best measure of 
ability to pay. The property tax, for example, 
is a less satisfactory index of paying ability for 
several reasons. Low income groups tend to 
spend a higher proportion of their income for 
necessities such as housing than middle and 
upper income families. Moreover, since tastes 

vary, some taxpayers will spend a higher pro
portion of income for housing while others will 
forego that possibility in favor of autos and 
other consumer outlays. Thus, the property 
tax is really a tariff on one type of asset or 
expenditure with only an indirect link to 
income. In addition, large families, which 
require relatively large housing units, tend to 

be penalized by the property tax since their tax 
bills reflect the size of their property irrespective 
of the size of their income. An income tax can 
ad just for the number of dependents in a 
household. 

It has been argued that property taxes are 
fair because they are levied on people who can 
afford, in the first place, to have property -
and not on those who cannot afford to hold 
property. I will leave aside the obvious fact that 
property taxes also impact on renters. But the 
argument that property taxes are based on 
the financial ability to own property fails to 
recognize the inherent inequities in the effect 
of property taxes on various propertyholders. 
Further, it ignores the more important fact that 
a properly structured income tax provides for the 
most equitable distribution of the tax burden 
among those who can afford to pay the most and 
those who can afford to pay the least, with ap
propriate adjustments for everyone in-between. 

I will come back to the property tax as it 
relates to business very shortly. At this point, 

•Statement of the Economic Policy Council before the Joint Legislative Taxation Committee, Trenton, New Jersey, June 24, 
1974. Prepared by Dr. William C. Freund, member, Economic Policy Council and Vice President and Chief Economist, New 
York Stock Exchange. 
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however, I would emphasize one further 
anomaly of the property tax on business, namely 
that it is levied irrespective of the size of a 
firm's profit rate. It is- even levied on those busi
nesses which sustain a loss. Clearly, a property 
tax does not relate well to the ability-to-pay 
concept either for individuals or businesses. 

But the major point I want to stress is the 
importance of enacting a tax which promises to 

keep pace with inflation. It does not require a 
prophet to predict that in the absence of a tax 
which keeps in reasonable step with mounting 
inflation, the State Legislature will be con
fronted with a continuous and perhaps losing 
battle to ad just existing taxes and to enact new 
taxes year after year to meet emerging budgetary 
deficits. 

Our nation has been experiencing double
digit inflation for some time. For example, the 
consumer price index rose at an annual rate of 
13.5% in December, 1973, 15.7% in January 
and 13.6% in February of this year. Even 
though some improvement in the pace of price 
inflation seems in the offing, inflation seems cer
tain to continue as a major national problem in 
the years ahead. 

Whatever the intensity of the inflation prob
lem at the national level, the problem promises 
to be more serious for our state and localities. 
A reasonable assumption is that inflation averag
ing 8% a year nationwide will push expendi
tures for existing state programs up by 12%. 
The explanation is simple. 

Governments at the state and local level are 
engaged in providing services. All service indus
tries typically suffer from above-average inflation 
because productivity gains are much harder to 
achieve in the service sectors than in manufac
turing and other industries. If inflation is 8% 
nationwide, and if industrial productivity 
nationwide is rising by, say, 43, chances are 
that inflation affecting state expenditures will be 
in the vicinity of 123, unless state workers can 
match the nationwide industrial 43 improve
ment in output per manhour. In theory this may 
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be possible, but in fact such improvement is 
hard to come by in a service industry, and we 
cannot count on it. 

What this means is that if inflation for state 
purchases rises by, say 123 per annum, state 
revenues must increase by the same percentage 
merely to finance the existing quantity and 
quality of state services-to maintain the status 
quo. If revenues were to rise by only 83 or 
even 10%, a budgetary deficit would develop
without any new state programs or any increase 
in the quantity or quality of state services. 

That's the fundamental inflation problem 
which, I am sure, this Legislature will be called 
upon to wrestle with in the future. There is 
only one tax which responds adequately to 
inflation, as forty of our states have discovered, 
and that is the income tax. As personal incomes 
increase by 83, income tax revenues typically 
increase by 12%. In the jargon of economists, 
the elasticity is 1.5. The income tax increases 
both with real growth in personal incomes and 
with simple price inflation. Since the elasticity 
of state -expenditures is also about 1.5, the 
income tax provides the Legislature with a 
means of keeping up with budgetary needs, 
automatically) without the struggle to impose 
higher tax rates on a regular basis or to search 
frequently for new sources of tax revenue. The 
elasticity of other taxes, such as property or sales 
taxes, is 1.0 or less which, as I have indicated, 
will mean an automatic shortfall of state reve
nues in any future inflationary setting. 

Finally, I should like to address the unem
ployment situation in our state, and the rele
vance of tax considerations to the problem. 
Without belaboring the statistics, unemploy
ment in New Jersey has been extremely sticky 
and it has been trending up. When our national 
economy emerged from the recession of 1969-70, 
the unemployment picture brightened. The 
nationwide unemployment rate dropped from a 
peak of 63 late in 1970, to a low of 4.6% in 
September, 1973, and is now just a shade above 
the 5% mark. The State of New Jersey has not 
fared that well. Unemployment has held stub-



bornly near the 7 % level throughout the recov
ery period since 1970 and today exceeds that 
rate by some margin. 

I think it is a shocking fact that private 
employment in this state rose by only 7,300 jobs 
during the past year while public employment 
increased 25,000, and unemployment rose 
50,000. 

I believe that these circumstances recommend 
the desirability of initiating various business 
inducement programs in this state to encourage 
economic growth and employment opportuni
ties. States contiguous to New Jersey have 
already acted and, in several ways, have managed 
to create specific inducements to attract business 
and to restrain the tax burden on domestic firms. 

There are two ways to stimulate employment. 
One is through state and local government activ
ity; the other, to create private employment 
opportunities. As a matter of state policy, our 
economic objective should be to rely on public 
employment only to the extent necessary to pro
vide public services, and to stimulate private 
employment to the maximum extent. 

In dealing with business taxes, we need to 
distinguish between business incentives and 
business windfalls. It is easy to be misled by 
semantics. In trying to avoid windfalls, we must 
be careful not to eliminate the incentives for 
locating businesses and jobs in the state and in 
the localities most in need of them. It is easy 
to fall into the trap of destroying incentives in 
the process of going after windfalls. One per
son's conception of a windfall may be another's 
conception of a needed incentive. 

•The following Appendix argues this point in more detail. 
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The Economic Policy Council is deeply con
cerned about the continuing lag of jobs in the 
state and we see no reason to expect a decline in 
unemployment. In fact, higher unemployment 
is probable as our labor force grows faster than 
new employment opportunities. It is for this 
reason that we even have some reservation about 
the Governor's proposals with regard to the 
business stabilization tax. Great care should be 
taken in embarking on the road toward classified 
property taxes on real estate. There is a popular 
but erroneous notion that some abstract entity 
called "business" can bear taxes. Obviously, 
neither abstract entities nor "things" can bear 
taxes; only human beings can-owners, em
ployees, customers, suppliers, and so on. Discrim
inatory business taxes will not only eliminate 
windfalls but at the same time eradicate impor
tant incentives needed for the state's future 
economic health and the interests of its working 
population.* I might add, in that connection, 
that other states with which we compete for 
industrial and commercial establishments and 
jobs have not merely sought to create a favorable 
business climate. They also have not hesitated 
to require residents and employees to pay state 
income taxes. 

To summarize, then, I urge enactment of a 
statewide income tax in order to achieve three 
important objectives: ( 1) a tax which is fair 
and efficient; (2) a tax which promises to 
respond to the state's budgetary needs in an 
inflationary environment in the years ahead; 
and (3) a tax which will encourage economic 
growth and employment opportunities. 



APPENDIX 

The attached table shows existing differentials 
in total taxes and property taxes between New 
Jersey and the neighboring states of New York 
and Pennsylvania. As may be seen, the overall 
tax hnrden now somewhat favors businesses 
located in contiguous states. This is true for 
almost all major industries. A glance at the 
burden of local property taxes shows that it is 
significantly greater in New Jersey than in Penn
sylvania, though less than New York. New 
Jersey has been gaining jobs from New Yorkl 
and losing jobs to Pennsylvania. Of course, 
several other factors may also be influential. 
Pennsylvania has a much more substantial 
industrial inducement program than New Jersey 
which appears to have been a factor in New 
Jersey's relative loss of manufacturing jobs in 
recent years. 2 Also, since 1969, the corporate net 
income tax has been increased once in New 
Jersey and reduced twice in Pennsylvania. 

New Jersey's gain of jobs from New York 
has been heavily influenced by factors peculiar 
to the New York City area, and it is difficult to 
say to what extent changes in our tax structure 
would affect the migration of firms across the 
Hudson. Changes that increase the tax burden 
on businesses are likely to make New Jersey less 
attractive, especially given the more substantial 
incentives for industrial investment in New 
York and the fact that Connecticut is an al terna
tive location for firms moving from New York. 
Connecticut lacks some taxes that act as a dis
incentive to business investment in New Jersey. 

Thus current proposals to raise business 
taxes in New Jersey would provide one addi
tional drawback to industry location in the 
state. Though many factors determine industry 
site location-at the margin, other things being 

equal, tax rates are another important considera
tion. They are important, not merely as arith
metic factors in calculations of expected costs 
and benefits of alternative locations. They are 
also symbolic of the state's general attitude 
toward business. "Further, tax classification 
may give the state an anti-business reputation, 
with the result that pressure may increase on 
local assessors to 'go easy on business property.'" 3 

The various plans offered as alternatives to a 
statewide income tax would also perpetuate wide 
differences in business property taxes and 
thereby continue the disincentives for businesses 
to locate in areas most in need of job oppor
tunities. In fact, the property tax differences 
within the state may be related to the movement 
of jobs to areas outside the state. There are 
many out-of-state suburban areas, especially in 
Pennsylvania, that offer attractive locations to 
firms considering a move from New Jersey 
urban areas. 

It is also worth noting that various proposals 
have been made to provide direct industrial 
inducements for industry to locate in New 
Jersey. These include Assembly Bill 1845, the 
"Economic Development Authority Act'', Senate 
Bill 795, the "New Jersey Industrial Develop
ment Authority and Assistance Act", and the 
"New Jersey Pollution Control Financing Law", 
(Chapter 376, Laws of 1973). Other induce
ment measures, including tax incentives, are 
currently under consideration for introduction 
to the fall legislative session. A classified busi
ness tax and other increased levies on business 
would run directly counter to these efforts to 
attract new jobs and stimulate the state's eco
nomic growth. 

FOOTNOTES 

1 As shown in: THE REPORT of the SELECT COMMITTEE on the STATE'S ECONOMY, Assemblyman John Beckman, 
Chairman, Legislative Office Building, Albany, New York, April, 1974. 

2 See Chapter V of this report: "Industrial Inducements: An Analysis of the Effect of the Pennsylvania Loan Program on New 
Jersey". 

3 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (1973), FINANCING SCHOOLS AND PROPERTY TAX RELIEF
A ST ATE RESPONSIBILITY, p. 74. 
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COMPARATIVE STATE AND LOCAL TAX BURDEN 
HYPOTHETICAL MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS* 

(Data adjusted for tax rate changes 1972-74) 

Industry Classification 

All manufacturing corporations-total ................ . 
-local property tax ..... . 

Apparel and related products-total .................. . 
-local property tax . . . . . . . 

Chemicals and allied products-total ................ . 
-local property tax .. . 

Electrical machinery equipment-total ............... . 
-local property tax 

Fabricated metal products-total .................... . 
-local property tax .. . 

Food and kindred products-total 
-local property tax ......... . 

Instruments and related products-total . . . ....... . 
-local property tax .. . 

Machinery, except electrical-total . . . . . . . . ......... . 
-local property tax ........ . 

Primary metal industry-total ................ . 
-local property tax 

Rubber and miscellaneous products-total ......... . 

-local property tax 

Transportation equipment-total . . . . . . . . ........ . 
-local property tax ......... . 

New jersey 

$21,317 
6,093 

4,798 
620 

78,016 
15,900 

40,286 
10,628 

13,277 
3,277 

36,252 
9,793 

46,957 
10,972 

30,411 
6,509 

148,775 
35,397 

21,900 
5,036 

92,268 
31,378 

New York 

$18,733 
6,461 

4,899 
658 

65,876 
16,860 

36,426 
11,269 

12,063 
3,474 

34,385 
10,384 

49,700 
11,634 

28,169 
6,902 

96,153 
38,106 

15,846 
5,339 

76,669 
33,271 

*Adapted from a study by the Pennsylvania Economy League by Dr. Jay Ladin, N.J. Office of Fiscal Affairs. 
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Pennsylvania 

$18,746 
5,218 

5,093 
531 

65,805 
13,616 

35,953 
9,101 

12,309 
2,806 

34,655 
8,386 

50,660 
9,395 

29,127 
5,574 

95,571 
30,779 

15,991 
4,312 

72,951 
26,810 



VIII 

RESEARCH PROGRAMS AND PRIORITIES 

FOR FUTURE WORK 

Introduction 

The legislative mandate of the Council and 
the Office calls upon them to "commission 
economic studies and background papers" and 
do "basic economic research, planning and 
coordination.'' 

Among the high priority research programs 
mentioned in our last ANNUAL REPORT, 
only one has been completed-the work on 
school finance reported in Chapter III. Most 
of the others are still highly important issues 
where the bulk of the necessary work is pend
ing. Along with two new items, these are 
recapitulated below with a sharper focus. 

Employment and Industry 

There are frequent laments over job losses 
in New Jersey's manufacturing sector and, in 
response, many proposals for industrial induce
ments, tax incentives and the like have been 
offered to revive industrial investment in the 
state. It is therefore all the more surprising that 
there are no useful or analytical studies of spe
cific "problem" industries in New Jersey. 
Previous studiesl have identified such indus
tries on the basis of their employment series 
relative to the nation. For instance, electrical 
machinery, food products manufacturing, and 
transportation industries reveal problematic 
trends which must be diagnosed. Are their 
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problems due to shifting markets, labor supply, 
aging capital stocks, technological change, or the 
changing location of different functions within 
the industry? In the case of industrial induce
ment programs, there is very little evidence 
concerning what industries they would (or 
should) attract or whether in fact the financial 
inducements offered will suffice to generate sig
nificant numbers of jobs in the face of other 
constraints on industrial location (zoning, taxes, 
availability of labor) . Therefore, over the com
ing fiscal year we intend to do a thorough eco
nomic analysis of one of the major "problem" 
industries mentioned above. This will be facili
tated by release of 1972 Census of Manufactures 
data in the fall. 

Taxation 

Last year, the Council pointed out that busi
ness taxation was "a latent issue of great 
importance to the state" which was certain to 
generate controversy again during discussion of 
tax reform. Indeed, this has occurred. The so
called "windfall" issue has arisen again and 
many current tax proposals disregard how the 
state's economic development might be affected. 
The state's system of business taxation is a 
complex but archaic patchwork which needs to 
be revamped and simplified in a systematic 
fashion. Additional patchwork changes will not 
suffice and may produce unanticipated and un-



desirable side effects. We recommend that the 
Governor commission a special task force on 
business taxation or that the Department of 
Treasury begin a thorough-going review of 
major business taxes from the standpoint of 
both equity and economic development. 

Forecasting tax revenues is another problem, 
one which recurs at least once a year during 
budget preparation and review. There would 
appear to be very little analytical basis for fore
casts that are made and presented before the 
Legislative Budget Committee. Most of them 
seem to be a simple extrapolation of national 
trends. Yet the Economic Policy Council, in its 
annual ECONOMIC OUTLOOK statement 
(reprinted as Chapter 11 of this report), is 
careful to point out how the performance of 
many economic indicators for New Jersey 
diverges from the natim--.al pattern. There is 
considerable reason to be skeptical of tax reve
nue projections which are tied to national eco
nomic trends or projections. In cooperation 
with the Office of Tax Research and Statistics 
of the Division of Taxation, we intend to assess 
how various economic indicators effect the yields 
of major taxes in New Jersey. Hopefully, more 
useful tools for budget preparation will result. 

Railroad taxation is a third topic which needs 
to be confronted soon. The current law govern
ing railroad taxation in New Jersey will expire 
in 1976. The federal effort to reorganize bank
rupt northeast railroads under the Railroad 
Reorganization Act of 1973 will probably not be 
completed until then. Reorganization and taxa
tion are intimately related. The issue is also 
related to that of railroad subsidies, discussed in 
Chapter IV. The state and localities have been 
subsidizing railroads through taxes owed and 
unpaid by railroads in bankruptcy proceedings. 

Redevelopment of Central Cities 

Since its inception, the Council has been 
deeply concerned with the urban economic prob
lem and past annual reports have included 
analyses or proposals concerning its various 
aspects.2 Work is now underway, in cooperation 
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with the Office of the Governor, to design an 
urban development program for New Jersey. 

Our work on these issues is guided by the 
following basic principles: 

I. Given the limited resources available to 
the state, a program that tries to do everything 
at once will be effective at nothing. The state's 
program must give priority to one o~ two stra
tegic problem areas in which the greatest payoffs 
can be expected. 

2. Money should normally be given only 
where it offers means or provides incentives for 
improvements going well beyond what these 
funds can purchase directly. Without such a 
multiplier effect no reasonable program that is 
reasonable in scale can be expected to produce 
any significant and enduring consequences. 

8. The two critical problem areas which we 
believe to be of central importance are (a) the 
low income levels and high unemployment levels 
that are found in many areas of the cities and 
(b) the flight of the middle classes and economic 
activities which erodes the urban tax base and 
contributes directly to decay in the cities. 

We are opposed to a narrow focus on housing 
and, in particular, to devoting additional state 
resources to housing subsidies. These will not 
help in the rehabilitation of the cities and will 
draw funds away from the far more critical 
programs designed to raise the incomes of the 
poor-the one way in which their housing pn.1b
lems can be solved in the long run. Among other 
alternatives, more attenton should be given to 
public employment and public facilities location 
as an offset to New Jersey central city unem
ployment and economic decline. 

Economic Instruments for Land Use Control 

American land use controls, not unlike other 
environmental controls, have relied almost ex
clusively on the police power to control property 
rights in the public interest. This often involves 
cumbersome judicial or administrative processes 
which raise two difficult problems: 



(I) limitations of efficiency, continuity and 
coverage of regulatory proceedings and 
their enforcement; and 

(2) taking of property rights without com-
pensation. 

It is essential to design an efficient combination 
of legal and economic controls for control of 
land and other public resources. 3 Some devices 
that should be considered are the following: 4 

(a) incentive zoning, by providing bonuses 
to encourage desirable types of develop
ment; 

(b) splitting the fee, with some rights held 
by the public and some by private 
owners; 

(c) adjustment of tax assessments on certain 
types of property; 

(d) transfer of development rights; 

(e) a special capital gains tax on land (e.g., 
the Vermont scheme or the proposal in 
Assembly Bill 1581, the "Land Sales Tax 
Act.") 

(f) compensable regulations, and mverse 
condemnation; 

(g) substantial increases in taxation of the 
market value of land. 

In view of the chronic assessment ineqmues 
involving vacant land, the last item is especially 
important to consider. We have reviewed the 
literature on site value and land value increment 
taxation and expect to make concrete recom
mendations on this topic in our next ANNUAL 
REPORT. 

FOOTNOTES 

1 Bry, Gerhard, "Transportation Equipment and Electrical Machinery: Two Problem Industries in New Jersey", Economic Policy 
Council and Office of Economic Policy, 2nd ANNUAL REPORT, June 1969. 

Minde, Theodore, "New Jersey's Electrical Machinery Industry-A Shrinking Giant'', NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC INDI
CATORS, November 30, 1973. 

O'Neal, Arthur, "Unemployment in New Jersey: The Role of the Manufacturing Sector", Economic Policy Council and 
Office of Economic Policy, 6th ANNUAL REPORT, April 1973. 

2 For instance, see: 
"Study Reports on Urban Issues", 2nd ANNUAL REPORT of the Economic Policy Council and Office of Economic Policy 

(1969). 
"The Crisis of the Cities", 3rd ANNUAL REPORT of the Economic Policy and Office of Economic Policy (1970). 
"Guidelines for a State Program for the Cities", Report of the Economic Policy Council to Governor Cahill (October, 1970). 
"Industry Study: Business Services", 6th ANNUAL REPORT of the Economic Policy Council and Office of Economic Policy 

(1973). 

3 An example in the case of water resources is our proposal for effluent fees, now embodied in Assembly Bill 722 before the 
Legislature. 

4 Several of these alternatives were suggested in a mimeographed communication from Professor Norman Williams, Jr., Depart
ment of Urban Planning and Policy Development, Livingston College, Rutgers Uni\ersity. 
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IX 
STATISTICAL APPENDIX 

Tables 1-9 have been omitted this year because the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, has mandated substantial changes in 
the way states and areas are to estimate labor force and unemployment. 
The State of New Jersey is currently contesting these changes in the courts. 
In the interim, these statistics are unavailable according to either the old 
or the new basis. 

The new procedures would shift unemployment estimation from an 
"establishment" to a "residence" basis and key the statistics for states and 
areas to the Federal Government's Current Population Survey. The essential 
features of the new procedure are reported in the May 1974 FEDERAL 
STATISTICAL REPORTER. 

Next year's ANNUAL REPORT will contain a completely revised series 
on labor force and unemployment. 
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TABLE 10 
WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS IN NONAGRICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENTS, MAJOR INDUSTRY DIVISIONS, 

NEW JERSEY, 1947-1973 
(In thousands) 

Finance, 
Total Non- Transportation Wholesale Insurance Services 

Agricultural Manu- Contract and Public and Retail and Real and 
Year Employment /acturing Mining Construction Utilities Trade Estate Miscellaneous Government 

1947 ......... 1,622.6 782.6 4.0 65.4 142.2 249.7 63.1 158.8 156.8 
1948 ......... 1,657.1 786.3 4.1 74.6 141.0 260.5 67.0 163.7 159.9 
1949 ......... 1,595.6 721.8 4.0 72.5 134.0 264.5 66.5 166.2 166.1 
1950 ......... 1,657.1 756.4 4.3 81.2 135.4 273.7 68.3 166.8 171.0 
1951 ......... 1,768.1 821.2 4.5 95.4 143.9 285.8 69.8 169.8 177.7 
1952 ......... 1,804.0 832.9 4.6 91.9 146.7 295.6 70.7 174.0 187.6 
1953 ......... 1,850.2 856.2 4.7 90.3 147.8 303.4 73.6 180.6 193.6 
1954 ......... 1,820.8 802.1 4.3 93.6 146.1 312.4 76.1 186.0 200.2 
1955 ......... 1,865.3 811.l 4.0 98.7 148.4 322.5 78.8 195.4 206.4 
1956 ......... 1,933.5 834.8 4.3 100.7 153.8 336.6 81.8 208.4 213.1 ..... 
1957 ......... 1,968.3 835.0 4.4 96.2 154.3 349.1 85.4 222.7 221.2 -~ 
1958 ......... 1,911.3 775.4 3.7 88.6 148.2 351.2 86.7 230.5 227.0 
1959 ......... 1,970.5 801.3 3.6 95.7 147.0 360.5 87.3 241.6 233.5 
1960 ......... 2,017.1 808.6 3.5 98.1 149.5 374.6 88.6 252.0 242.2 
1961 ......... 2,033.7 791.1 3.4 99.4 150.l 380.7 91.2 264.2 253.6 
1962 ......... 2,096.l 812.8 3.4 100.7 150.8 393.3 93.4 278.9 262.8 
1963 ......... 2,129.3 809.1 3.5 100.2 151.9 405.5 95.5 291.5 272.1 
1964 ......... 2,168.5 806.2 3.6 105.7 153.4 420.2 97.8 301.6 280.0 
1965 ......... 2,256.4 836.7 3.5 109.3 157.0 439.0 99.9 315.6 295.4 
1966 ......... 2,358.4 878.2 3.0 109.8 162.2 460.0 102.4 330.8 312.0 
1967 ........ 2,420.9 881.9 2.8 111.0 166.3 472.l 106.0 351.6 329.2 
1968 ......... 2,485.4 886.2 3.1 114.3 166.3 489.7 109.7 372.6 344.4 
1969 ......... 2,570.9 893.6 3.3 116.8 176.2 515.l 112.6 393.2 360.l 
1970 ......... 2,608.6 863.0 3.2 119.2 182.2 538.2 117.7 410.4 374.8 
1971 ......... 2,611.9 822.2 3.0 116.3 181.1 558.4 121.7 421.2 388.0 
1972 ......... 2,673.9 821.9 3.2 120.6 181.2 577.2 125.4 439.0 405.3 
1973 ......... 2,758.9 836.8 3.4 125.9 183.9 600.2 131.2 458.2 419.3 

Series have been adjusted to March 1973 benchmarks. 
SOURCE: N .J. Department of Labor and Industry, Division of Planning and Research. 



TABLE I I 

WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS IN MANUFACTURING, DURABLE GOODS, NEW JERSEY, 1947-1973 
(In thousands) 

Ordnance Instruments Miscellaneous 
Total Lumber Furniture Stone, Clay Primary and Machinery, Trans- and Manu-

Durable and Wood and and Glass Metal Fabricated Except Electrical portation Related facturing 
Year Goods Products Fixtures Products Industries Metals Electrical Machinery Equipment Product.\ lndustriej 

1947 ......... 403.0 6.9 7.7 31.0 45.8 45.7 56.0 108.9 47.4 18.2 35.5 
1948 ......... 397.2 7.0 8.2 31.4 44.2 44.3 53.8 106.7 45.9 18.8 36.9 
1949 ......... 346.1 6.5 7.6 29.0 37.6 40.7 48.8 87.3 37.5 17.9 33.2 
1950 ......... 372.3 6.8 8.9 31.7 40.5 44.2 49.9 97.2 40.1 17.8 35.3 
1951 .. 427.9 7.1 9.1 35.3 46.5 48.3 60.0 115.l 47.5 22.4 36.6 
1952 ....... 446.6 6.4 8.5 33.4 45.3 50.5 61.7 121.7 60.2 24.7 34.3 
1953 .. . . . . . 470.4 6.3 8.6 33.8 46.2 57.2 64.0 132.5 62.7 26.5 32.6 
1954 .. 431.3 6.4 8.2 32.5 42.6 54.6 60.6 116.7 56.5 24.9 28.3 
1955 ....... 435.5 6.4 8.5 34.1 43.9 55.7 59.1 117.5 57.l 25.3 27.8 
1956 .. 455.9 6.4 9.1 34.3 47.3 55.5 65.8 124.3 57.4 27.9 27.9 

..... 1957 ......... 457.3 6.3 9.2 33.9 46.9 56.7 65.5 125.6 55.9 29.4 27.9 ..... 1958 ......... 411.9 5.6 8.7 31.9 40.9 50.9 57.0 115.0 48.7 27.4 25.8 (JO 

1959 ......... 430.5 5.9 9.2 33.1 41.7 53.7 57.8 121.4 50.5 30.2 27.0 
1960 ......... 436.5 5.7 9.8 33.7 42.6 54.2 61.0 I22.3 48.5 31.7 26.8 
1961 ........ 421.3 5.6 9.0 34.4 40.7 53.6 57.3 119.5 41.7 31.9 27.6 
1962 ......... 436.1 5.8 9.7 34.6 40.1 55.6 60.3 125.2 42.5 32.4 29.9 
1963 ......... 425.7 5.7 8.9 34.9 38.6 55.2 60.l 121.7 39.0 32.9 28.7 
1964 ... 418.6 5.6 9.0 35.6 37.9 56.7 61.4 115. l 35.6 31.0 30.7 
1965 .. 438.l 5.6 9.4 36.9 39.8 60.2 65.4 118.4 36.8 32.7 32.9 
1966 ......... 462.5 5.2 10.5 39.3 40.4 63.8 70.8 129.9 36.4 34.3 31.9 
1967 ......... 463.9 5.0 11.0 39.l 38.6 65.4 75.0 131.2 32.0 36.5 30.0 
1968 ..... 460.8 5.3 10.2 38.8 38.5 67.0 75.8 128.I 31.7 35.8 29.7 
1969 ..... 463.8 5.2 11.0 40.9 39.4 69.2 76.2 125.6 31.4 34.7 30.2 
1970 ......... 435.4 4.9 10.5 39.6 37.2 66.4 72.8 116.9 26.3 33.2 27.5 
1971 ......... 406.7 4.5 10.6 39.0 33A 62.4 66.3 106.7 25.3 32.6 25.8 
1972 ......... 405.3 4.4 11.3 40.0 32.2 62.9 65.6 104.6 25.7 33.0 25.6 
1973 ......... 416.6 4.5 11.2 40.0 32.7 65.6 71.2 107.l 25.4 32.5 26.4 

Series have been adjusted to March 1973 benchmarks. 

SOURCE: N.J. Department of Labor and Industry, Division of Planning and Research. 



TABLE 12 

WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS IN MANUFACTURING, NONDURABLE GOODS, NEW JERSEY, 1947-1973 
(In thousands) 

--
Apparel Printing, Petroleum Rubber arid Leather 

Total Food and Textile and Paper and Publishing Chemicals Refinit1g M iscellaru:ou.s and 
Nondurable Kindred Tobacco Mill Related Allied and Allied and Allied and Related Plastic Leather 

Year Goods Products Manufactures Products Products Products IPidustriel Products Industries Products Products 

1947 ......... 379.6 56.9 5.5 61.l 78.9 21.7 18.6 80.l 15.6 29.5 11.7 
1948 ......... 389.l 57.l 5. l 64.7 85.6 22.2 19.9 77.6 16.2 28.4 12.3 
1949 ......... 375.7 55.9 4.9 57.8 88.9 21.8 21.4 7L9 16.3 24.7 12. l 
1950 ......... 384.l 56.5 4.6 58.2 89.0 23.5 22.8 73.7 16.5 26.4 12.9 
1951 ......... 393.3 59.8 4.4 53.7 89.8 24.8 23.4 79.l 17.3 28.4 12.6 
1952 ......... 386.3 61.3 4.4 50.1 88.7 24.2 23.5 78.5 16.3 27.3 12. l 
1953 ......... 385.8 60.9 4.3 48.3 85.0 26.5 24.8 79.2 16.4 28.4 12.0 
1954 ......... 370.8 62.2 4.0 41.9 79.7 26.0 25.9 78.0 15.2 26.7 11.2 
1955 ......... 375.6 61.7 3.4 42.7 79.6 26.3 27.1 80.8 14.5 27.5 11.9 

.... 1956 ......... 378.9 63.5 2.6 41.6 79.7 27.2 28.l 81.8 14.3 28.!J 11.8 .... 1957 ......... 377.7 62.9 2.0 38.6 79.2 28.3 30.5 83.3 13.8 27.7 11.4 
~ 

1958 ......... 363.5 62.9 1.9 33.0 76.7 28.0 30.3 80.8 12.3 26.6 I I. I 
1959 ......... 370.8 62.3 1.8 33.2 79.2 28.3 31.5 82.4 11.7 29.3 11.l 
1960 ......... 372.1 62.9 l.7 31.4 77.7 28.0 32.3 86.4 11.5 29.2 11.0 
1961 ......... 369.8 63.9 l.6 29.l 76.4 28.l 32.6 87.0 I I.I 29.2 10.8 
1962 ......... 376.7 64.2 1.5 28.6 75.8 29.7 33.0 91.0 10.7 30.7 11.5 
1963 ......... 383.4 64.9 1.4 27.9 74.5 31.4 34.6 94.8 10.5 31.7 11.7 
1964 ......... 387.6 65.0 1.5 27.8 74.6 31.5 35.8 96.4 9.6 34.2 11.2 
1965 ......... 398.6 66.4 1.4 28.5 77.3 31.3 37.5 98.9 9.8 36.0 11.5 
1966 ......... 415.7 67.2 .8 29.G 80.3 33.0 39.6 105.5 10.3 37.2 12.2 
1967 ......... 418.1 65.3 .6 29.1 78.5 33.7 41.5 110.9 9.5 37.7 11.3 
1968 ......... 424.6 64.5 .~J 30.5 78.7 34.3 42.2 113.3 ~).Ci 39.9 11.5 
1969 ......... 429.9 63.2 .3 30.8 77.2 35.0 43.3 118.2 9.8 41.4 10.6 
1970 ......... 427.6 63.5 .3 29.6 72.3 35.3 44.8 122.3 10.6 40.0 9.6 
1971 ......... 415.6 61.7 .3 29.4 68.9 35.9 43.7 119.2 10.1 37.l 9.4 
1972 ......... 416.6 59.9 .3 30.4 68.9 35.9 45.5 120.0 10.4 36.5 8.9 
1973 ......... 420.2 58.6 .2 31.6 67.0 37.1 46.5 123.7 10.3 36.3 8.9 

Series have been adjusted to March 1973 benchmarks. 
SOURCE: N.J. Department of Labor and Industry, Division of Planning and Research. 



TABLE 13 

EMPLOYMENT, HOURS, AND EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION 
WORKERS ON MANUFACTURING PAYROLLS, 

NEW JERSEY, 1947-1973 

Average Average 
.-h•rrnge Weekly Hourly 

Employment U' rekly Earnings Earnings 
Year (thousnnd.s) Hour.s (dollar.s) (dollar.s) 

1947 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 40.7 52.26 1.28 
1948 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 40.5 56.37 1.39 
1949 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 39.4 56.97 1.45 
1950 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 40.8 61.65 1.51 
1951 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 41.l 67.28 1.64 
1952 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 41.l 71.02 1.73 
1953 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 40.9 74.32 1.82 
1954 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 39.8 74.43 1.87 
1955 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 40.7 79.16 1.94 
1956 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 40.5 82.98 2.05 
1957 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.a . 39.9 85.23 2.14 
1958 ............... 563.7 39.4 86.80 2.20 
1959 .............. 583.8 40.3 92.45 2.29 
1960 .............. 580.8 39.6 93.93 2.37 
1961 .............. 563.1 40.0 97.60 2.44 
1962 .............. 576.0 40.5 101.66 2.51 
1963 ............... 567.5 40.5 104.90 2.59 
1964 .............. 564.4 40.6 108.40 2.67 
1965 .............. 587.l 41.0 112.34 2.74 
1966 .............. 616.5 41.3 117.29 2.84 
1967 .............. 616.7 40.6 118.96 2.93 
1968 .............. 616.9 40.7 125.76 3.09 
1969 .............. 621.3 4-0.8 132.60 3.25 
1970 .............. 592.6 40.3 139.44 3.46 
1971 .............. 564.3 40.4 150.29 3.72 
1972 .............. 567.6 40.9 163.19 3.99 
1973 .............. 578.8 41.3 174.70 4.23 

FOOTNOTE 
n.a.-not available. 

Series have been adjusted to March 1973 benchmarks. 
SOURCE: N.J. Department of Labor and Industry, Division of Planning and Research. 
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TABLE 14 

CONSUMER PRICE INDEXES* 
FOR URBAN WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS 

1967 = 100.0 

Average 
of New York 

and 
United New York Philadelphia Philadelphia 

Year States SCA:i SMSAh Areas 

1947 .............. 66.9 67.0 66.4 66.7 
1948 .............. 72.l 71.5 71.7 71.6 
1949 .............. 71.4 70.7 70.9 70.8 
1950 .............. 72.l 71.2 71.3 71.2 
1951 .............. 77.8 76.5 77.9 77.2 
1952 .............. 79.5 77.7 79.5 78.6 
1953 .............. 80.l 78.2 79.8 79.0 
1954 .............. 80.5 78.7 80.7 79.7 
1955 .............. 80.2 78.2 80.6 79.4 
1956 ................ 81.4 79.4 81.6 80.5 
1957 .............. 84.3 82.0 84.2 83.l 
1958 .............. 86.6 84.5 85.8 85.2 
1959 ..... ' ........ 87.3 85.6 86.8 86.2 
1960 .............. 88.7 87.3 88.4 87.8 
1961 .............. 89.6 88.l 89.4 88.8 
1962 .............. 90.6 89.4 90.l 89.8 
1963 .............. 91.7 91.3 91.8 91.6 
1964 .............. 92.9 92.8 93.2 93.0 
1965 .............. 94.5 94.3 94.7 94.5 
1966 .............. 97.2 97.5 97.3 97.4 
1967 .............. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1968 .............. 104.2 104.3 104.8 104.6 
1969 .............. 109.8 110.8 110.4 l 10.6 
1970 .............. 116.3 l19.0 117.8 ll8.4 
1971 .............. 121.3 125.9 123.5 124.7 
1972 ............... 125.3 131.4 127.0 129.2 
1973 .............. 133.l 139.7 135.5 137.6 

FOOTNOTES 
a Standard Consolidated Area: New York-Northeastern New Jersey (17 counties). 
b Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, including Camden, Burlington, and Gloucester Coun-

ties. 
•Annual averages. 

SOURCES: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. N.J. Department of Labor 
and Industry, Office of Business Economics. 

Prepared by Office of Business Economics, March 15, 1974. 
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TABLE 15 

PERSONAL INCOME, NF.W JERSEY AND UNITED STATES, 
1948-1973 

Total Personal Income Per Capita Personal Income 
New United New United New United 

Jersey States .Jersey States ]erseya Statesb 
Year (millions of current dollars) (current dollars) ( 1967 dollars) 

1948 8,063 208,878 1,689 1,430 2,359 1,983 
1949 8,131 205,791 1,663 1,384 2,349 1,938 
1950 8,934 226,214 1,834 1,496 2,576 2,075 
1951 10,151 253,232 2,028 1,652 2,627 2,123 
1952 10,934 269,769 2,134 1,733 2,715 2,180 
1953 11,750 285,456 2,247 1,804 2,844 2,252 
1954 11,957 287,607 2,231 1,785 2,799 2,217 
1955 12,688 308,266 2,306 1,876 2,904 2,339 
1956 13,719 330,481 2,443 1,975 3,035 2,410 
1957 14,550 348,460 2,536 2,045 3,052 2,426 
1958 14,823 358,474 2,517 2,068 2,954 2,388 
1959 15,849 380,964 2,635 2,161 3,057 2,475 
1960 16,526 398,726 2,708 2,216 3,084 2,498 
1961 17,333 414,411 2,767 2,265 3,116 2,528 
1962 18,430 440,189 2,890 2,370 3,218 2,616 
1963 19,372 463,054 2,966 2,458 3,238 2,680 
1964 20,515 494,912 3,086 2,590 3,318 2,788 
1965 22,105 535,948 3,267 2,770 3,457 2,931 
1966 23,862 583,828 3,483 2,987 3,576 3,073 
1967 25,638 625,576 3,701 3,170 3,701 3,170 
1968 27,987 684,745 3,995 3,436 3,819 3,298 
1969 30,423 746,449 4,288 3,708 3,877 3,377 
1970 32,930 801,493 4,577 3,933 3,866 3,382 
1971 35,145 857,100 4,813 4,156 3,860 3,426 
1972 38,545 935,500 5,259 4,493 4,070 3,586 
1973 (P) . 43,036 1,035,400 5,819 4,921 4,229 3,697 

FOOTNOTES 
a The average Consumer Price Index given in Table 14 for the New York Standard Conso1i· 

dated Area and the Philadelphia SMSA was used to express New Jersey per capita personal 
income in constant 1967 dollars. 

b The Consumer Price Index for the United States was used to express United States per 
capita personal income in constant 1967 dollars. 

(P) Preliminary estimates. 

SOURCES: U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Statistics; 
Business Week and Office of Business Economics, N.J. Dept. of Labor and Industry. 

Prepared by Office of Business Economics, March 15, 1974. 
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TABLE 16 
PRODUCTION AND TRADE, NEW JERSEY, 1948-1973 

Electric Power Sale.s Registration of New Vehicles 
-

Value of 
Total Large Small New Construction Retail 

Industrial and Industrial and Caso line Dwelling Contracts Store Passenger Commercial 
Commercial Commercial Consumption Units Awarded! Sales• Cars Vehicles 

User.s Users Autlwrized 
Year (kilowatt hours in thousands) (000 gal.) ($000) ($000) ($000,000) (number) (number) 

1948 ......... 6,887,131 3,736,931 1,359,854 1,108,524 n.a. 406,476 n.a. 116,847 25,504 
1949 ......... 7,026,664 3,578,396 1,483,196 1,199,979 n.a. 408,007 n.a. 165,179 23,544 
1950 ......... 8,023,122 4,161,454 1,630,075 1,337,876 n.a. 747,771 n.a. 210,436 27,229 
1951 ......... 8,944,201 4,648,835 1,806,808 1,396,712 n.a. 676,458 n.a. 178,862 25,002 
1952 ......... 9,578,722 4,837,880 1,969,215 1,487,026 n.a. 690,770 n.a. 149,168 19,335 
1953 ......... 10,435,872 5,191,330 2,180,598 1,587,990 n.a. 793,889 n.a. 208,376 23,048 
1954 ......... 10,931,039 5,214,694 2,348,391 1,677,573 n.a. 886,947 n.a; 207,252 20,601 
1955 ......... 12,184,077 5,874,199 2,584,701 1,806,242 n.a. 1,010,459 n.a. 258,079 22,262 
1956 ......... 13,224,653 6,323,544 2,807,035 1,846,099 n.a. 1,106,452 n.a. 219,297 21,903 
1957 ......... 14,196,487 6,642,234 3,097,755 1,850,252 n.a. 1,048,449 n.a. 219,865 20,320 
1958 ......... 14,949,906 6,829,115 3,322,774 1,907,497 n.a. 1,143,484 n.a. 183,770 17,616 - 1959 ......... 16,632,611 7,683,942 3,719,151 2,007,697 n.a. 1,303,736 n.a. 219,305 20,374 -00 1960 ......... 17,569,054 8,125,141 3,967,306 2,050,208 558,591 1,256,532 n.a. 266,299 22,532 
1961 ......... 19,248,349 8,730,727 4,471,379 2,050,731 622,482 1,307,832 n.a. 250,432 24,606 
1962 ......... 20,630,556 9,506,486 4,848,024 2,045,680 618,663 1,392,618 n.a. 285,955 24,713 
1963 ......... 22,077,818 10,108,217 5,309,982 2,148,500 681,597 1,534,448 8,992 318,127 26,804 
1964 ......... 23,848,214 10,773,759 5,872,988 2,222,915 778,540 l,622,048 9.768 325,293 28,417 
1965 ......... 25,964,004 11,712,402 6,433,961 2,322,560 804,151 l,555,689 10,396 378,768 30,980 
1966 ......... 28,512,856 12,814,406 7,043,455 2,391,674 665,653 1,651,494 IO, 711 352,573 31,072 
1967 ......... 30,146,448 13,147,596 7,620,829 2,447,834 652,963 1,906,577 10,947 302,680 27,471 
1968 ......... 32,616,153 13,863,329 8,394,581 2,596,238 .680,816 2,380,846 12,030 356,762 30,724 
1969 ......... 35,637,643 15,042,515 9,214,088 2,676,055 ()() l ,820 2,205,705 12,591 356,583 34,616 
1970 ......... 38,156,144 15,394,352 10,185,005 2,818,317 702,116 2,740,746 14,274 348,294 36,027 
1971 ......... 39,919,508 15,564,483 11,056,580 2,918,695 876,1144 2,409,797 15,359 393,l23t 35,255t 
1972 ......... 42,318,122 16,192,817 12,143,135 3,170,170 1,062,430 2,949,245 16,399 443,628 50,545 
1973 ......... 45,540,943 17,018,962 13,233,603 3,245,l l 7P 852,991P 2,527,739 17,874 453,334 53,735 
FOOTNOTES 

•Figures starting with 1968 are based on a new sample design and improved processing techniques developed as a result of the 1967 Census of Business by the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. The new series began September 1967 and subsequent figures are not comparable with earlier dClta. 

tYears 1948-70 compiled by N.J. Auto List. Years 1972-73 are from the N.J. Division of Motor Vehicles. 
t Beginning with January 1967, construction contracts awarded were adjusted to reflect more complete coverage of one family house construction. 
(P) Preliminary estimates. 
n.a.-not available. 

SOURCES: Electric Power Sales: Edison Electric Institute. Gasoline Consumption: American Petroleum Institute. New Dwelling Units Authorized: N.J. Depart-
ment of Labor and Industry in Cooperation with U.S. Department of Commerce. Construction Contracts Awarded: F.W. Dodge Corporation. Retail Sales: 
U.S. Dept. of Commerce. Registration of New Vehicles: New Jersey Auto Lists, Inc.; N.J. Division of Motor Vehicles. 

Prepared by Office of Business Economics, March 15, 1974. 



TABLE 17 

BUSINESS ACTIVITY, NEW JERSEY, 1948-1973 

Apparent Neu• jer5ey Turnpike 
Liabilitiel New Consumption 

Postal Advertisi11g Business 8usinen of Business lncorpora- of Distilled Toll Number of 
Receipts Linage Telephones Failures Failures tions spirits Revenue Vehicles 

Year (dollars) (000 lines) Net Gains (number) ($000) (number) (000 gal.) ($000) (000) 

1948 ........ 25,521,507 133,515 19,106 219 15,286 5,510 6,852 n.a. n.a. 
1949 ........ 28,207,664 145,319 10,014 366 16,246 5,411 6,688 n.a. n.a. 
1950 ........ 29,428,662 151,024 20,134 346 10,926 6,009 8,243 n.a. n.a. 
1951 ........ 30,685,151 151,459 29,806 307 11,961 5,581 8,216 n.a. n.a. 
1952 ........ 33,226,624 162,413 29,044 319 18,627 6,146 7,824 16,245 17,948 
1953 ........ n.a. 172,671 26,613 360 25,856 6,651 8,443 19,195 22,005 
1954 ........ 47,005,842 160,322 24,664 385 20,086 7,276 8,536 20,758 24,555 
1955 ........ 48,516,344 171,876 31,659 456 29,753 8,386 9,045 21,124 25,888 
1956 ........ 50,091,539 176,973 37,452 582 33,919 8,839 10,253 24,515 31,588 
1957 ........ 52,614,766 172,607 29,856 565 39,604 8,097 9,331 29,025 39,270 
1958 ........ 55,859,548 168,637 21,892 778 43,475 8,757 9,961 30,162 41,615 
1959 ........ 63,172,822 178,818 35,051 639 27,619 10,436 10,702 33,321 46,199 

...... 1960 ........ 68,088,340 182,716 38,543 714 49,071 10,172 11,391 35,588 49,083 
~ 1961 ........ 71,359,658 177,863 28,825 717 53,282 9,650 11, 743 37,197 51, 738 

1962 ........ 75,437,939 189,614 39,383 591 58,468 9,984 12,378 39,246 54,901 
1963 ........ 85,541,527 197,736 29,716 509 256,075 9,716 12,810 40,781 56,677 
1964 ........ 89,087,584 201,340 36,771 442 49,261 10,023 13,483 44,153 60,708 
1965 ........ 89,863,285 266,092 47,251 512 96,334 10,439 14,383 46,128 64,958 
1966 ........ 96,191,521 282,833 54,650 442 61,191 9,656 14,687 48,616 69,850 
1967 ........ 99,363,477 278,160 48,620 414 64,215 10,220 15,064 51,238 73,529 
1968 ........ 118,053,541 290,960 53,293 423 42,692 12,038 15,971 55,348 78,205 
1969 ........ 122,074,437 311,353 73,211 343 53, 141 13, 168 16,572 57,645 80,618 
1970 ........ n.a. 285,963 58,787 463 142, 19() 13,958 16,289 63,944 89,655 
1971 ........ n.a. n.a. 45,401 428 102,738 15,563 16,440 70,136 98,553 
1972 ........ (Series Discontinued) 66,989 453 173,428 16,462 17,060 75,948 107,933 
1973 ........ 87,064 491 201,463 16,312 15,630 79,000 110,422 

FOOTNOTES 
n.a.-not available. 

SOURCES: Postal Receipts: O.B.E. Dept. of L. & I. Advertising Linage: Media Records, Inc. and the Office of Business Economics. Business Telephone Net Gains: 
N.J. Bell Telephone Company. Number and Liabilities of Business Failures and New Incorporations: Dun and Bradstreet, Inc. Apparent Consumption 
of Distilled Spirits: Distilled Spirits Institute. New Jersey Turnpike-Toll Revenue and Number of Vehicles: New Jersey Turnpike Authority. 

Prepared by Office of Business Economics, March 15, 1974. 



TABLE 18 

FINANCE, NEW JERSEY, 1948-1973 

Bank Debits Savings in 
All Insured Savings in Ordinary 

Eight Nine Five Savings and All Mutual Life 

Cities Cities SMSA Loan Savings Insurance 
Areasa Associations Banks Sales 

Year (millions of dollars) (thousands of dollars) 

1948 .... 19,756 355,258 516,590 580,688 
1949 .... 19,485 422,501 535,518 604,291 
1950 .... 22,352 506,037 588,388 725,712 
1951 .... 25,455 604,436 650,368 805,489 
1952 .... 26,634 26,663 724,481 739,695 890,944 
1953 .. 29,575 862,041 824,835 1,058,691 
1954 .... 30,014 1,083,298 924,330 1,107,907 
1955 .... 32,752 1,290,953 995,780 1,370,565 
1956 ... 34,767 1,460,342 1,103,782 1,620,565 
1957 .... 36,264 1,651,719 1,162,688 2,201,044 
1958 .... 37,993 1,889,145 1,256,831 2,189,707 
1959 .... 41,319 2,147,322 1,292,154 2,235,092 
1960 . 43,864 2,414,376 1,327,447 2,171,985 
1961 .... 48,851 2,729,ll6 1,384,518 2,180,105 
1962 . 51,622 3,052,389 1,547,302 2,163,371 
1963 .... 56,596 3,418,173 1,692,707 2,381,986 
1964 .. 61,709 79,920 3,801,004 1,833,533 2,748,766 
1965 .... 90,719 4,171,487 1,992,759 3,112,622 
1966 .... 104,425 4,261,895 2,122,482 3,258,043 
1967 110,503 4,634,388 2,317,453 3,582,284 
1968 .. 152,419 5,059,085 2,480,412 3,977,629 
1969 .... 150,669 5,361,151 2,585,228 4,418,204 
1970 .... 158,813 5,936,761 2,967,846 *4,948,757 
1971 .... 176,747 7,648,154 3,545,904 *5,407,376 
1972 .... (Series Discontinued) 208,610 8,908,940 4, 146, 721 * 5,825,622 
1973 .... P337,826 9,971,596 4,462,416 P6,309,246 

FOOTNOTES 
• Revised March, 1974, by Life Insurance Agency Management Association. 
a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas: Newark; Paterson-Clifton-Passaic; Atlantic City; 

Trenton and Jersey City. 
(P) Provisional estimates. 

SOURCES: Bank Debits: Federal Reserve System. Savings in all Insured Savings and Loan 
As~ociations: Office of Bus. Economics. Savings in all Mutual Savings Banks; Savings 
Banks' Association of New Jersey. Ordinary Life Insurance Sales: Life Insurance 
Agency Management Association. 

Prepared by Office of Business Economics, March 15, 1974. 
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TABLE 19 

STATE TAX REVENUES, NEW JERSEY CALENDAR YEARS 1949-1973 
(Thousands of dollars) 

Total Cigarette Corporation Inheritance Motor Motor Pari- All Sales Year State Tax Fuel Vehicle Mutuel Other 
Revenue.s Tax Tax Tax Tax Tax Tax Taxes Tax 

1949 ........... 155,135 17,713 15,633 10,179 35,167 33,542 11,801 31,100 
1950 ........... 162,402 18,240 17,238 9,535 35,601 36,486 11,834 33,467 
1951 ........... 177,994 18,996 18,992 11,103 38,293 41,309 14,661 34,640 
1952 ........... 188,557 19,854 20,265 12,069 40,048 45,181 18,047 33,096 
1953 ........... 203,033 20,079 22,294 12,357 42,660 48,577 20,710 36,355 
1954 ........... 217,526 19,482 23,435 10,515 53,552 52,095 21,871 36,576 
1955 ........... 256,142 19,952 36,811 14,316 67,196 57,835 22,822 37,210 
1956 ........... 292,232 30,622 39,235 17,338 70,307 71,226 23,798 39,666 
1957 ........... 292,059 34,806 41,831 18,123 70,538 62,492 24,484 39,783 

- 1958 ........... 309,674 36,754 43,952 10,608 80,046 64,731 23,886 39,697 
N:) 1959 ........... 357,756 39,529 69,327 18, 771 97,184 68,476 24,571 39,898 - 1960 ........... 383,503 42,130 76,940 24,988 99,945 71,733 25,155 42,610 

1961 ........... 410,832 56,075 78,724 22,051 111,210 74,958 25,309 42,506 
1962 ........... 455,131 59,966 82,496 29,810 124,446 77,658 29,408 51,347 
1963 ........... 492,835 66,243 88,060 48,568 128,952 81,980 27,213 51,818 
1964 ........... 529,068 68,720 94,142 44,801 135,157 87,383 28,580 70,285 
1965 ........... 561,971 75,031 101,838 50,278 141,938 91,094 28,826 72,966 
1966 ........... 688,469 87,868 119,462 55,246 147,765 95,179 29,209 70,391 83,349 
1967 ........... 859,639 97,241 134,406 54,097 150,166 97,288 31,215 73,119 222,107 
1968 ........... 1,061,032 111,713 146,407 60,166 172,835 109,059 34,461 157,979 268,412 
1969 ........... 1,219,074 117,603 223,814 64,266 193,534 127,631 34,829 179,644 277,753 
1970 ........... 1,408,667 121,677 212,019 68,367 204,309 132,353 34,023 193,777 442,142* 
1971 ........... 1,490,943 125,794 125,968 69,192 213,930 139, 131 34,781 228,557t 553,590 
1972 ........... 1,873,010 154,181 151,162 71,531 248,191 147,468 35,872 442,239 622,366 
1973 (P) ....... 2,261,598 167,078 225,939 83,000 279,154 163,607 36,525 567,638 738,657 

FOOTNOTE 

•Reflects rate increase as of March l, 1970. 
t $10 million of this increase is represented through an accelerated tax provision (Chapters 108 and 109, P. L. 1971) regarding public utility excise tax. 

(P) Preliminary estimates. 

SOURCE: New Jersey Department of the Treasury, Bureau of Budget and Accounting, FISCAL REPORT. 
Prepared by Office of Economic Policy, Dept. of Treasury. 



TABLE 20 

AGRICULTURE, NEW JERSEY, 1950-1973 

Number 
Cash Receipts from Farm Marketings 

of Workers (thousands of dollars) 
rear on Farms From Livestock 

(thousands) Total and Products Frum Crops 

1950 ........... 66 292,430 188,694 103,736 
1951 ........... 65 348,831 229,976 118,855 
1952 ........... 61 342,44,7 215,156 127.291 
1953 ........... 58 346,ISi 223,750 122,437 
1954 ............ 59 314,259 194,605 119,654 
1955 ........... 58 307,674 200,178 107,496 
1956 ............ 53 330,372 202, l I 7 128,255 
1957 ........... 51 314,627 193,991 120,636 
1958 ........... 51 304,569 191,946 112,623 
1959 ........... 45 286,467 I 69,690 116,777 
1960 ........... 44 295,411 167.222 128,189 
1961 ........... 42 286,167 156,180 129,987 
1962 ........... 41 278,001 146,024 131,977 
1963 ........... 39 27l,135 138,904 132,231 
1964 ........... 37 252,632 123,334 129,298 
1965 ........... 33 269,520 117,995 151,525 
1966 ........... 27 265,390 119,938 145,452 
1967 ........... 23 249,416 102, 164 147,252 
1968 ........... 23 250,061 98,5 IO 151,551 
1969 ...... -..... 23 246,997 102,491 144,506 
1970 .. •.• ....... 20 242,626 96,464 146,162 
1971 ........... 20 240,114 88,666 151,448 
1972 ........... 20 233,396 90,194 143,202 
1973 (P) ....... 19 306,575 117,327 189,338 

FOOTNOTE 
(P)-Preliminary Estimates. 

SOURCES: U.S. Department of Commerce; N.J. Department of Agriculture. 

Prepared by N.J. Department of Agriculture. 
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TABLE 21 

COUNTY POPULATION ESTIMATES 

Total Estimated Estimated Estimated 
Population Population Population Populationt 

County 1970 July 1, 1971 July 1, 1972 July 1, 1973 

Atlantic ........ 175,770 176,885 178,860 180,820* 
Bergent ........ 898,850 904,315 908,620 911,480 
Burlington ...... 324,625 330,060 328,445 325,410* 
Camden ........ 457,680 464,115 471,690 477,850* 
Cape May ....... 59,785 60,075 61,515 64,230 
Cumberland ..... 121,810 124,050 126,835 128,510 
Essex ........... 933,820 935,245 940,465 944,290 
Gloucester ...... 173,285 175,760 178,465 181,735 
Hudson . . . . . . . . . 609,065 611,005 612,545 612,785 
Hunterdon ...... 70,000 71, 145 72,975 74,080 
Mercer ... 305,130 308,735 312,005 314,765 
Middlesex .... 585,780 592,240 597,710* 604,400 
Monmouth ...... 463,660 469,680 473,325 479,320 
Morris ....... 385,145 391,385 396,810 402,370 
Ocean .......... 210,760 218,110 230,390 243,165 
Passaic .......... 461,940 465,260 467,860 470,280 
Salem .......... 60,500 61,110 62,595 63,540 
Somerset ........ 199,030 201,070 203,050 205,125 
Sussex .......... 77,975 79,595 81,875 84,475 
Union .......... 544,090 546,960 548,740 550,605 
Warren . . . . . . . . . 74,105 74,640 75,265 77,095 

Total ....... 7,192,805 7,261,440 7,330,040 7,396,330 

FOOTNOTES 
•Special Census conducted by Bureau of Census, Washington, D.C. 
t Elmwood Park (Bergen County-The Boro of East Paterson, Bergen County, changed its 

name officially as of January 1, 1973 to Elmwood Park. 
t Provisional estimates. 

SOURCES: 1970-U.S. Bureau of the Census. 
1971-1973-Estimates by Office of Business Economics. 
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